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“Mike” Tschebull on Kazaks
Posted in Uncategorized on February 2, 2015 by rjohn
On November 22, 2014, Raoul “Mike” Tschebull, gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning
program, here at The Textile Museum, on Kazaks, which most readers will know are rugs and textiles
from the southwest part of the Caucasus. Mike provided a summary of the type from this weaving
area as Turkic tradition, high pile, symmetrical knots, often red wefts and red selvedges. Sometimes
they have blue wefts and blue selvedges. There are also a rare few with undyed wefts.

Mike is a collector, textile scholar, and a long-time figure in the rug and other textiles world. Perhaps
his best-known work is a catalog he wrote in 1971 entitled “Kazak.”

Mike has done some important translating work, for example, in 1981, he translated, from the
German, the still-valuable and used “Turkoman Tribal Rugs” by Werner Loges. More recently, his
important work includes that on an on-line exhibition by the New England Rug Society entitled “To
Have and To Hold,” about various kinds of tribal bags. http://nerugsociety.org/gallery/bags/index.htm
He has written for Halı, from its inception, and referred to an article he had written for Vol 1, No. 3,
1978, pp 257-261, “The Development of Four Kazak Designs.”
In it he said that there are four Kazak design groups, indicated by the literature, using “inappropriate,
but understandable, trade names.” They are:

•

Karachov

•

Single medallion, or cruciform, or “keyhole” design

•

Triple medallion

•

Lori Pambak, or what Ralph Yohe called “bug rugs.”

To these he added, for this talk:

•

Double medallion, like plate 28 in Kazak.

Mike said that some academics seem to look down a bit on “collectors,” saying that they sometimes
“have little knowledge.” He says now, rather than being a “rug collector” that he is a “student of
animal fiber ethnographic textiles from the Middle East.”
Mike began with a piece from the single medallion, cruciform or “keyhole,” design group.

M1

Mike said this rug is similar to half a dozen old Turkish rugs at the TIEM in Istanbul. Kazaks like this
are sometimes attributed to an area near Lake Sewan in the western Caucasus, but there is no
supporting evidence. We do not really know where they were made, other than generally in the
southwestern Caucasus.
Walter Denny suggests the design evolved from the “Bellini” design. The design was stylized, altered
and reversed in village weaving in Turkey. It made its way into the southwest Caucasus by the 19th
century.
Mike uses the term “old,” as this piece is, for “pre-boom” rugs, generally woven before about 1865,
when synthetic dyes started to be used.
The rug is in unworn condition, which is unusual. This type is characterized by blue selvedges, blue
wefts, and 3 madder “reds”: (1) a dominant warm red field, (2) salmon in border, (3) aubergine in
some highlights.

The border has a relatively un-corroded black-brown. There is long pile.
There is a fairly large number of published pieces like this.
There is a very similar piece in the Keshishian catalog “Treasures of Caucasus”, and one in Hermann,
SOT VII, that have the same drawing error in the border that this one has. Conventionally, the small
white hooked devices have the center stem pointing in and the curving hooks on the outside (see the
orientation of the white device in the side border above). The ivory brackets in the end borders are
reversed from the norm in all three (see images above and below).

The next rug had the Lori Pambak design. Alleged to have been woven in a village, Lori, in the north
of the Armenian Khanate (this area was occupied by Kurds and Azaris before the latter part of the
19th century). Unlikely to know for sure; no fieldwork.
M2

The design seems to be based on early embroideries, altered to reflect an “animal style” of drawing.
Fine knotting, long pile, also 3 madder reds as in M1: (1) field red, with (2) a rose, and (3) an
aubergine in the border.

It is complete except for very top and bottom end “barber pole” borders.

This design evolved by 1900 into a much starker, reduced, simplified version in fairly large quantities.
Some with Armenian inscriptions occur, and some Lori Pambaks have been chemically washed. Mike
said that he has been told that some old Kazaks were also sheared, so, many, especially early rugs,
may have had quite long pile.

The next rug had a “prayer format,”
M3

John Howe: This piece has an aesthetic feature that an old Persian dealer pointed out to me. Notice
that the white-ground, niched area does not touch the main borders, as those on Caucasian niche
designs often do. This feature is aesthetically superior to those that touch, since it makes the white,
niched area seem to “float” on the surrounding red field. It gives the illusion of a three-dimensional
design.
Mike said that M3 is, likely, post-1865 but with no synthetics, and probably from the same general
area as M2. The regional attribution of Lori Pambak is a name that has stuck, but not verifiable, and
there is no Russian fieldwork to help. The northern part of the Armenian Khanate was mostly Kurds,
but was this Kurd? Armenian? No one can really say. Here are some detail images of M3.

There was a question from the floor about the type-names for Caucasian rugs used by Ulrich
Schurmann. Mike said that these were Armenian dealer names, hearsay, from the region. Maybe they
knew. Some, said to be among Schurmann’s sources, say that he got what they told him wrong.
The next Kazak piece was this salt Bag.
M4

Whether this is from the Kazak area is not known. It may be Armenian, based on other similar bags
with Armenian inscriptions. Supposedly such products are from an area called “Mountain Qarabagh.”
Mike said that this piece is the best of this type he has seen. These are generally without an original

back, but this this piece has one. The center bordered line on the pile side makes one wonder whether
this piece is constructed, but it is not.

Part of its neck is rewoven. Such pieces were not in the western market until after the collapse of the
Soviet Union c. 1990. Mike said that it is puzzling why someone would make a pile salt bag – not the
better economical choice vs. flat-woven ones.
Here are some details of M4.

The next two pieces had the look of “mafrash” cargo bag sides.
M5

M6

But Mike observed that these people (those who wove pieces we call “Kazak,”) probably did not use
square mafrash bedding bags. They were settled villagers who did not need cargo bags in a tent
setting. They would have simply piled bedding around the sides of rooms. (There is some evidence
that settled weavers sometimes retained some seemingly unneeded practices from their nomadic
days.)
Another indicator that these pieces may not have been mafrash side panels is that one does not find
end panels that are pile woven. Most full bedding bags have no borders around all sides of a given
panel, but rather exhibit horizontal design rows that continue entirely around the bag on both side and
end panels.

It is true that some flat-woven side panels show borders all around.

But in complete mafrashes, with this feature, it appears that it is usual for both end panels and the
back side panel to be plain woven without design.
Going back to M5 and M6,
M5

M6

Mike said that such panels seem not to have been widely made in pile for commercial sale. They are
very uncommon. We simply have no answer about whether these pieces are mafrash bag side panels
or what. Let’s look at these two pieces more closely, one at a time.
M5

M5 features three eight-pointed stars on a red ground. The white-ground, reciprocal border probably
went all the way around. Its color contrast and simple graphics are powerful — maybe an old piece.
Here are some detail images of M5.

Mike’s panel, below, has three, hooked, ‘flower” medallions, on a field of varying green, and a white
ground border with stars in, at least, four colors.
M6

It is in such good shape that Mike made sure it was not a reproduction. The small white panel with
what seems to be a date is illegible squiggles forward, backward, up or down. Mike said, regarding
buying old pieces in good condition, “I try to say to myself, who is trying to fool me and how are they
trying to do it?” Details of M6.

Mike said that the next piece is properly called a “stepped medallion” (not the typical misnomer of
double-ended prayer rug).
M7

Mike wrote about this piece in a recent issue of Halı (181), saying that he thinks its crudely drawn
date is 1223 (1808) is more plausible than many we see because of the use, here, of ten colors, three
red dyes including aubergine and two yellows. He argues that the use of more colors, and particular
ones, suggest more time and care, and that tends to justify a sense that the interwoven date is
correct.

The Russians had come in by this time, had begun to stimulate production, and pieces went into
Russia. This one evidently came back out again.
The style is from the western Transcaucasus, said to be from the region of a village called Fachralo
near Genji. Mike said that this piece could be from as far west as Kars,
Here are some details of M7.

The next rug is a Kazak from the Southwest Caucasus.
M8

It came from a repairman’s table. The outside guard borders on the sides had already been cut
off. Parviz Tanovoli had them rewoven in Iran.
It has a unusual borders and an unusual field design, a stack of three stepped rhomboid medallions
that are probably derived from slit tapestry designs, surrounded by a running outline of curving hooks
or horns like something from felt design – or perhaps even Turkish kilims, which, in turn, may have
taken motifs from felts. Dating is probably 19th century.
Here are some details of M8.

The designs in the next piece are possibly related to those in M8. This is a Dagestan mosaic felt, with
typical curves and white, rolling stitch outlining.
M9

It is an example of curved designs that may have influenced some rug designs like the curving hook
outlines in #8.
It is new — about 10 years.
The next piece was a long rug. Mike said that we don’t know where it was woven.
M10

Its colors, rarity and overall impression suggest that it is old. His contact in the Caucasus says that
it’s Kazak.
It has red selvedges, red wefts, and no end finish at the bottom.
(H10 top end)

There are some rugs like this with a red field, but, Mike said, those with a yellow ground are rare. He
knows of only one other. It sold in a European auction in the 1970s.
Here are some additional details of M10.

The next piece was a Kazak kilim.
M11

Age unknowable. Consistent good color saturation; clearly not used; hidden away. Karakonlü. There
are also bags with this design. Details of M11.

Mike said that the next piece was a try at a Star Kazak. It was attributed to the Bordjalu Valley area
in Georgia. Probably “old.” Pre-1865. No aubergine, but lots of yellow and green. Long pile,
unworn.
M12

These long pile pieces are like Turkish yatak bedding rugs. Probably how most early Kazak pieces were
also used.
Details of M12.

Members of the audience had brought some pieces in and we dealt with them next.
The first piece, below, is attributed to Nagorno-Karabakh.
M13

It is typical of that area, possibly of Armenian weave, with a stack of seven multilayer hooked
diamonds.
(Color difference due to lighting and different cameras)

Here are some details of M13.

The rug below is attributed to Bordjalu Valley area in Georgia. Full pile … Kazak … heavy red wefts,
high quality wool, no wear.
Its design is rough, wonky, and includes an attempt at a Lesghi star with hints of Karachopf.
Owner says this was purchased from prominent Jewish dealer in Cairo about 55 years ago; he called it
Karabagh.

M14

Mike said that this is a try at a star Kazak, probably “old:” pre-1865.
One reads, sometimes, that the Lesghi star, as seen here, is a design device that, some suggest, has
emerged fairly recently, and is the product of simple rotation and reflection of a single smaller
component. Despite its claimed recency, and possible mechanical mode of creation, Mike’s indication
(and there are others) suggests that the “Lesghi Star” may be older than some think and has its origin
in “zili” weaves.

The next rug featured 3 1/2 stacked, Turkic medallions: also attributed to Nagorno-Karabakh.
M15

The very white outlines in the medallions may well have been bleached to enhance white natural wool.

There are brown wefts in many of this type.
Here are some additional detail images of M15.

The next piece was a pile mafrash side panel from “somewhere in Iran.”
M15

Mike said that it was probably not Caucasian, “a good piece to stump people.”

Wendel Swan said from the audience that this piece is definitely Persian, but that the 6-lobed
blossoms are unusual.

The use of 8-lobed blossoms, stars and other motifs is more common in Turkic weaving.
The next piece was a pile bag face with little crosses in diagonal rows on a dark blue field, ivory border
and running back-to-back C-hook elements.
M16

The suggestion in the room was that it is southwest Iran, perhaps Fars.

The next piece was the khojin face below. It was attributed to east Azerbaijan.
M18

Someone from the audience asked for comment about possible a Shahsavan attribution, since this
cruciform design device is often used in flat-woven pieces attributed to them.
Mike said that pile bags, would be too heavy and too uneconomical to be actually woven for use. Mike
said that nomads wove little pile work. It was too expensive in time and materials. and pieces for
their own use are made while they must keep moving. Pile was probably woven by the settled
relatives for sale. So the differentiation is between nomadic flat woven pieces and settled pile pieces.
He added that the Shahsavan term is broadly used and unspecific.

The next piece was a long rug, attributed to the eastern Caucasus and said to be typical of the Shirvan
area.
M19

It has brown and ivory wefts and original white cotton selvedges (some dyed blue in a few
areas). Unusually long pile: has not been on the floor much. Good vegetable dyes.

Botehs arrived in the Caucasus from Kashmir textiles.

The woven-in date 1329? about AD 1912, seems about right.

More details on M19.

The next piece was the Kazak rug, below. It has a field design based on the Georgian (Christian)
cross.
M20

Trefoil border that looks archaic. Good vegetable dyes. The woven date is 1319, so AD 1900 seems
about right.

Bob Chenciner says this field motif is, originally, of Celtic origin.

Mike said that it also harkens to felt border designs and mosaics.
The rug, above, has a milder palette than a more colorful, larger rug, with this field, in Schurmann.
Barbara Kaslow, who was in the audience, at this RTAM, had an image on her smart phone of a rug of
hers with very similar designs and a coloration closer to Schurmann’s example.
(Barbara Kaslow’s rug)

Mike said that Rosalie Rudnik has a horse cover with the same main border.

The last piece of the day was this, end of the 19th century, Kazak.
M19

Red weft, replaced selvedges. Mike said it was later (longer format as knotting got denser, pile
shorter).
Erroneously called either a “leaf & calyx” or a “wineglass” border (actually half of a entirely geometric
pattern).

Some purple and a green. Very light, possibly bleached, wool in border.

Probably for the western export market. Mike answered questions and brought his session to a close.

The migration and conversations began.

I hope you have enjoyed this authoritative look at Kazaks.
Regards,
R. John Howe 1
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The Joy of Fragments: Tim Hays, Ali Aydin, and
Wendel Swan, Part 1, the Lecture
Posted in Uncategorized on February 21, 2015 by rjohn
On October 4, 2014, Tim Hays, Ali Aydin and Wendel Swan gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation on
“The Joy of Fragments,” still in the Myers Room of The Textile Museum, at the old S St. location.

Ali arranged for many of the in-room examples and Wendel produced the Powerpoint presentation for
the program, but both had to be out of town on the day of the program and could not participate
except in absentia.
So Tim gave the lecture and led the session.

The lecture began by presenting you with an array of fragments all on a single slide, announcing the
title of the session.

Tim began by indicating that George Hewitt Myers himself collected fragments, and so this program
was within one of the traditions of the TM since its founding.

Among the fragments that Mr. Myers collected are this wonderful pre-Columbian fragment (you can
click on most images to see a larger version),

this Spanish assemblage of fragments that resembles a complete and wonderfully composed small
rug, and the Mughal fragment below, which was cut so as to create a beautiful and artful composition
in a very painterly fashion.

One of the debates in the area of the subject of “fragments” is what is to count as one.
Europeans tend to take a strict view and call something a “fragment” if any part of it is missing. Like
this mounted fragment of a mid-19th Century Cappadocian kilim from Central Anatolia.

We, in the U.S. tend to reserve the term “fragment” for instances in which a quite substantial part of a
given piece is missing.

However, many are reluctant to use the term “fragment” to describe a piece that is, basically, “all
there.”

Tim, Wendel and Ali proposed what seems like a reasonable terminological middle ground. First, that
pieces that are only small pieces of a much larger textile or are substantial pieces from which quite a
bit is missing should be described with the frank term “fragment.”

But in instances in which a piece is missing minor parts but is still, basically, “all there,” the piece
should be described as “fragmentary.”

There is also the question of why we collect fragments at all? (and there are those who don’t)
Here are some reasons that are often offered:

•

Because they can be inexpensive and therefore within collecting reach, even for those
collecting on a budget.

•

Because in spite of what they are missing, they can be beautiful (in fact, Rugrabbit dealers
seem to have discovered that details of pieces are often better “teasers” than are images of
the complete pieces themselves).

•

For historical documentation of rare or otherwise unknown textiles (more about this, shortly,
below).

•

Size. Fragments are usually smaller and can be more readily displayed (think of the difference
between a complete two-panel kilim, 1o feet long, and an attractive part of only one of its
panels).

•

Fragments can be intellectually stimulating (for example, what did the designs on the entire
piece look like?)

The important book, above, on fragments is also one of the most important books on early carpets. A
Swede, C. J. Lamm, collected about 40 early fragments in Cairo, many probably from the Fostat area
in Cairo. His collection included centuries of pile weavings that are otherwise unknown.
The cover, above, shows a fragment of the early 15th Century from Turkey or the Caucasus, while
below is a fragment from Egypt of the 8-12th Century with a form of unknotted pile.

To follow and exemplify the last point in our tabulation above, the fragments in the Lamm collection
are often very small.

But the fragment above, only 21 x 11.5 cm, has been the basis for the reconstruction below of the
likely design of a larger area of this rug. Note the indication of where this fragment “fits” in this
reconstruction.

Below is a small fragment in a Washington area collection that is from 1,200 BC and is perhaps the
oldest known pile weaving.

It is not published and this image was presented to the rug world for the first time anywhere. With
multiple wefts, it would have served the same purpose for sleeping as the more recent rugs we call
gabbehs or yataks.
With this fragment and the images that follow, we witness more than 3,000 years of weaving
history. There are other fragments of ancient or antique rugs that are structurally nearly identical to
the 3,200 year old sleeping rug.
Below is a modern filikli, while, below again, is a fragment of a sleeping rug from 200-400 AD.

They have nearly identical structures.
This very old fragment and its contemporary counter part let us see, as John Wertime said in his
seminal Hali article on primitive pile rugs, that “the new does not always slay the old” and that “some
most primitive method may survive for some special use.” This ancient structure is still being woven
today.
It is well known that designs travel widely, even between media. The colorful fragment of a Central
Anatolian rug (on the left in the composite image below), uniquely demonstrates the dissemination
and sharing of motifs over millennia.

This outer border motif can been seen in this Anatolian or Gordian wooden stand from 800 BC

and as the outer border of a 19th Century Tekke engsi.

While the motif of the inner border of the Anatolian rug, is reflected and doubled in the lower border,
after which it closely resembles the lappets that we see on Anatolian yastiks and rugs.

We learn from this fragment to not assign most motifs exclusively to certain weaving groups or even
particular media. There are lots of transfers of designs, for example, from architecture and pottery to
textiles.
Another instance of design comparison over time is from further east.

This framed fragment may be part of a large carpet from Eastern Turkestan or Western China,
possibly from the 17th Century or even earlier.

It has the very thin warps of Ming Chinese rugs, but the brown is some kind of hair, perhaps goat or
yak.
Focusing more closely on its border element, we can compare it to the 19th Century descendant
(below) that was probably made with synthetic dyes that have faded.

I am unaware of any other piece with a border design comparable to the early fragment, but this
design seems to have traveled a long way in time, at least once.
The painting below, by Hans Memling, in the Prado in Madrid, gives rise to our present day use of the
term “Memling gul.”

In this Photoshop reconstruction that Wendel did several years ago, you can see how closely the
Memling guls were juxtaposed in 1490.

Although the rug Memling painted was probably flatwoven, note that it has three horizontal guls
grouped in almost a tile-like manner.
Subsequent yellow ground Memling gul rugs from the Konya area, such as this from the early 19th
Century, display increasingly separated guls.
And nearly all of them have only two guls abreast.

This yellow ground pile fragment, from the Konya area, is one of very few which also has three guls
across.

This fragment retains for us to the character of the Memling gul usages that Memling was looking at
and painting in the 15th century. It might even indicate that this fragment is from a rug older than
most Memling gul rugs, and fragments from rugs, which have only two-guls on the horizontal.
The Memling gul is one of the most frequently and widely used rug and textile design devices. And
even a fragment with a single Memling gul can be attractive.
This Northwest Persian fragment and this Eastern Anatolian fragment both have isolated Memling guls.
They are both attractive fragment examples for differing reasons.

One does not need more of the originals to appreciate them, and they illustrate how many different
versions of the Memling gul motif have been fashioned.
As with an intact textile, fragments should have aesthetic appeal because of their composition, visual
integrity and inherent quality.
Generally speaking, we expect a fragment to have superior qualities of age, color, wool or other
qualities. This end, below, of a Talish rug is good, but not exceptional. Its border elements are
unusual, but the Persian fragment, again below, is much older and rarer and has a wonderful sense of
composition and color.

Another dimension on which fragments can be evaluated is inherent quality.
Here are two fragments that are about the same percentage of what the intact weaving from which
they were taken would have been.
The first is this fragment of a Kazak rug, approximately half of its original size.

Below is a visual reconstruction suggesting what the complete rug would have looked like.

The second is this Salor Turkman fragment.

Although the notion of “inherent quality” can be debated, most would agree that the Salor fragment,
immediately above, is clearly more appealing than the Kazak, further up.
Often, a fragment of a great rug is better than the whole of a mediocre one. Inherent quality matters.

The next dimension on which fragments are evaluated might be called “readability.” Because
fragments generally come from worn carpets, wear and holes can be problematic. The condition of a
fragment becomes an issue, as it does with a complete textile.
However wonderful they may have once been, this Cairene and this Persian fragment, are worn to the
point of distraction for some.

The colors and drawing in this early Anatolian fragment are a bit easier to see, ***** but the
brilliance of the original is retained when holes and damage do not distract the eye.

Concentrated study is required to understand the patterns in some battered fragments, whereas in
others, in better condition, the splendor of the original weaving is preserved.

Although of two entirely different styles, both of these would grace anyone’s wall.
Here is a test. Examine the two pieces below.

Do you think that one or both or neither of these is significantly fragmented?
The upper one is the fragment. The lower one is a complete Northwest Persian or Caucasian bag.
Let’s examine the upper fragment more closely. It is part of the center field of an Eastern Caucasus
rug.

Notice that the bottom red line at the edge of the top the field continues all the way to both edges of
the piece (and that the red edge line at the bottom border does not).
If we had it in hand we might pretty quickly discover that a strip of the trefoil border was attached to
the top. The warps in this addition run horizontally.
Here is how this piece looks without this top border addition.

You can see that there is a sense of incompleteness.
Let’s go a little further with this fragment in a slightly difference direction. We have said that it is part
of a longer rug. Here is a reconstruction indicating what this longer rug might have looked like.

Below is similar rug with an outstanding ivory ground. Compare this piece with the reconstructed
“rug” above. Which to you prefer?

The filler in the reconstructed version is distracting and the ivory ground piece is clearly preferable.
Interestingly, the problematic character of the fillers, in the full reconstructed rug, is less visible and
troublesome in the fragment with the top border added.

The problematic nature of the fillers needed the longer vertical length to make itself more evident.
Sometimes a fragment of an object is preferable to what the whole might have been.

That is the case here. We have often puzzle over what the whole rug, from which the fragment below
came, might have looked like.

After years of speculation, the rug below appeared, suggesting that the medallions repeat.

Examination of this second piece reveals that it is also is fragmented. It is part of a longer rug, similar
to the fragment further above. The piece immediately above was cut below the partial blue medallion
and the bottom border was added.
Let’s look at a few more attractive fragments.

These Mughal fantasy carpet fragments are just incredible.

Below is a spectacular fragment of an Uzbek saf.

Below, sections of a silk velvet have been composed to create a well-balanced image that you would
not see in a garment, while, down again, is a silk Caucasian embroidery.

The silk Mughal fragment, below, is a wonderful artistic achievement, just by itself, and the delightful
17th Century Central Anatolian fragment, down again, is well-composed.

Both are so delightful that we almost don’t have to wish to see more of them.
This untrimmed Anatolian rug fragment has its own special appeal, as does the velvet embroidery,
below, and the following Bakhtiyari fragment.

Size is another advantage fragments often have. The frequent smaller size of fragments allows us to
display them where we might not otherwise be able to show the entire piece.

Fragments often permit display flexibility. Below are, in turn, a Turkish kilim and an early Persian rug
border, displayed, first, vertically, and, then, horizontally.

This Turkish kilim and early Persian rug border differ in style, but we could enjoy either of them on
the wall, mounted either vertically or horizontally.
Some fragments, especially kilims, offer the opportunity to simply enjoy color.

Even when there are plenty of holes.

The Turkish kilim below, and this Turkmen tent band fragment are easily displayed even though it
would have been difficult for most of us to display them as they originally existed. The kilim might
have been 10 to 12 feet long and maybe four wide. Turkman mixed technique tent bands are often
about 44 feet long.

The Persian kilim fragment, below, is small, but unusually attractive.

Whether the rest of it would have pleased us even more is largely irrelevant. We can love this as it is.
The Persian kilim fragment, below, and the Salor main carpet fragment, down again, could now easily
be displayed to great effect.

Even fragments, such as this from a 19th Century Kirman, can have uses. A similar use was made of
this Turkish kilim(below right).

Of course, if you have lots of old, worn carpets and some sharp shears, you too could upholster the
furniture in your private railroad car.
With the Powerpoint presentation ended, Tim took questions and said that we’d now move to the
fragments that had been brought in.

To see those you need to go on to Part 2 at this link:
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2015/02/21/the-joy-of-fragments-tim-hays-ali-aydn-and-wendelswan-part-2-the-fragments-brought-in/
R. John Howe 2
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The Joy of Fragments: Tim Hays, Ali Aydn, and
Wendel Swan, Part 2, the Fragments Brought In
Posted in Uncategorized on February 21, 2015 by rjohn

This is Part 2 of an RTAM given by Tim Hays, Ali Aydn and Wendel Swan. This program began with a
lecture conducted by Tim Hays. If you have not seen it you can at this link:
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2015/02/21/the-joy-of-fragments-tim-hays-ali-aydin-and-wendelswan-part-1-the-lecture/
Tim also talked briefly about some of the books and catalogs that have treated fragments.
The first we have seen in the lecture. It is a book presenting a series of very old carpet fragments
purchased in the 1930s in Cairo by Carl Johan Lamm. Although most of these fragments are small
and often not in good condition, a number of them have not been published elsewhere. The Lamm
book is seen as something every collector of carpet fragments should own.

A second piece is from Austria, entitled “Fetzen” and is by Kirdoek an admirer of fragments.

Penny Hays had translated a passage by Kirdoek into English.

(click on the passage below to get a more readable size font)

She and Tim also had a second short passage on fragments by their friend Erhard Stoeber a Viennese
collector and painter.

They distributed copies of these two passages to the audience as a handout. A third publication the
catalog for an exhibition by the Galerie Sailer in Salzburg, Austria in 1988.

This catalog is beautifully produced and treats nearly 50 wonderful kilim and pile carpet fragments
with a text by Friedrich Spuhler.
A great many fragments had been brought in and Tim began with them now. He started with a piece
from the Hays Family collection.
T1

Tim said that this is an silk velvet applique design. It is an Ottoman-influenced European textile from
a church in a town in Lower Austria (near the city of Graz). Tim believes that it might have been a
altarpiece. The piece has been examined by Dr. Nurhan Atasoy who assessed it to be late 17th or
early 18th Century.
Here are some details images of T1.

The next fragment was mounted and framed an Ottoman embroidery.
T2

Here are some closer details of it.

A third piece was a contemporary reproduction, large, but with a yastik-like layout and Ottoman
designs. Somewhat comparable in design and execution to T2. This piece was embroidered in
Armenia.
T3

Some details of it.

The next piece is a pre-Columbian Chancay textile fragment. Camelid fibers.
T4

The next piece was a flat-woven fragmentary Chiprovtsy kilim from NW Bulgaria.
T5

Tim said that this pattern is the oldest he knows that occurs on this type Balkan kilim. In a
subsequent email conversation, he wrote: “
“This is a Chiprovtsy kilim from the town in NW Bulgaria where kilims are still made, According to
Bulgarian scholars this design pattern is known as bakamsky or garabalda. The design originated in
the Bulgarian Constructionist Period and is known to have originated in the 18th Century, The design
must be older, as its also known from the same 18th Century time period in Wallachia (SE and Eastern
Romania).
“The color palette of this piece is typical-brown, ochre, indigo blue, and green (blue over yellow).
“The production center for this kilim is the same as for the Thracian saf fragment. Chiprovtsy in NW
Bulgaria. the colors are very similar, if more intense in the say (T8).
Here are detail images of T5.

The next piece was very large. In part, because it is two large pieces from the same flat weave.
original was very big indeed.
T6

Interlocking tapestry, eccentric wefts and very good drawing. Made in a Serbian workshop.

The

The next piece was Anatalian kilim.
T7

This fragment is of a famous “Yuncu” type woven in western Anatolia. Most of these pieces are red
and blue. This one is darker than most because the ground color at the sides seems brown. This is a
one-piece version of this design and is estimated to have been woven in the early 19th century.
Here are some details of this nice piece.

The next piece is the saf that Tim referred to in his comments on T5.
T8

This large fragment was woven in Chiprovtsy in NW Bulgaria. More below but first look at the
fabulous way in which this fragment has been mounted. It lets us see a bit what the original piece
looked like. Tim said that this saf was made for a mosque. Late 18th century, before the Ottomans
left this area. Details of T8.

The next fragment was small: a border from a Chiprovtsy piece.
T9

Next was this Central Anatolian kilim. Nice colors. Possibly from the Aksaray area.
T10

Some details of T10.

The next piece was described as a Konya kilim. Interesting colors. There was a long conversation at
about this point about the impact of various backing colors. It was noted that Anatolian dealers seem
always to prefer tan backings (as in the case of T11) but that some felt that different colors (often
darker blue or black) highlight most pieces more effectively. Kilim books often present their pieces on
a black ground page.
T11

Details of T11.

T12 was described as western Anatolian, with an unusual design. Dated to the late 18th century.
Published in Orient Stars. We believe it shows a link to both West Anatolian and Balkan weavings.
T12

Details of T12.

Tim and Penny displayed the next piece, one from their collection.

It was a graphically dramatic Anatolian fragment, mounted on a stretcher. Central Anatolian,
Cappadocia. Mid-19th century. Very good colors, including a purple.
T13

Detail images of T13.

The next piece was a flat-woven Yomut Turkman text band.
T14

This tent band at 25 feet is shorter than the more usual 44 feet and is so because it combines two
different bands with this design. Twelve inches wide.

Details of T14.

The next piece was a fragment of a Central Asian item of clothing, likely a robe or coat (see yellow
ground edge). It is so thin that it had to be mounted on red rather than black, because the latter
“washes out” its design. This piece may be from a distinctive group, since it has blue wefts rather
than the more frequent red ones in most Central Asian ikats. Elena Tsareva has said, repeatedly, with
this fragment in her hands, that it is the oldest piece of Central Asian ikat of which she knows.
T15

The next piece was, at 2.25 inches wide and 5.5 long, the smallest fragment of the day. Silk
embroidery.
T16

It is also an example of something that is whole, as made, but is a fragment because it is only part of
a larger textile assembly. In this case it is the small connecting piece that holds the false sleeves
together in a Turkman chirpy. Here is a yellow ground Turkman chirpy.

See the horizontal connecting piece in the upper center of the detail below.

From the smallest piece of the day we go to the largest.

T17

It was bigger than the front display border but this image lets you see how skillfully its two pieces
were mounted to show its original niche design.
It is composed of two large fragments of a very large 3.5 X 3 meter Pirot kilim (Sarkoy) from SE
Serbia .It is estimated to have been woven in 1830 to 1850. The color palette is typical for this genre
and age. The primary colors are quite saturated.
Here are a number of details of T17 to let you appreciate it. Very good color.

The next piece was a fragment from a Salor Turkman main carpet.
T18

Notice the intensity of the ground red and the precise drawing of the “tauk naska” animal forms in the
interior of the major guls. There are three reds in this piece. Characteristic Salor border.

The next piece was a khorjin face in a familiar Qashqa’i rendition.
T19

Detail of T19.

The piece below is a fragmented Middle Amu Dyra torba with an unusual ikat-influenced field design.
T20

Details images of T20. Interesting variations in the drawing of the devices used in the field.

Next was a very nice fragment of a small Kurdish bag face. Striking field. Effective use of both dark
ground and white. The border is seen in some Kurdish flat-woven pieces.
T21

Details of T21.

The next piece was a a very nice Kurdish rug, with St. Andrews’ Crosses in its field. Such rugs are
usually 8 to 10 feet, so its fragmentary nature must be that it has been shortened. Its good range of
color is wonderful. Effective use of white.
T22

Details of T22.

The next piece is a Turkman chuval I own. As you can see, it’s badly damaged especially on the lower
left corner. I’ve really only been able to display it for viewing by having sewn onto a backing.

Most will know that this would now be called a Middle Amu Dyra piece with a field design based on
Uzbek ikat devices. I think it’s older, but can’t prove that.
T23

Details of T23.

The simplicity of the “throat” of this gul and the use of bright blue are two things that make me think
it may be older.

The next piece was bought out of a Jordanian flea market with the help of a friend in Amman. It is an
instance in which mounting on a red backing, similar to the ground color of the rug, minimizes the
holes in it.
T24

It is Uzbek with two varieties of Memling guls. The first drawn positively, and the second in the
negative in between.

The next piece was one of those that was made whole but is fragmentary because it was part of a
larger assembly, this time a Turkmen horse head decoration. Silk embroidery with lots of green

T25

The next fragment was a large, heavy one. Full, deep pile, huge Memling guls and only a trace on one
side of its borders. Sold to the owner as Zakatalan. About 3.5 x 7 feet.
T26

The next piece was a fragment from a large Anatolian rug with a “Star Ushak” design. This is an
example illustrating the fact that even a quite small piece of a large rug can be worth having and
attractively displayed.
T27

Complete rugs of this sort are 6-7 feet wide and 12-14 feet long.

The next piece was Kurdish. Damaged bit with good graphics and color.
T28

Detail of T28

It is not possible to really see the merits of the next piece without magnification. It is a piece of
exquisite Indian embroidery.

Dated about 1725.

The last piece of the day was this fragment of a Middle Amu Dyra main carpet without its
borders. Probably northern Afghanistan Turkman.

Tim took questions and brought the session to a close and the after-session conversations started up.

Below are Tim and a friend who helps with AV in his presentations.

A closer look at Amy Rispin’s colorful, beaded belt.

I hope you have enjoyed this look at “The Joy of Fragments.”
Regards,
R. John Howe 3
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Woven Coverlets, Quilts and Hooked Rugs, Part 1,
The Lecture
Posted in Uncategorized on March 6, 2015 by rjohn
On February 7, 2015, Amy Rispin and John Howe, gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning
program.

Closer images of textiles in title slide.

Tom Goehner, the Textile Museum’s Curator Education, did the introductions.

He said that John has been a collector and student of textiles since the mid-1980s and is active in the
local textile community. He started as a Turkman textile collector, but has gradually become
increasingly eclectic.
He is a member of the TM Advisory Council, and, since later 2007, has written two textile blogs, one of
which, Textiles and Text, is devoted exclusively to providing these Rug and Textile Appreciation
programs with the larger audience they often deserve. (There are currently 103 posts in the Textiles
and Text site archives that you can access at your leisure.)
John is a champion of the RTAM programs and believes they are one of the important outreach
programs the TM offers.
He claims no particular expertise or authority, saying that he is better described as very interested in
– perhaps too interested in – textiles. He tries to get things right, but would never claim to have done
so.
John is retired, but was for over 40 years an instructional designer in business, university and
government organizations.
Amy Rispin is a docent at the Textile Museum and a textile and rug collector with eclectic tastes.
In the course of the last 20 years, she been collecting quilts to brighten up her beach house in
Southern Maryland and has made the acquaintance of some of the Amish in St. Mary’s County,
including Ms. Magdalena Stoltzfus, from whom she commissioned a quilt.
Amy has drawn on the collections of collector Marsha Swiss and local quilter, Floris Flamm, who are in
the room.

Amy holds a doctorate in bio-physics and is retired from the federal Environmental Protection Agency.
John began:
The first thing I need to do is to call attention to the word “varieties” in our title for this session.

“Varieties” signals that Amy and I are going to treat aspects of these three textile groups.
We will, together be looking a bit at “Coverlets, Quilts and Hooked Rugs” three textile types that have
been prominent in U.S. textile history.
They are also textiles that you can rather frequently encounter today, at prices that are, mostly,
within the reach of even of those of us who collect on a budget.
I am not expert with regard to any of these three textile types, but they are among those that interest
me. And I own a few of each.
What follows in my treatment of coverlets, and then later of hooked rugs, is a kind of introduction,
more useful to you if you don’t know much about them.
Amy Rispin will treat the quilt part of this session. Her treatment will move in another direction. She
and I will pass things back and forth.
Let’s start with coverlets.

Coverlets have been woven for a long time. An English will in 1465, noted “a coverlyte of whyte.”
The term “coverlet” and its variations are rooted in French. The words “courve” (cover) and “lit” (bed)
occur as far back as 1301 and are straightforward.
As a general term “coverlet” referred to any “top, outer covering of the bedstead,” but it has come to
mean “a woven, patterned bed covering, woven in one of four, particular structures.”
the “overshot” structure,

the “double-weave,”

(The “doubleweave,” the “summer-winter” weave and the “beiderwand” structures all have a dark side
and a light one. The image above is of the dark side of a “doubleweave.” Here, below, is the light
side of the “doubleweave.”)

and the “summer-winter” weave.

Some sources talk about another coverlet structure:
“Beiderwand.”

This latter is a double woven structure with two layers of plain-woven cloth joined only at the edges of
the pattern. It has a dark and a light side and a ribbed appearance. There are two varieties of it: the
“tied” and the “true.”
Coverlets may seem, potentially, at least, conceptually, previous to quilts since some quilts used a
coverlet for the top layer. Adding layers, and then quilting them turns a coverlet into a warmer cover.
Coverlets begin to appear in colonial North America in the early 18th century. The weaving of U.S.
coverlets seems to have started in New England and moved south and west with settlement.
Melinda and Laszlo Zongor, who head the National Museum for the American Coverlet in Bedford, Pa.
report that the oldest known overshot coverlet to be dated in the weave is this one.

Most coverlets are woven in two pieces and then sewn together, usually, so that the patterns in them
match. This is such a coverlet with an unusually visible seam seen from the back.

Some coverlets could be woven on the family loom. but itinerant weavers sprang up about 1830, by
which time steam looms in Europe had made hand-weaving, and hand weavers, largely redundant.
Many came to America.

These were skilled weavers who carried their own looms. About this same time, Jacquard looms also
became available.

Jacquard looms had a punched card component that performed the functions of a “draw loom” but
with only one weaver (a draw loom required two weavers). Jacquard looms also appeared in the U.S.
in about 1830 and made it possible to weave more complex weaves and patterns.
Jacquard looms increased greatly the number of “pixels,” so to speak, available for a coverlet design.
An itinerant weaver could buy and use a Jacquard attachment to his loom.
The punched card system used in the Jacquard loom was an important step in computer hardware

We know more about most coverlets than we often do about other textiles we collect.
We often know precisely what a coverlet’s structure and design are, and how to produce them. There
seem, from early times, systems of notation, indicating how to weave a particular coverlet design.

These written guides are called “drafts.” One coverlet design is recorded in a weaver’s draft book
dated from 1723.
There are a myriad of coverlet patterns. The literature seems most broadly to divide the universe
coverlet patterns into those that are “geometric” and those that are “figured.”

Geometric patterns could usually be woven on a home loom. Home looms tended to have up to four
shafts (four different sets of warps). A loom with four or fewer shafts did not require much strength
to operate.

So many geometric coverlets were woven by women.
Most geometric patterned coverlets were woven in the overshot structure. A remarkable number of
geometric designs were made on home looms, but none that treated realistic “buildings, flowers and
animals.”
“Figured coverlets were woven by professionals, usually men…”

They usually had, or could resort to, a Jacquard loom that could, readily, weave the double weave,
summer and winter weave, and the Biederwand weave.
And as we said above, there were a great number of patterns to pick from. Most professional weavers
had pattern books from which their customers picked.
Weaver Rose in Rhode Island (who lived to be nearly 100) collected coverlet patterns and wove 300 of
them himself.
Coverlet patterns have names, they vary widely and often different names were, and are, assigned to
the same pattern. The names are often colorful.
Here is one two-page listing.

Pattern names do seem to be treated seriously by contemporary coverlet weavers. They often use
them talking to each other.
Coverlet patterns travel, are adapted, given new names, and you can see, as is often the case with
oriental pile rugs, pattern alone is not usually a basis for attribution.
Some students study how coverlet patterns have developed. They construct taxonomies of those that
seem similar and propose developmental sequences. Such “development” surely happened but, for
me, most of these efforts are speculative, even when plausible in appearance.
Coverlets are often inscribed, indicating, who wove a given one, the date and place of its weaving,
and/or the person(s) for whom it was woven. You’ve seen some of these.

Coverlet inscriptions may, in part, be frequent because they were a form of advertising for
professional weavers. This may also be why inscribed overshot coverlets (which would tend to have
been woven by a home weaver) are rare.
I have found an occasional signature block with a woman’s name.

We cannot attribute an unsigned coverlet to a particular part of the country on the basis of pattern.
Both people and the drafts moved widely and rapidly.
Experienced coverlet folks, though, can sometimes reliably recognize a particular coverlet weaver’s
work.

The coverlet above is unsigned,but attributed to Henry Stager, and is thought to have been woven in
about 1850 in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania.

Some writers indicate what ethnic backgrounds American coverlet weavers had. And where they were
located. One effort of this kind was by Pauline Montgomery, who studied professional coverlet weavers
in Indiana closely.
Here are two pages she presents from the 1850 census that indicates each Indiana weaver’s residence
and birthplace (only some of these weavers wove coverlets).

Birth place and residence give us an idea of the relationship of ethnic background to weaver location
then in Indiana.

You can see that a remarkable number of these Indiana weavers were born abroad. And here is a map
indicating how professional coverlet weavers in Indiana were distributed over the state.

For some reason there seem not to have been any coverlet weavers in the southwest corner of the
state.
Now let’s look at some different coverlet patterns. This is a jacquard coverlet woven by Edna Jane
Howell on Long Island, N.Y. in 1838. Detail of the piece below.

The piece below is a corner detail of a figured, doubleweave (done on a Jacquard loom) woven in
Indiana by Samuel Balantyne. Balantyne was a famous Indiana coverlet weaver.

The coverlet below has a Beiderwand structure and was woven by Andrew Dump in Hanover, York
County, Pennsylvania in 1849.

The piece below is described as a “four-block overshot antique coverlet” without further attribution.

I’ve retained it because I think it is so striking.
Notice that “Escher-like,” seemingly, curvilinear effects can be achieved in coverlet design that
contains only rectilinear devices.

The trick is to vary, slightly, the height, width or placement of rectilinear devices next to one another.
The coverlet below is signed and was woven in Pennsylvania in 1840.

Below is another Pennsylvania coverlet, this time woven by S. Kurter in Trexler Town, Lehigh County
again in 1840.

Detail of the coverlet above.

Below is an Ohio coverlet woven in 1854.

Closer look at the signature block on the darker side of the coverlet above.

One sees coverlets with dates in the 1840s and the 1850s so frequently that one begins to wonder.
But Melinda Zongor, the Director/Curator of The National Museum of the American Coverlet in nearby
Bedford, Pa., says that there is nothing suspicious about this because the 1840s and 1850s were the
acme of American coverlet production.
About the time of the Civil War, coverlet weaving fell off sharply and, despite there being lots of
weavers about, it has never returned to its heyday.
There were, however, still some coverlet weavers who learned their skills in the 1840s, and who were
still weaving in the 1870s.

Below is an accomplished, jacquard-produced, doubleweave example, woven by Absalom Klinger in
1871 in Berks County, Pennsylvania. Klinger learned to weave in the 1840s but as his signature block
in the detail below indicates, he was still at it in 1871, although his example is infrequent.

There was also a brief flurry of coverlet weaving for the Centennial in 1876.

There are still some active coverlet weavers, and two are on the board of the Coverlet Museum.
And while working on this session, I made the acquaintance of Beth Wilson, a weaver and teacher of
weaving, in nearby Virginia, who collects coverlets and weaves some of the structures used to weave
them.

The overshot detail above is from her web site.
One wonders why U.S. coverlet weaving fell off so precipitously after the Civil War and the general
answer seems to be that it was part of the rapid spread of industrialization. The itinerant weavers who
came to the U.S. in the 1830s had already been displaced by power looms in the U.K. and in Europe.

Industrialization spread rapidly and extensively in the U.S. in the last third of the 19th century.

It became easier and much cheaper to buy machine-made blankets than it was to weave a traditional
coverlet or to have one woven.
Even in more remote areas, the itinerant weaver was replaced by the “Yankee peddler” who offered
cuttings from bolts of machine-made cloth.

(Amy will talk about one instance of this that affected Amish quilting.)

Many traditional coverlet weavers worked in family groups.
One coverlet weaver father taught his five sons and they, subsequently, formed a small company to
weave coverlets.
Something like this may still, occasionally, be going on.
Nowadays most coverlet weaving is done by individual weavers, but there is, or at least was, in 1993,
a small company, in Red Lion, Pa., weaving traditional coverlets in traditional designs and in,
apparently, traditional ways.

That is the end of my little introduction to woven coverlets.
Amy Rispin moved to treat quilts.

QUILTS AS AMERICA’S FOLKLORE
Three Varieties of Quilts which Evolved in Culturally Uniform
Groups
Quilts are generally made in three pieces: quilt top, batting, quilt back.
(in the image below, the checkered, with purple border is the top; the white area underneath that is
the batting; and the dark area outside that is the back)

The “sandwich” is stitched together, with quilting stitches close enough together to keep the batting
from shifting during use.

TECHNIQUES
The quilt top carries the design of the quilt and can be:

•

pieced using squares, rectangles, triangles, hexagons and in some cases, curves (flower
basket handles)

Or:

•

applique, a technique which is most suitable for pictorial designs such as flowers.

QUILT PATTERNS
Colonial quilt patterns evolved regionally and were inspired bywhat people knew in their everyday
lives, for example:

•

the bible: Jacob’s Ladder, Star of Bethlehem, Joseph’s Coat

•

trades: Mariner’s Compass, the Spinner, Ship’s Wheel

•

nature: Flying Geese, Flower Garden, Savannah Star

•

buildings: Log Cabin, Schoolhouse

•

love and courtship: Double Wedding Ring

•

household images: Dresden Plate, Flower Basket

We’ll see some of these patterns when we display quilts later.

INFLUENCE OF FOLK ART AND FRAKTURS ON
PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH/GERMAN QUILT DESIGNS
FROM MARYLAND AND PENNSYLVANIA
In 1689, after the thirty years war in the Palatinate (ed. district) of Southern Germany, Germans
began to immigrate to America, where they settled in Pennsylvania.
Many early German immigrants later moved to Baltimore, Frederick and Washington counties nearby
in Maryland, where the farmland was similar to that in Pennsylvania.
They brought with them a tradition of folk designs.

The quilt, above, from Baltimore in 1783, shows a variant of the fylflot design, which is painted on the
clock case.

“Frakturs” were also a source of quilt designs in the Pennsylvania Dutch/German
communities. Frakturs were embellished birth and marriage records, drawn in ink and colored with
watercolor.

Their designs were characterized by symmetry, with birds, hearts, tulips, and flower baskets. They
were often bordered by scallops or vine-shaped borders. Here are images of additional frakturs.

(John Howe: Notice that the drawing of some of the flower forms in the image above are similar to
that of some that appear on Ottoman textiles.)

Note the scroll-shaped appearance of the leaves in the franktur below.

The 1782, ink and watercolor, birth certificate (image below) from Washington County gives the name
of the child, Magdalena Schmitt, framed in a heart. This fraktur, like many, was in tones of green and
red, a favorite color scheme among people of German extraction in the area. (Fading or poor
reproduction limit our perception of color here.)

The Baltimore album quilt (above), from 1850, echoes the style and images which we have seen in
some frakturs, with an emphasis on use of red and green in the border and squares. The quilt is made
of cotton, silk and wool. The technique used is applique.

The Flower of Paradise quilt square, above, from Washington County, Maryland, is in tones of red and
green. It is dated 1858-1878

Below are some additional early Pennsylvania quilts showing typical flower or vegetal designs,
emphasizing red and green. (In some cases, the green fabric has faded).

AMISH QUILTS FROM LANCASTER COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA
The Amish movement originated after the Reformation in the Palatinate (Southern Germany), Alsace,
and the Switzerland, where the followers of Jacob Amman were persecuted for their beliefs.
They appear to have immigrated between the 1720’s and 1760’s and were part of the Pennsylvania
Dutch-speaking people in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania.
Their way of life was and still is communal and disciplined.
Because of persecution the Amish did not build churches in Europe, but worshiped in secret in homes
within their communities. The practice of worship in homes within each Amish community continues in
this country.

Each house has a family bible and an Ausband or hymnal.

The leather covers of such treasured books were embossed and sometimes studded with brass. This
leather-bound book from Ireland is similar in style to Amish family books. It was published in 1840.
For many years after their arrival in America, the Amish used typically German bedding in their
homes:

o
o
o

feather beds,
coverlets in simple designs, and
homespun woolen blankets.

By 1880, Amish bedding shifted away from these traditional types to quilts. Although they had not
made quilts previously, Amish women appear to have learned quilting from their “English” neighbors.
Note: The Amish speak a species of German and refer to people outside the Amish community as “the
English.”
They produced homespun textiles for their own use until the Civil War. Industrialization after the Civil
War made textiles in wool and cotton available for home use – later rayon and other synthetic
materials. In the 1850’s, commercial sewing machines became available and they were embraced by
the Amish for use in making the family clothing.

The first Amish quilts were made after the 1860’s from single pieces of commercial woolen fabric.
Here is an image of a simple blue and orange medallion quilt made of commercial woolen cloth in
1875 in Lancaster County.

Notice how closely the design on the quilt below resembles that on the cover the Amish family bible,
Ausband or hymnal, shown above.

From about 1880, Lancaster quilt tops were pieced by machine. The earliest Amish pieced quilts were
very simple.
Quilting stitchery was always done by hand and included geometric patterns such as diamonds and
lines. In addition, they used designs based on frakturs and other Pennsylvania Dutch folk art including
hearts, stars and flyflots and were often bordered with feathered wreaths and vines.
In the 1920’s wool quilt below, the Diamond in the Square pattern is a medallion style format,
characteristic of Lancaster County.

As noted above, hymnals and bibles printed in the 17th, 18th or nineteenth century were bound in
printed leather with bass ornamentation placed to protect the binding. The shapes of embossing and
brass ornamentation on these books was often echoed in the simple medallion patterns seen in
classical Lancaster quilts. (R. Bishop and E. Sofands)
Toward the end of the 19th century, Amish quilt tops were dominated by geometric pieced patterns.
The quilt below has a Triple Irish Chain pattern. Made in Lancaster County 1915-1925. Wool.

If we look closely at the images of these classic Amish quilts in their sober colors and geometric
patterns, we see elaborately conceived and developed stitchery motifs. Note the the elaborate flower
basket quilt stitchery in the lower border of this “bars” quilts from Lancater County, ( 1900-1925)

Amish quilts for home use, today, are made from the typical fabrics used for making their clothing,
such as cottons and polyester-cotton blends in plain colors.

Amish drygoods shops now stock plastic quilt stitchery templates in traditional Pennsylvania Dutch
motifs.

Their quilts for home use today use synthetic batting, and are made from the typical……in plain colors.

However, for sale to the “English”, Amish shops now stock printed cotton. They might introduce
pattern in the quilt top using colorful embroidery. For quilt stitching, plastic templates in traditional
Pennsylvania Dutch motifs are often used.

HAWAIIAN QUILT
Before their contact with Western culture, Hawaiian women made tapa or bark cloth for clothing,
bedding and ceremonial uses.
After Hawaii was discovered by Captain Cook in 1778, Western cloth became available and gradually
replaced the use of tapa.
Missionaries’ wives introduced sewing in about 1820. They also showed the Hawaiian ladies how to
use leftover fabric scraps to make patchwork quilts.
Many patchwork and applique quilts were made in the design of the nineteenth century Hawaiian flag.
The quilt below is cotton, machine pieced, with applique, late nineteenth century.
Quilting styles were those taught by the missionaries’ wives: parallel, circular, or diagonal lines.

In the 19th century quilt above, quilting is in parallel lines, with some contour quilting around the coat
of arms.
Ultimately the Hawaiian quilt technique evolved. Hawaii ladies had worked with tapa and the methods
associated with that kind of medium and textile.

Stella Jones, a quilt historian, has written:
“To cut new materials into bits to be sewn together (for a patchwork quilt) seemed a futile waste of
time. It was quite natural, therefore, that these women, accustomed each to design on her tapa
beater and her own individual woodblocked patterns, should produce patterns of their own.”
Here’s how Hawaiian quilters made their quilts:
As shown in this floral quilt from 1900, a single brightly colored fabric was folded into quarters and the
design cut through all of the layers.
The cutout design was unfolded and basted from the center outward to a plain white cotton topsheet –
and then appliqued to it. After the quilt “sandwich was laid out, the three layers were stitched together
from the center, working outward. Quilting frames were set close to the ground so that quilters could
sit on mats.

Eventually, Hawaiian ladies evolved their own stitchery patterns. “Echo quilting” consisted of
successive rows of stitches, which paralleled the edges of the appliqued design, resembling ocean
waves, and giving the quilts a three-dimensional quality. The narrow range of colors in each quilt may
come from the tapa tradition in Hawaii.

This distinctive type of quilting continues today.
You’ve read about and seen three snapshots of three varieties of quilting.
By the end of the 19th century, American quilts reflect a national rather than regional style, due to
population movement Westward as well as publication of quilt patterns in magazines with national
circulation.
The world of quilting is robust, even burgeoning in a great many directions. There are relatively
humble, but accessible “kit” quilts, there are quilt “challenges” that stimulate creativity. and the world
of “art” quilts seems to have no end. Today’s quilters and quilt collectors are in a position much like
that of Alice in the illustration below.

HOOKED RUGS

John continued with hooked rugs.

You can readily find a number of stories about the origin of hooked rugs, but an obvious fact should
make you cautious about some of them. It is that the hooking involved “is a form of folk art that
almost anyone can carry out.”
The simplicity of pulling a strand of fiber through a fiber background suggests that hooked rugs likely
have deep roots.

We have the far more complex pile rugs that were woven 500 years before Christ.

How could crafts people of that time and earlier not notice this simple structure and method and have
found it an easy one to use?
But this is not just a matter of concepts and logic, there is evidence that Copts employed the hookedtechnique.
A sixth century Coptic example of a hooked textile is part of the collection of the New York
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
And there is even a Met, Coptic candidate with looped weft pile from the 3rd or 4th century.

This should put to rest claims that the hooked rug originated either in America or Great Britain, but it
is likely that it came to us from the British Isles.
Although it is plausible that early American settlers knew how to make hooked textiles, it unlikely that
they were used on the floor.
American floor coverings in the 17th century were sand coatings, painted floors or painted canvas.
Often the wood of the floors was bare and undecorated. The use on the floor of what we call “rugs” did
not begin until the early 18th century. “Rugs” and “carpets” before about 1725 were mostly used as
table covers and, perhaps, wall or bed decorations.
Whatever the specifics of the origin of hooked textiles, it seems likely that the basic elements and
processes of making them were present at its beginning.
Another thing to notice about hooked rugs is that they are “digital,” that is, composed of dots of color.

Think of and look at two paintings done in the “Pointillist” style. First, the one below.

And, then, this one.

The fact that hooked rug designs are digital provides great flexibility and nearly any pattern can be
made as a hooked rug.
There are none of the structural limitations on the nature of possible patterns that we see and
experience in many other kinds of textiles.
The digital character of hooked rugs is another reason why making one is more accessible.
It is easy to pull the loops of different colors through the backing, and and, it is, relatively easy, to use
the resulting dots of color (the individual loops) to draw with great flexibility.

I do not mean to indicate, by what I have said so far, that there are no skills in the hooking of rugs.
There are a number of them, and Michael Heilman, who teaches rug hooking could tick off a number
of mistakes that beginners tend to make.

But it is still true that rug hooking, like macramé that I once indulged in seriously for five years, is
very democratic.
If you like hooking the next stitch you can become pretty good pretty quickly.
There are frequent indications in the literature that rug hooking was mostly an art practiced by the
poor. Scraps of nearly any kind of cloth could be saved and ultimately utilized. the materials were
accessible to nearly anyone.
Finishing schools, for the more prosperous, taught embroidery and quilting, but not rug hooking.

And hooked rugs were not treated in the women’s magazines of the 19th century.
The poor could emulate the oriental rugs of the rich by making those like this, sometimes described as
a “poor main’s rug.”

(Also similar to some of Amy’s Amish quilt patterns)
The maker of this rug seems to have been able to pick up any strip of hooking material from a
random pile and produce this general, marbled effect (although an experienced textile person has said
to me that “marbling” requires more intent than one might think).
By using black dividing strips, the maker has been able to create seeming borders and a central
medallion, displaying her or his envy of those who own a real oriental rug.
The literature suggests that American rug hooking began in Canadian maritime areas, and what
became the states of the U.S. northeastern coast, and, then, spread south and west.
The earliest image of an American hooked rug I have been able to find is this fairly sophisticated
“leopard” rug, woven in Vermont about 1820.

One sign that this is an older hooked rug is that it has a linen backing.

Burlap or jute material, that became the most frequent backing for hooked rugs,

was not commercially available in the U.S. until about 1850.
Here is another old U.S. hooked rug.

And another from the Civil War era.

The oldest known Canadian hooked rug, I’ve found was designed by one teen-age sister and hooked
by her younger one in 1860. As you can see it is inscribed. It has a burlap back.
Below is another older Canadian hooked rug. 1898.

In the 20th century moves were made to standardize the quality of both the materials and the work.
Devices for cutting cloth into strips for hooking were sold and even the hooking strips, themselves.

Distinctions were made about hooked rugs made from “wide” vs “narrow” strips of cloth (a distinction
that still exists in some hooked rug books).
Yarns began to be used(although strips were still used and sold).

Designs were captured on paper or printed on backing material.

The creativity visible in some earlier hooked rugs designed by the maker, as with this one and another
(below), at the Smithsonian, were was reduced sharply in favor of uniformity.

The Grenfell rugs illustrate many features of what went on.

The Grenfell organization chose the materials, the designs, the colors and the standard of quality
desired.
Hookers were given a design and the materials to be used and were sent off to hook this particular
rug.
When the finished rug was brought in, the Grenfell managers decided whether it was at the level of
quality that merited a Grenfell label.

If so, the hooker was likely assured of a future Grenfell hooking project.
Most hooked rugs I have seen are smaller sizes, but a remarkable number of room-sized hooked or
tufted rugs have been, and are being, made. I thought you might like to see a few.
Here, below, is a room-sized hooked rug made in a Connecticut WPA project during the Depression of
the 1930s.

And here is another room-sized hooked rug, currently visible in the market.

The square-ish hooked rug, below, (about 10’ x 10’) was made in Europe.

I, also, have here, in the room, a usable hooked runner that is 17 feet long and still a fragment
because it is missing a border on one end.

The wonderful room-sized hooked rug, below, is very impressive indeed. Its design recalls Persian
“vase” carpets. It was made in Germany.

In part, because they are relatively easy to make, hooked rug designs have gone in many directions
and it might be useful to give a few examples.

One writer suggested that hooked rug designs might be usefully treated using the following
categories.
Geometric

Floral

Animal

Landscapes

Designs based on everyday life

Star designs

Abstract designs

One area of possible controversy in the hooked rug community has to do with the degree of
mechanization of the hooking process.
The original hooking tool was a simple hook with a handle.

But pretty quickly a variety of mechanical improvements made it possible to put hooked stitches in
faster.
The hooking material was threaded through a hole (an “eye”) in the tip of the “hook,” which now
became a needle.

“Tufting” had arrived.
Once the material to be hooked did not have to be picked up individually for each stitch things went
much faster. The tufting tool below lets you put hooked stitches in as fast as you can pull and push
the top half back and forth.

In the commercial world of today, tufting has far out run both conventional hooking and woven pile
rugs. The commercial tufting tools can look like sub-machine guns.

Cheaper and faster are the controlling objectives.
But traditional hooking has not been lost.
My wife bred and exhibited collies for a number of years and last April we went to the National Collie
Specialty Show.

Vendors of various kinds are permitted and one at this year’s show was a lady making hooked rugs
with collie images.
This lady had a demonstration table and rug that she used to show how these hooked rugs were
made.

She was using the simple hook, but told me she was looking for a more mechanized hooking tool on
eBay.
I offered to put her in touch with Michael Heilman, but she was confident that she could find what she
wanted on eBay and she may well have been able to do so by now.
But in April, last year, she was still hooking rugs with the original simple hooking tool.

Now this may not be a very satisfying place to stop, so let’s look at a few more colorful hooked rugs.

The 5′ x7′ hooked rug below is done in the design of a paper Metro card for use in the DC subway
system.

Someone has hooked a decent Sewan Kazak medallion.

I think this is the kind of collie images the lady at the show should have been making.

Good color usage in the landscape below.

I think the piece below is very well composed. Good color usage, too.

The last piece is another room-size. About 6′ X 11′. Compartmented with somewhat different designs
in each one.

That’s the end of what Amy and I want to say about these three textile varieties. 4

We provided a

handout that you will find below the link to Part 2 below
To see the material brought into the room, click the link below:
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2015/03/06/woven-coverlets-quilts-and-hooked-rugs-part-2-thematerial-brought-in/

Sources
Apply to More Than One of the Categories Below
• Nancy Dick Bogdonoff, “Handwoven Textiles of Early New England: The Legacy of a Rural People,
1640-1880,” Stackpole Books, Harrisburg, Pa., 1975.
• Alan H. Eaton, “Handicrafts of the Southern Highlands,” Russell Sage Fountain, New York, 1937.
• Alan H. Eaton, “Handicrafts of New England,”Bonaza Books, New York, MCMXLIX.
Coverlets
• Melinda and Lazlo Zongor, “Coverlets at the Gilchrist: American Coverlets 1771-1889, Bedford, Pa.,
Sprocket Press, 2009.
• Gaye E. Elder, “A National Museum of the American Coverlet – We Have One!.” Shuttle, Spindle and
Dyepot, Handweavers Guild of America, Inc. Volume XLI, No. 3. Issue 163, Summer, 2010, pp. 30-34.
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Retrieved by the Arthur D. Jenkins Library on 5/02/19 from: https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2015/03/

• Pauline Montgomery, “Indiana Coverlet Weavers and Their Coverlets,” Hoosier Heritage Press,
Indianapolis, 1974.
Note: Some Commercial Sites in the links below.
• http://www.coverletmuseum.org/coverlet.htm
• http://fineantiquecoverlets.com/aboutus.html
• http://www.coverletweaver.com/gallery.html
• http://www.wlast.org/artist/BethWilson.html
• http://www.historic-american.com/WovenCoverlets.html
• http://www.complex-weavers.org/study-group/early-american-coverlets/
• http://www.laurafisherquilts.com/shop/ANTIQUE-COVERLETS.htm
• http://www.johngouldantiques.com/cmpg/gallery2/main.php?g2_itemId=42
• http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/70885/coverlet
Quilts
• Eva Wheatcroft Granick, “The Amish Quilt”, Good Books, Intercourse, Pennsylvania, 1989
• Reiko Mochinaga Brandon, “The Hawaiian Quilt”, Kokusai Art, Tokyo, 1996
• Dennis Duke and Deborah Harding, “America’s Glorious Quilt”, Quilts: The Art of the Amish, Beaux
Arts Editions, 1987
• Phyllis George, “Living with Quilts”, GT Publishing, New York, 1998
• Patricia Cox Crews, “A Flowering of Quilts”, University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln and London, 2001
• M. Joan Lintauylt, “Connecting Quilts, Art, and Textiles”, Dragon Threads, Worthington, Ohio, 2007
• “The Magazine Antiques, Brant Publications, New York, February, 1996: Nancy Tuckhorn, “The
Assimilation of German Folk Designs on Maryland Quilts” and Irene N. Walsh, “The Frakturs of
Susannah Heebner”
• http://www.metmuseum.org/collection/the-collection-online/search?ft=Quilt
• http://www.nebraskahistory.org/sites/mnh/quilts_a_z/index.htm
• http://museumcollection.winterthur.org/resultstext.php?src=searchform&version=100&port=40138&output=HTML&resultsperpage=20&view=catalog
&srchtype=advanced&srchtxt=Fraktur&commit=Search&hasImage=on&ObjObjectName=&CreOrigin=
&AccCreditLineLocal=&Earliest=&Latest=&CreMarkSignature=&CreCreatorLocal_tab=&DesMaterial_ta
b=&ObjCategory=Works+on+Paper&ObjObjectID=&DesTechnique_tab=#.VJODJf-DVA
• http://www.tfaoi.com/aa/7aa/7aa779.htm
Hooked Rugs
• Anthony N. Landreau, “America Underfoot: A History of Floor Coverings from Colonial Times to the
Present, Smithsonian Institution, 1976.
• Joel and Kate Kopp, American Hooked and Sewn Rugs Folk Art Underfoot, E.P. Dutton, 1975:

• Jessie A. Turbayne, Hooked Rugs, History and the Continuing Tradition, Schiffer Publishing, 1991:
• Nina Fletcher Little, “Floor Coverings in New England Before 1850,” Old Sturbridge, Inc., Sturbridge,
MA, 1967.
• William W. Kent, Rare Hooked Rugs, The Pond-Ekberg Company, Springfield Mass., 1941:
• William W. Kent, The Hooked Rug, Dodd, Mead & Company, 1930.
Note: Many of the links below are to commercial sites, but are sources of images I have used, and/or,
can have interesting information and further examples.
• http://www.woolleyfox.com/
• http://www.historymuseum.ca/cmc/exhibitions/arts/rugs/rugs00e.shtml
• http://rughookingcentral.com/
• https://duckduckgo.com/?q=Hooked+rug+images&ia=images
• http://www.jconnerhookedrugs.com/gallery.html
• http://cindigayrughooking.com/gallery-2/
• http://www.crowhillprimitives.com/gallery/gallery.htm
• http://www.rughookingart.com/sandrabrowngallery.htm
• http://www.rughookingmagazine.com/article/wide-cut-orientals
• http://www.rughookingmagazine.com/article/washington-metro-farecard-rug
• http://shelburnemuseum.org/collections/quilts/ Also two hooked rugs
• http://www.sibylosicka.com/gallery.php
• https://www.pinterest.com/rebekahoregon/rug-hooking-the-art-of-traditional-hand-hooked-rug/
• http://www.antiquehookedrugs.com/
• http://nazmiyalantiquerugs.com/antique-rugs/hooked/
• http://www.richardrothstein.com/hand-hooked-rugs.html
• http://antiquerugslosangeles.net/dealer-antique-hooked-rugs.html
• https://www.1stdibs.com/furniture/rugs-carpets/western-european-rugs/vintage-german-hookedrug/id-f_668081/
• http://www.nytimes.com/1998/02/20/arts/antiques-hooked-rugs-snag-buyers-of-folk-art.html
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Woven Coverlets, Quilts and Hooked Rugs, Part 2,
The Material Brought In
Posted in Uncategorized on March 6, 2015 by rjohn
This is Part 2 of an RTAM program on woven coverlets, quilts and hooked rugs. If you want to see the
lectures in Part 1, please use this link:
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2015/03/06/woven-coverlets-quilts-and-hooked-rugs-part-1-thelecture-2/
There was a goodly amount of material brought into this session and we will treat it here.
(Note: Color differences in images of a given piece are the result of different cameras and lighting.)
The first coverlet below is complete and woven in a species of the overshot structure. I have not seen
another one like it but Melinda Zongor, who heads the coverlet museum in Pennsylvania, says that it
is a familiar one.

C1

The structure yields what is called a “bird’s eye” effect. Marla Mallett tells me that this bird’s eye
variety is one of the simplest weaving structures.

The next piece was one of two coverlets a member of the audience brought in. Both are done in the
overshot structure. Both are indicated to be family coverlets woven in southwest
Virginia. Undated. Both were oven in two pieces and then sewn together. The center seam is visible.
C2

This is the second overshot coverlet this member of the audience brought in. Again the center seam
is visible.
C3

The piece below is a scarf, not a coverlet, but also woven in an overshot weave. Notice how similar
the pattern and coloring in this scarf is to that in the coverlet above.
C4

(same scarf, remarkable difference in coloring in the two image below)

The overshot coverlet fragment below has for me a nice, seeming “texture” in its pattern and I think
the red works to make it a little distinctive.
C5

The coverlet fragment below is one of those overshot patterns that verges on Escher effects.
C6

The details reveal how near curvilinear effects can be produced with entirely rectilinear devices by
varying the width, height and position of devices close to one another.

The large coverlet fragment below is my favorite of those I own (although I like C8, below, a lot,
too). This piece is being displayed with perhaps a third of it folded under on the left. (It is
reminiscent to me of Turkman weavings, although the Turkman never wove something like this.)
C7

It is substantial, fragile, and sewn onto a heavy cotton backing. This piece is inscribed, but not with
the more usual corner signature block. It was woven in 1841.

The ribbing of the weave suggests that this is a variety of beiderwand.
Another large fragmented coverlet I own is the one below. I find the use of a white ground and then
of red, dark blue and yellow design devices, very effective.
C8

It is inscribed and was woven in Pennsylvania in the 1840s, perhaps 1849.

It has major seeming floral gul-like devices.

Something like a minor “gul,” and even “tertiary” pairs.

This piece also has a beiderwand structure, but despite having two sets of warps, has a light handle.

Wendel Swan noticed that most of these coverlets seem lighter and would not provide much
warmth. I think it is true that many coverlets were used as a decorative top layer above warmer
ones. The two from SW Virginia were more substantial.
The fragment below is one of two (from the same coverlet) I had in the room that are done in the
summer-winter weave. The summerwinter weave has only a single set of warps but, this one, has a
heavier handle than do most of the overshot (and the C8 beiderwand) examples we’ve seen above.
Here is the light side. And here is the dark side below on the right.
C9

Now we moved to the quilts brought in. This quilt again has the green and red coloring, characteristic
of Pennsylvania and Maryland quilts that Amy accentuated in her lecture. She said that she thinks this
red is a specific one, called “Turkey red,” made in a very complex process. She believes that one
indicator of its being this Turkey red is that the uneven pattern of deterioration of color – see the right
side of this piece.
Q10

This pattern is reminiscent of the “oak leaf” design.

The quilt below was described as a “lily” pattern. It is pieced.
Q11

Its owner said that the piece below is a family quilt, made in middle Tennessee in 1900. It features
two shades of pink.
Q12

(again the light and the camera push the lighter pink toward tan in the image below)

The pattern is entirely pieced in small squares. The brighter pink is a solid color. The lighter one has
a small pattern. The lighter colored devices seem to be “fylflot” rendition.

The next piece features contrasting color diamond blocks on a dark ground, containing, what, again,
seem to be “fylflot” devices. It was machine-pieced, but hand-quilted. It was suggested that it may
have been an Amish coffin cover.
Q13

The next three pieces were bought in New Mexico.
This might look like a nine-patch pattern but it isn’t, because every block is exactly the same. Its field
is hand-pieced, but its borders are machine-pieced. Good use of color.
Q14

The crib quilt below has been built up with small hexagonal pieces to form stripes. Its back is pieced
in an ad hoc geometric pattern. You can see the individual hexagons in the detail below.
Q15

In an exchange, after this program, Floris Flam said that “…Q16 (below) might be seen as a ‘log cabin’
design variant, but it’s not.
“While Q16 does have squares, it is built by adding strips to a half-square triangle. These blocks were
then arranged in groups of four to form a series of squares set on point.
“I think this quilt is so charming because the narrow strips added to the starting triangles are of
irregular width and the fabrics seem to have been randomly placed.
“I did not handle the quilt, but it is possible that it was built on a muslin backing the way a
contemporary quilter would use paper in a paper-pieced quilt. If that’s the case, the quilter would
have started with a triangle, added strips until the square was almost complete, than added a final
triangle for the opposite corner of the square block.”
Q16

The lovely quilt below is pinwheel pattern made by Madelena Stoltzfus, Amy’s Amish friend in southern
Maryland. This pattern is reminiscent of some Turkish tiles.
Q17

One’s eye focuses on the pinwheel devices and that makes us notice that there are seeming “partial”
pinwheels at the sides an both top and bottom of this piece. That, in turn can make us think of this as
a “never-ending” type pattern. But the basic quilt square (look at the corner inside the border in the
detail image below) is, in fact, a “star” or “cross” centered one, and so there is no incompleteness at
the edges. Interesting, how the eye can revise the way we experience a basic square that does not
actually employ pinwheels. The stitch designs used in the quilting of this piece are worth notice. The
back panel is a cheerfully, printed cotton with toy blocks scattered about.

The quilt below is full-sized. It is another medallion quilt, with partial medallions at its edges. One
begins to look for the character of the basic block used.
Q18

We can see, in the detail below, that the quilting stitches on the medallions are intense.

You can see in the image below that this time the basic block centers on the medallions, so the partial
ones at the edges are really partial. We can also see that the quilting stitches both within the
medallions and the red areas in between them are dense and elaborat

We moved to treat the next level on the board. Most of these are art quilts (except for the one at the
bottom center) brought in by the local art quilt maker and collector Floris Flam, who appears on the
right of the image below .
We will treat them one at a time.

Q19

Q20 is a pieced kaleidoscope quilt made by Floris Flam for a quilt group challenge. Each wedge of the
“sun” was paper-pieced using a pattern she designed. She ran out of interest in the project before she
finished piecing the entire circle, so added mountain and sky fabrics to create a sunrise scene.
Q20

The quilt, below was made by Sidney Snell, an Oregon artist. It’s called “Miniature Violets” and is part
of a series she made that was inspired by spools of thread. The bright circular motifs are machine
appliqued and dimensional. The quilt is heavily machine quilted.
Q21

The quilt below is raw-edge collage was made by Judy Hooworth, an Australian quilt artist. She uses
hand-painted fabrics, cotton sateen strips, net, and stitching to create the image. It is closely quilted
to keep the fabrics in place and is finished with a satin-stitched edge. The piece is untitled.
Q22

The following piece is a raw-edge appliqué quilt made by Floris Flam, using hand-dyed and screenprinted cotton fabric. It is entitled: “View from Above 2.”
Q23

Below is a machine pieced quilt made by Floris Flam. Most of the fabrics are hand-dyed cotton sateen.
It is machine quilted in the ditch. The image is based on a photograph in “Earth from Above: 365
Days” by Yann Arthus-Bertrand. It was part of a quilt guild challenge. (Title: Convergence)
Q24

The piece below is an appliqué/reverse appliqué quilt made by Andrea Limmer of Northern Virginia.
(Title: “Veil”) It was part of the annual Studio Art Quilt Associates fund-raising auction of 12-inch
square quilts
Amy Rispin called attention to the fact that most of the leaves in this little landscape quilt are attached
only at their stems or veins, so that the edges of the leaves aren’t sewn down. This gives them a 3dimensional quality that enhances the scene. Amy found this particularly interesting.
Q25

Before we leave Floris’ art quilts we should notice a very nice vest she wore, done as one.
Floris: “The right front of the vest was paper-pieced using commercial fabrics. The block design came
from a quilting book, but was greatly reduced in scale to be appropriate for a garment. I made the
blocks, then arranged them on my design wall to get a pleasing arrangement. The left front and back
are each one piece of commercial fabric, quilted using a combination of straight and programmed
machine stitches to hold the layers together.”

The small Amish piece, below, is in a geometric design, reminiscent of the flying geese pattern. Good
composition and color use.
Q26

Now we moved to some larger quilts.
The quilt below is a recent acquisition that I found in southwest Ohio. It is in a familiar “Joseph’s
coat” pattern and the dealer said that it was made by either the Amish or the Mennonites in about
1920.
Q27

The quilting stitches in it are not intense, but seem to be of those characteristic of other Joseph’s coat
renditions.

The quilt below is smaller, perhaps a “crib” size, although it is a little larger than most of that format.

Both the piecing on its face and its quilting are by hand. The meandering pattern is a traditional one
called “drunkard’s path.”
Q28

Small “fan-shaped” pieces and small squares are used to fashion this face pattern.
It is signed with a tag. It says that it was made by hand in Virginia in April, 2004.

One of the problems with such signatures is that they can be added afterward with more favorable
information on them. Of course, this is a problem with pile rugs, as well.

The full-sized quilt below features compartments with crossed “armatures” and flower-forms pointing
outward. The devices in the compartments are applique.
Q29

The use of red and green is another instance of that usage noted in Amy’s lecture. Notice also how
the use of a close yell0w-green works to enliven the palette in this piece.
The hand quilting stitches are intense but not particularly elaborate.

The quilt below is again compartmented with crossing interior elements.
This design is one of the “crossroads” patterns associated with the “underground railroad.”
The “crossroads” could be any of a number of places north of the Mason-Dixon line, above which
runaway slaves could flee to safety. The most frequent crossroad one sees in the literature is
Cleveland, Ohio, from which slaves could readily cross to Canada.
It is possible, but not known, that this is an Afro-American quilt.
Q30

The crosses are composed of richly colored materials. Trapezoid pieces are sewn to form “chevron”shaped elements (the resulting chevrons not always of the same color). The quilting stitches are
modest, but by hand. Amy Rispin says that she is believes that the inconsistent nature of the chevron
construction, and the character of the quilting stitches, indicate that this is an Afro-American quilt

The next “quilt” is, in fact, only a face, machine-pieced of small, triangular-shaped, printed
materials. It has a surprisingly sturdy handle.
Q31

Although the piecing sewing is by machine, there is a lot of it. In some ways this quilt face is
unremarkable, but a great deal of work has gone into it.

It is dangerous to claim that a textile is “unique,” but the next piece seems a candidate. It is an
example of a quilt whose primary component was taken from another textile entirely.
Q32

Here is the material taken from another textile.

It is the shoulder patch from the uniform of a U.S. Seabee in WWII. The rank is Third Class Petty
Officer.
The Seabees built roads, bridges, airfields, during the war, under battlefield conditions. Recruiters
were told to look for smart troublemakers.
In 1949, a known, WWII, Seabee veteran in Virginia, decided to use his unit’s shoulder patches in a
quilt he was making. So he bought a goodly number and quilted them on a red backing in a
medallion-like arrangement like this.
He made and quilted on a number of these medallions.

The result was this small quilt.

To a Turkman collector, the result was too interesting to pass up.
He even quilted in a minor ornament between the gul-forms.

My quilting expert friends tell me that his quilting is quite good.

The tiny piece below is one that presses the bounds of what we can call a “quilt.”
Q33

It is called a “yo-yo,” from the circular shape of its elements.

As Amy indicated in her lecture, a “quilt” is usually seen to have three layers. There is a top layer
called the “face.” A middle layer is the “batting.” And a lower layer is called the “backing.” A further
requirement is that these three layers be stitched together — the actual “quilting.”
So the question can be raised about whether something that doesn’t have these three layers or these
quilting stitches can properly be called a quilt.
We will eventually see a “quilt” that has only a face and a backing quilted together, but the “yo-yo”
presses the usual defining characteristics of what we call a “quilt” further.
A yo-yo textile is composed of little circular pieces of cloth sewn in a particular way on one side and
then sewn together side-by-side.
Here is a detail of the back of the yo-yo above. You can see that its elements are flat circles of cloth
sewn together at their sides.
Below, is a detail of the front of this same yo-yo. The individual yo-yo elements are formed by taking
flat circles of cloth larger than the back elements and then folding them to the front and sewing them
with a stitch that produces a pucker that gives the front face a textured appearance. These individual
pieces are then sewn to each other at the sides using a stitch that does not show.

Now is it clear that yo-yos have none of the features that would license the use of the term “quilt.” A
yo-yo is probably closest to a quilt “face,” although it is never quilted to another layer. Yo-yos are
probably sometimes treated with quilts because they are made from a variety of printed pattern
materials, but it’s clear that they are very different from them.

I intrude on the initial image of the quilt below to let you see something of its small size. It is what
we call a “doll’s” quilt.
Q34

Its pieced face is in a “nine-patch” pattern.

All the materials in it are patterned. Its back is a single piece pattern similar to the red on its
front. The hand-quilting stitch is in simple diagonal lines.

The piece below is the first quilt I ever bought and shows how insidious the beginning of quilt
collecting can be. It is 6.5 inches by 8 inches and is what is called a “doll house” quilt.
Its face is printed, not pieced. Quilters call a printed face a “cheater,” but allow it as a legitimate
usage in quilting. They will not pretend that it is something that it is not (most “school house” faces
are pieced) but they will not scorn it either.
Q35

In addition to its printed face, it has a plain back and the two levels are hand quilted. The quilting
stitch pattern is a simple two-way diagonal, but quilters say that the quilting is pretty good.
They further say that in the right market this humble little piece might have surprising value.
One last interesting thing about it. I’ve owned this piece for a number of years, but last year in an
antique store in western Massachusetts, I ran into a book full of all kinds of occupational therapy
projects. It was the second of a two-volume series, published in 1944-45, and, there, on one page,
was my little quilt.

It was a kit, designed for use in occupational therapy and could have been quilted by a recuperating
WWII veteran.

The next piece was the most opulent quilt of the day. Barbara Korengold is a local quilt maker, who
makes wonderful applique quilts.

Barbara spends about two years making one of these and it shows. Lots of prizes for her work. Q36,
below, is the quilt she brought into this session. And here’s what she said about it in a subsequent
message:
“This quilt was inspired by a wool embroidered and appliqued rug in the collection of the American
Folk Art Museum in New York. It is thought to have been made around 1860 in either New York or
Maine, by an unknown artist. The quilt is hand appliqued and hand embroidered using mostly solid
colored cotton fabrics, with a few tone on tone prints. The colors in the quilt are similar, but not
identical to those in the rug. This is not an effort to duplicate the rug, but the relationship will be clear
to anyone seeing both pieces. Since the applique is so dense there is not much room for creative
quilting, so it is in the process of being hand quilted in a basic grid pattern.”
Q36

I think it might be important to elaborate here, a bit on a point Amy made at the end of her
lecture. You will remember that she put up this Tenniel illustration from Alice in Wonderland to say
that, in the quilt world, there were both a lot of ways to go, and also that it did not matter in what
ways quilt collectors and makers choose to, or can, participate.

In a great many of areas of textile collecting there is, nowadays, visible anxiety about where the next
generation of collectors is to come from. This is ,emphatically, not true of the quilt world. It may
have to do, in part, with the fact that many folks interested in quilts are makers as well as
collectors. The quilt world is burgeoning, democratic, tolerant and creative. There are old classic
quilts, there are kit quilts (even K-mart quilts of this variety), there are quilt “challenge” events
(where a theme is selected and folks are challenged to make and submit a quilt in terms of it for
competition), there are traditional standards, but most participants don’t demand that they be

slavishly followed. And in more recent years “art” quilts have appeared, that can, themselves, go in
nearly any direction.
I think one of the reasons why the quilt world is so vibrantly alive has to do with how folks who begin
to participate in it are treated by those who are more experienced. Let’s say that you’re busy person
with a job, a household and children. Your life is full of competing priorities, but you want to make a
quilt for one of your beds. You go and buy and make a “K-mart” kit quilt (because that’s what you’re
able to invest in quilting), and you show your finished quilt to some other quilters. They will not
pretend that it is what it is not, but almost always they will say encouraging things about your efforts,
even, find things to admire about them. I think a novice quilt collector will have similar
experiences. The result of this welcoming, inclusive treatment is that folks are encouraged to
continue to participate in whatever ways they can.
I think that those of us in some other parts of the textile world could learn some things from the quilt
community.
Now we moved to our final group of the day. Hooked rugs. You may have to worry about aesthetic
decompression as you move from Barbara’s magnificent applique quilt, above, to my humble hooked
rug below. But let’s be brave about that.
H39

You saw this piece in the lecture and can see why it is called “a poor man’s rug.” It is a little over 4′ X
6′ and heavy. It has been, and despite condition problems, still could be used on the floor. As we
said in the lecture, you can see that the maker was envious of an oriental rug and determined to have
something like one. The thickish black lines mark off putative borders and a central medallion on the
basic “marbling” of the rug. Despite it being humble, it projects good graphic punch.

I am not sure what to conclude about the deliberate versus accidental character of the “marbling.” It
looks very random. But one experienced textile collector insisted that there is more intent involved
than one might think.

The mounted, hooked rug, fragment, below, features striped, “interlacing” bands in its design.
H40

It is a good rug for exploring how some of us experience a given piece differently than do others.
One experienced collector said to me that he felt that the maker of this rug should have retained the
same striped colors, and their order of use, in the interlacing bands. He experienced this
inconsistency as an aesthetic fault. I acknowledge the fact of what he says, but find that this
inconsistency works differently for me, and, in fact, enriches the aesthetic impact I experience looking
at this fragment.
It seems to me that there is no demonstrable aesthetic “right” or “wrong” here.

This difference

illustrates an instance in which different people experience the aesthetics of a given piece differently.
We couldn’t do justice to the hooked runner below. It’s 17 feet long and only a relatively small part of
it hung down on the front of the board. But you get the idea.

H41

I watched this runner in a Maryland antique store for over five years, with a ‘not for sale” sign on
it. But one day it had a price and I bargained and bought it. It is redundant to say, now, but I’m a
sucker for compartmented textiles.

Amy Rispin, who owns H42 below, said that she loves the clarity of the colors in it. Although it is not
a fine as Grenfell mats are, its naturalistic pattern is of the sort they frequently use.
H42

This is a finished rug, but the backing has not yet been turned under and sewn down.
The fact that we can see the backing (in H42b below) is useful. It shows us the character of the
backing material used. It, also, likely, permits us to make two additional points.
First, Michael Heilman said that the backing appears to be of a sort normally used in “latch hooked”
rugs.

If this is a latch hooked rug, it was done with a distinctive tool and a distinctive stitch different from
that used with a usual hooked rug.
Here is the distinctive latch hooking tool. Notice that it has a hook, but also a hinged “latch” that
opens and closes.

I won’t take you through the steps in the latch hooking process, but the image below is what a
finished latch hook stitch looks like.

Notice that it’s actually a symmetric knot, tied on one horizontal part of a hole in the backing material
rather than (as is the case with most hand woven pile rugs) around two warps. (Amy checked and,
sure enough, the stitches in her hooked rug are of the knot variety that confirms that it is a latch
hooked rug.)
Notice also that with a latch hooked rug the stitches (knots) are entirely independent of one
another. There is no continuation stitch to stitch on the back side that often occurs with
conventionally hooked rugs (see image below).

This would seem to indicate (since the symmetric type knot is not firm on the basis of its own
construction) that individual knots in a latch hooked rug might come out. Michael Heilman says that
he has never had such a knot failure in a latch hooked rug he has made. He said that, after the latch

hooked knot is in, the maker takes hold of the pile ends and pulls it tight. And, he said, each knot’s
firmness is also supported by the knots that surround it.
A second point about the backing in H42b is generally true of hooked rugs and the backings used for
them. The holes visible in H42b are sizable. Here it is again for ease of comparison.

The general point to be made is that a hooked rug can have fewer stitches than the number of holes
in the backing material (and Michael Heilman says that is usual), but not more. The number of holes
per linear inch in the backing material determines the maximum fineness a hooked rug can have.
The member of the audience who brought the hooked rug below said that it was hooked by her
grandmother, who also dyed and cut the wool.
H43

The two hooked pieces below were described as used as either stair treads or riser decorations.
H44

Done with a simple hook. Straight lines across and diagonals. Usually you do 6-8 loops per inch.
H45

Michael Heilman collected them on the Eastern Shore of Maryland in about 2004. They are extremely
well hooked and have a low pile.
Michael said that Rug 46 “…is basically a hand dyed wool fabric rug I made with a shuttle hook, using
1/4” strips. There are also sections of dyed wool yarn scattered throughout. I guess you would term
the design “hit-or-miss” in the same sense of a quilt made with miscellaneous pieces. It is about 28″ x
42″. Rug 46 is a finely made wool rug constructed of 1/8 wide fabric strips on a cotton backing.”

H46

Michael: “H47, the flower pattern is fairly conventional, but well done. My guess is that this rug dates
from the 1920s or 30s and that it was stored away for most of its life., showing no signs of wear or
fading.

H47

(again, color differences are the result of camera differences and light)

“The thing that caught my eye is how the maker used a subtle “waterfall” pattern in the center grey
field. I am quite sure this was a personal touch, perhaps a result of the maker having a small amount
of slightly lighter grey fabric to work with.

This rug is also unusual in the method used to finish the edges.
Normally, a rug maker leaves about 2 or more inches of unworked backing fabric around the edge and
then folds that over when finished and sews that portion to the back.
Here, the maker folded the backing fabric over, and probably sewed it, and then continued hooking up
to the very edge through the doubled fabric backing.
This would have been a challenge, and one can see on the back that the edge hooking is more uneven
than the rest of the rug.

Michael treated H48, below, as similar to his H47 above. He said they are both very fine and done
with yarn.
H48 is a modified “log cabin” design (from quilts) with effective use of color and gradations of it.
Mounted on black.

H48

H49, below, is the last one of this virtual version of this program.
This is a “hooked” Art Deco design the size of which you cannot accurately estimate on the basic of
the image below.

It could seem to be room-sized, but it is very small, only 8 X 11.5 inches.

It is a piece that I bought very early. Entirely on impulse, without any real notion of what it was.
H49

It is, in fact, “tufted,” rather than “hooked.” it’s stitches were put in using a needle with the “pile”
material threaded through an eye, rather than using a hand hook.
Notice in the two images of its front above that all of the areas seem filled in. But if you look closely
at H49b and, especially at H49c you will see that this “filled in” effect on the front has been created
using not entirely “filled in” areas on the back. There are fewer stitches on the back than it appears
there are on the front.

Our session came to an end. A few photos after.

Gotta do Floris’ vest again.

I want, again, to thank Amy Rispin for very capably taking on the quilt part of this program, for her
work with me as we prepared for this program, for conducting it with me, and then for working with
me as we jointly composed this virtual version.
I also want to thank Melinda Zongor, who heads the Museum for the American Coverlet in Bedford, Pa.
for some useful distance consulting.
We thank quilt collectors, Marsha Swiss, and local quilter, Floris Flam, who both brought quilts and
helped us treat them in the room.
Thanks, too, to Michael Heilman, who hooks and collects hooked rugs, and teaches the hooking of
them. Michael provided support during our preparations of the hooked rugs part of this program,
brought hooked rugs he had made or collected, and helped with our describing the hooked rugs
brought in.
My wife, Jo Ann took photos of the program, as did Wendel Swan, who provided another excellent set.
Amy and I hope you enjoyed this virtual version of a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning that was
fun to put on.
R. John Howe 5
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On November 8, 2014 Lydia Fraser, The Textile Museum Librarian, gave a program in which she talked
about the Library’s founder Arthur D. Jenkins, the benefactor of the 20,000-volume library that bears
his name. She described the Library as “a fabulous resource for the study of textiles, and includes
many rare books and folios. “

Lydia first joined The Textile Museum in 1997 as assistant registrar. Since that time she has been a
member of the curatorial team and served in a number of consultant roles.

As Librarian of the Arthur D. Jenkins Library of Textile Arts she melds over 15 years of subject area
expertise in textiles with academic and professional training in knowledge organization.
She is a weaver with an affinity for textiles of Southeast Asia and is passionate about the power of
textiles to connect people and cultures.
These RTAM programs, we should begin to say often, are provided under the aegis of both The Textile
Museum and The George Washington University and Museum.
Before Lydia began Russell Pickering, who knew and worked with Jenkins for a number of years,
talked about his remembrances of Jenkins and his very substantial contributions, not just to the TM
library, but to the management and development of the TM during the years when Jenkins was the TM
board president. Russ is a great Jenkins admirer.

What follows is what Russell said in this session and in a subsequent interview with him. I have also
drawn on some published material.
Russell said that when he was first in The Textile Museum in the 1960s, it was a very quiet place
(membership was only 300). In a sense, Russ said, his remembrance of Arthur Jenkins is about the
very great impact Jenkins had on the TM and its growth over the next twenty years, at which point
membership had reached 3,000.
Myers had died in 1957 and Jenkins (who had been collecting since the 1920s) was, significantly,
someone who had known Myers.
As a major collector, Jenkins gradually became an important part of The Textile Museum world,
eventually becoming a member of its board, and, ultimately, board president.

Jenkins owned and managed a successful publishing company in the Midwest, and knew how organize
projects and to deal with and manage people effectively. Russell says that Jenkins ran things with a
“firm hand,” but also delegated “with a long flexible leash.” Jenkins had a sense of humor and an
attractive personal manner that made him effective with both men and women.
Jenkins frequently contributed large amounts of financial support to TM exhibitions. In an outstanding
instance he engineered the exchange of some pre-Columbian gold the TM had for a world-class group
of dated Spanish rugs that the Dunbarton Oaks Collection held. The exchange included an additional
payment by the TM to the Dumbarton of $50,000. Jenkins personally supplied a large part of that
amount. Jenkins’ willingness to be of financial support was also illustrated with much smaller-gauged
examples. At one point it was decided to open a TM shop on the premises and the woman who was in
charge of the project came to Mr. Jenkins and said that she needed funds for initial stock purchases.
Jenkins wrote her a check.
In 1962 Jenkins donated to the TM his personal rug and textile library of over 850 titles. He estimated
that this gift included some 80 percent of total number of textiles books published since 1770. His
intent was to create “the most complete research facility” in the U.S. devoted to oriental rugs.
In 1963 Jenkins and McCoy Jones mounted an exhibition of over 100 rugs and textiles at the TM,
drawing on both of their collections. Jenkins seems to have drawn on his publishing expertise as he
arranged for all of the photos of the exhibition pieces included in the catalog. Jenkins announced in
this 1963 catalog that he was donating his collection to the TM. He says in this catalog that he sees
himself as “the first rug collector to give his complete support to the Textile Museum.”
Jenkins’ gift of his rug book collection to the TM resulted in movement of Myers book collection from
the residence to the third floor of the exhibition building where it was combined with Jenkins’
donation.
In the mid-1970s, because of the increased interest in textiles, the TM board undertook a major
reconfiguration of the TM buildings. The entrance was moved from the exhibition building to the
former Myers residence building and provided increased space for staff and meetings and the museum
shop.
In 1978 Jenkins organized and conducted the first ever fundraising drive for the TM. Three million
dollars was realized, an amount which would be a much larger sum today. This permitted the
complete renovation of the of the Museum buildings to provide increased exhibition space and the first
storage space in the TM’s history.

Jenkins was also an important force in some of the important exhibitions and publications that
occurred during his tenure. He was an important supporter of the seminal exhibition of and catalog for
the “From the Bosporus to Samarkand: Flat Woven Rugs” by Anthony Landerau and Russell Pickering
in 1969. (Jenkins was an important collector of flat woven pieces and the color image inside the front
cover of this catalog was from Jenkins’ collection.) This exhibition was a traveling one, under the aegis
of The Smithsonian Institution. The ground-breaking catalog had to be reprinted repeatedly and was a
huge financial success. In 1976, Tony Landreau curated an exhibition and catalog for “America
Underfoot: A History of Floor Coverings from Colonial Times to the Present.” America Underfoot was
also selected to be a Smithsonian traveling exhibition.
In 1980 Jenkins, as TM board president, wrote the forward for the catalog of the ground-breaking
exhibition “Turkmen,” edited by Louise Mackie and Jon Thompson. This catalog was seen as the
standard work on Turkmen weaving, and is still consulted usefully. Since Jenkins had long collected
Turkman weavings, this exhibition and catalog are peppered with high quality Turkmen pieces from his
collection, including the stunning Salor pile trapping, heavily decorated in silk which is (John Howe
speaking now) “the most sumptuous Turkman textile I have ever had in my hands.” In that same year
some work by Russell Pickering, Ralph Yohe, and Pat Fiske resulted in, perhaps, the first exhibition
and publication to treat Moroccan rugs and textiles seriously . This work ultimately resulted in two
catalogs/books. The first of these “From the Far West: Rugs and Textiles of Morocco,” 1980. And a
second “Moroccan Carpets,” in which Pickering and Yohe, were joined by Pickering’s daughter Brooke.
This second volume was published in 1994.
The approximate 20 years that marked Jenkins tenure as an important participant in the TM was a
period marked by strong leadership and management, high-quality research, dazzling exhibitions, and
fertile publications. Russell feels that the accomplishments of the Jenkins era were extraordinary. He
says that he hopes that this RTAM program and the words said in it will bring to participants (and now
readers) attention the fact that Jenkins’ contributions to the TM go far beyond his generous gift of his
rug library and of his textile collection. He was a real force for excellence.
Lydia said that she didn’t know Arthur Jenkins, but that “after working on this presentation, I must say
I wish I had. The Textile Museum attracts so many interesting and unique personalities, Arthur D.
Jenkins was no exception.”
She asked whether there was anyone else in the audience had known Jenkins and Kathy Freshley, a
former TM Librarian, shared her own remembrances. What follows here is a subsequent write-up
Kathy provided.

Arthur D. Jenkins Library Remembrances
Katherine Freshley
12/7/14
As a beginning weaver, I fell in love with ethnographic textiles, discovered and then became a
member of the Textile Museum in 1970. In 1974 I responded to a TM newsletter requesting library
volunteers. Another volunteer and I were charged with turning this gentleman’s library into a
professional special library that could eventually be open to researchers and the public. I learned that
Arthur Jenkins, a board member, had donated a significant collection of books and was anxious to
have these volumes along with his extensive collection of newsletters, articles and clippings available
to other collections and scholars. The Textile Museum applied for a foundation grant to fund this
transformation and once it was approved in 1975 I was hired part-time (19 hours/week) as the Textile
Museum’s first librarian. I had a MA degree in Library Science and threw myself into this wonderful
project.
At that time of my arrival the library was located in the top floor of the Waddy Wood building with the
Western Hemisphere textile flat files. Also located on that floor were the curatorial offices of Ann Rowe
and Irene Emery.
In addition to bookshelves along the end wall, the primary piece of furniture was a very long table and
ten or more handsomely carved wood chairs with leather seats. Both Mr. Jenkins and Mr. Myers
organized their libraries by the subjects they were most interested in; hence articles in journals were
interfiled with books on that subject. For example, an article on Caucasian rugs would be placed next
to books on that subject ignoring all the other articles in that journal that might be of interest to
others. So initially I began by separating the journals from the books. Soon the entire library table
was filled with stacks of rare journals, such as Ciba Review. I discovered that the library had complete
sets of rare journals. We created a separate periodical section in the library and began cataloguing
each journal article so it could be easily located.

Cataloging this collection was a huge under taking, as none of the materials had ever been formally
cataloged previously. After talking with the curators, I realized that most curators and researchers like
Mr. Myers and Mr. Jenkins, wanted to find textile and rug books organized first by place of origin and
then by textile techniques. Unfortunately both the Dewey Decimal and the Library of Congress
cataloging systems organize first by technique, such as lace, tapestries, etc. This worked for most
European or American textile collections but not for a specialized textile library that focused on textiles
and rugs primarily from the southern hemisphere. Knowing it would be more expensive in the long run
to create a new cataloging system, it was nevertheless agreed that a customized system would best
serve TM’s curators, scholars and the public. It was quite a challenge but I was able, with the
guidance and approval of staff, to create a unique cataloging system for the library that I am pleased
to learn is still in use to this day.
Next I began an inventory of the book collection and created policies such as the number of copies we
would hold of the same title. The depth and breathe of the collection was impressive, but slowly the
gaps, especially in non-rug areas, such as Pre-Columbian, Indian and Indonesian textiles where the
museum had significant holdings began to be identified. This is where Mr. Jenkins became critically
important.
Mr. Jenkins typically came to DC only for TM board meetings, but while visiting he soon became an
active presence in the library and encouraged the professional direction of the library. He made annual
restricted gifts to the museum to fund new acquisitions, acquire rare books or purchase equipment
such as a photocopy machine, when needed. He often called to tell me when a rare book on our “must
have” list was included in an auction sale and often bid on these items to donate to the library. We
developed a wonderful partnership.
The work at the library depended on volunteers, as I was the only paid staff member. Happily we were
fortunate to have an amazing group of regular volunteers many whom were also docents. Joan
Batchelor, Louise Belcher, Jean Bryant, Blenda Femenias, Jannes Gibson, and Betty Wright, among
others came weekly for years and some continued after I left in 1986. Joan was our bookbinder since
many older volumes had some damage. She even took classes at the Library of Congress’ bookbindery
to learn the best conservation techniques for rare books.
Without their support we never would have been able to catalogue, organize, and maintain the
collection.
The library was always available by appointment to scholars and collectors but at some point it began
to have regular public hours. I cannot recall when that happened, but soon a steady array of
fascinating people arrived researching rugs and ethnographic textiles and techniques. Often they
recommended other important acquisitions for the library and as a consequence the library collection
grew considerably.

Soon our limited shelving was bursting at the seams as was other parts of the museum. While the
museum underwent a total renovation, the library was moved to the basement of the Pope building
where public hours continued. The attic space in the Wood building was then totally remodeled to
accommodate a larger library. I worked with the architect on its design. The library featured a “Ushaped reception desk facing the entrance with a bookcase along the back and folio storage along one
edge. New stacks were installed that filled the center and interior wall of the library. The reception
desk divided the public area from the work area. It was a marvelous light-filled functional space. Three
smaller reading tables and a built-in counter workspace were placed in front of the dormer windows.
After a few years however the museum learned that the dead weigh of the books was too much for
the joists supporting the floor to bear. Significant repairs to the joists and ceiling below the library had
to be done to correct this dangerous situation. Some overflow storage of rarely used books began to
be moved back to the basement to lessen the load.
I forget the exact timing, but while I was the librarian a reference book publisher approached the
library asking if they could photograph the entire card catalog and publish it. We all were quite proud
that the TM library was considered significant enough for this endeavor. The TM library became a
member of the DC Special Library group and began making and receiving inter-library loans to the
Smithsonian, Library of Congress and select university libraries to further the research of TM’s
curators and other scholars.
I believe it was after Mr. Jenkins died that the TM Board named the library after him, but it could have
been when the library reopened after its renovation. Nevertheless, it was a well-deserved tribute to
his generosity, leadership and annual contributions. His portrait was placed by the library’s entrance
and he left TM money in his will to continue to support the library and its collections.
He was a crusty sweetheart of a man who was always willing to help or contribute if a strong case
could be made. He once even successfully bid for me on an Uzbekistan door hanging that I loved and
could afford at a NYC auction he was attending. He called immediately after the auction and very
excitedly told me we both had won!
I worked at the TM as the librarian for 11 years and still cherish the experience.
Katherine Freshley
With that fulsome prelude, Lydia Fraser began her lecture. (What follows is a virtual version drawing
directly on her lecture notes and her illustrating Powerpoint document. A great deal of it will be in the
first person with Lydia speaking.)

Lydia began with this title:

Jenkins (as we shall see again) lived, and had a publishing business in, a small town of 7,000 in
western Illinois. The town was small enough that one could be distinctive on a number of
bases. Jenkins wanted his home and his business to be distinctive and so painted the doors on both
of them red, and this, Lydia said, is the source of her lecture title.

o

Arthur Darwin Jenkins lived between 1897 – 1988

o

He never married.
•

A 1983 bio in a local newspaper however, described him as having “considerable
charm with the ladies”

•

He himself was quoted as describing women both as an “attraction and a distraction”

o

He had 1 sister and 2 brothers, none had children and, thus, he had no descendants.

o

While we know him as a collector of rug, he also apparently collected glass as well.

o

Jenkins joined the Textile Museum Board of Trustees in 1969 and was president from 1979 –
1983

o

In addition to being a benefactor and supporter of the library, he was also responsible for the
introduction of our museum shop
•

o

He donated the money needed to purchase the shop’s initial inventory

In the early 1970s the Textile Museum dedicated its library to Arthur D. Jenkins.

By acclamation the Board passed the following Resolution:

“Be it resolved, that in appreciation of Arthur D. Jenkins’ extensive gifts of
book and materials and his continued interest in the library of the Textile
Museum, it be dedicated to his honor and designated “The Arthur D.
Jenkins Library”.
o

The “extensive gifts of books and materials” encompassed close to 80% of published works on
the subject of Oriental rugs at that time.
o

His collection was donated as two large gifts, first in 1963 and again a decade later

o

His “continued interest” referred to here amounted to financial support of the library
during a particularly challenging fiscal period for the institution.

o

While still in his 20s, Jenkins decided he would amass the best, most comprehensive library on
rugs in the World.
o

It is the opinion of many that he indeed succeeded.

o

His collection contained works printed in seven languages. Some of the books dated back to
1770 and include some from limited editions of twenty-five to 100 copies

He described this experience:
“..while hunting for antiques in St. Louis. It was then that my first purchase took place: a small
Turkish mat, with warp and wool of horse hair, for $5. since it has always been a habit of mine to buy
a book whenever I acquire something, I bought my first book on rugs — a small pamphlet on Chinese
weavings. And from then on I would buy a rug and a book, a book and a rug. And so it was in this
manner that I developed a large library on oriental carpets.”
o

This is the “small pamphlet” he was referring to which is now in the library … small indeed,
measures 6.5” X 4.5” but started something from which we are all beneficiaries.

Jenkins said that his interest in books would at times overtake his interest in rugs …
o

When he decided to develop his library, he created an exhaustive bibliography of everything
he had and everything ever published on the subject that he carried those with him
everywhere.
o

Not only would he take these into books stores with him, but also to various libraries
to compare lists.

o
o

Having the most exhaustive collection seemed quite a motivation for him.
He said, “when we combined my library with the one George Hewitt Myers already
Had, it put The Textile Museum ahead of everyone else.”

o

What you see here above is Jenkins’ bibliography of everything ever published … not sure
what the marks all mean.

o

George Hewitt Myers was the first fellow collector of rugs that Jenkins’ met(below).

o

As some may know, Myers was also a bibliophile … his particular interest was in the work of
Robert Louis Stevenson.

o

So I imagine that those initial conversations between Jenkins and Myers were not only about
rugs but also books.

o

Jenkins said that his discussions and correspondence with Myers gave him the idea that he
“would buy only the finest specimens that would someday be good enough for the Textile
Museum to own someday”
•

This was also a guiding principle in his book collection, he amassed his collection,
knowing one day that it would reside in the library of The Textile Museum.

o

It is also important to acknowledge that while Jenkins’ collecting focused solely on literature
about rugs, Myers’ book collection reflected his burgeoning textile collection … this is especially
true for important work about South American archaeological textiles.

(Myers’ Bookplate)

(Myers Rug Inspiring His Bookplate)

● Jenkins traveled all over the country to search for rug related materials, generally stopping at
second-hand bookstores wherever he went.
● He said that the average book seller, if they had anything, would have the rug materials at the very
back of his shop on the very lowest shelf gathering dust.
“I’ll never forget the times that I spent in New York on 4th Avenue, down below 10th street. i would
go into one bookstore and then the next one, the next and the next because there were so many next
to each other — for two or three blocks on both sides. always the same question — do you have any
rug books? I would always be shown a few and I would look at them and ask how much. So I had
books coming to me after every trip to New York and Chicago and other cities. In the course of time …
I finally developed the library I had and then gave it to The Textile Museum.”

o

The image is the book plate that Jenkins had made upon the library’s dedication in 1973 … it
includes the image of what he claimed to be his favorite rug, a senneh kilim.

Jenkins and Charles Grant Ellis befriended each other in the late 1950’s Given that, in 1959, Charlie
Ellis has just completed a published translation of the 4th edition Wilhelm Bode’s, Antique Rugs from
the Near East, I imagine that their conversations were as much about books and rug publications.

Indeed, the archives of Charlie Ellis attests to this … the note below acknowledges a gift of books
given to Ellis from Jenkins (NOTE – real feather)

– Over time their conversations went from books to rugs, to Textile Museum
administration, to simple, and often silly notes, between friends.

As part of Jenkins’ first gift of books in 1963, he donated to the library a copy of the 1st edition,
published in 1902 of the Bode book that Ellis later translated in the 4th edition.

o

When the book was first published in 1902 it was considered the first comprehensive treatise
on classical rugs. It was later released in subsequent editions. It certainly would have been a
“must-have” in any collector’s library.

o

This title demonstrates an important characteristic of Jenkins book collecting – while
comprehensive and exhaustive collecting was a guiding principle for him, it appears he also
seemed to consider the holdings of The Textile Museum and moved to fill in holes, seldom
replicating a book that Myers had already acquired. Especially for the most rare and valuable
material .

o

Jenkins donated the 1st and 4th edition in English of this book, and Myer’s had the 3rd edition
in English, published in 1922 and the 4th edition in German, published in 1955.

The catalog to the watershed exhibition held in Munich in 1910, Masterworks of Muhammedan Art … it
was the first treatment of Islamic art as art in its own rite and not trinkets of orientalism.
The catalog was not published until 1912, well after the exhibition had closed. While the publication
did not receive the same scholarly acclaim of the exhibition, it represented as one author said, “A
luxurious product in terms of economic value , and old fashioned weighty tomes of publication
techniques.”

350 of the 430 copies that were printed were already subscribed to prior to delivery in March 1912.
The Textile Museum holds 2 copies of this work, 1 from Jenkins and 1 from Myers … Jenkins’ copy is
number 41 as seen here. However, Myers’ copy is not numbered … perhaps is one of the 30 that were
“not intended for the trade” (nicht fur den handel bestimmt)

Jenkins also gave the library a copy of Julius Lessing’s “Ancient Oriental Carpet Patterns” considered
by many to be the first published work on rugs. Myer’s already had Lessing’s subsequent works.

Interestingly, Jenkins to did not donate F.R. Martin’s “The History of the Oriental Rug before 1800”.
Published in 1908 …

Myers already had a copy of this. It is another important “must have,” in early rug literature, and it is
left of up to speculation whether or not for Jenkins it remained “one that got away” or was never
pursued knowing that it was already a part of the TM library.
Thus far we have touched on the obvious candidates for a rug library in the early part the 20th
century.
Though not easy to find and often expensive and of limited publication run, these publications were
well-known and sought after. I have every reason to believe that if Jenkins had his sights on
something he would have found a way to acquire it.

We now turn to another aspect of Jenkins’ collecting which is comprehensiveness … for this we look at
the works of John Kimberly Mumford.

Regarded less as a scholar than his contemporaries, Lessing, Bode, and Martin, he was if anything
more prolific than most on the topic. Mumford was an Englishman who traveled throughout Turkey
and Iran and wrote about rugs for the layman. He published this book, “Oriental Carpets” in 1900 …
we have the 1902 edition donated by Jenkins in 1963.
In addition to his book, Mumford wrote for several articles in popular literature … Jenkins some how
managed to track down many of these publications which are now a part of our vertical file collection ,
These include articles such as “making hay in the rug business” which appeared in Arts and Decoration
in February 1920 and “The Passing of the Antique Rug” in the Century Illustrated Monthly Magazine
published in January 1910.

Keeping in mind that this was long before ebay and amazon, it boggles my mind to think of how he
managed to track down such material and in such quantities. Our vertical files are filled with many
such articles.

Jenkins collected anything written on rugs … scholarly, popular, or somewhere in between. We have
several issues of the decorating magazine, “House Beautiful,” from the early part of the 20th century,
as well as material like this short article that appeared in Harper’s Bazar’s 1903 thanksgiving issue.

To repeat a conversation told above, Russ Pickering, may remember, Jenkins saying, “I’ll never forget
the times that I spent in New York on 4th Avenue, down below 10th street. i would go into one
bookstore and then the next one, the next and the next because there were so many next to each
other — for two or three blocks on both sides. always the same question — do you have any rug
books? I would always be shown a few and I would look at them and ask how much. So I had books
coming to me after every trip to New York and Chicago and other cities.”
o

One of the more obscure publications was a basic information article simply titled “Fine Rugs”
that was published in “Overland Monthly” in July, 1900

o

Overland Monthly was a San Francisco-based literary monthly .. I am uncertain of the range of
distribution however, given that Jenkins was collecting it well over 20 years following
publication, I suspect it was not an easy or common find.
Jenkins also collected contemporary publications … the introductory books by dealers and
collectors were popular and Jenkins collected as many as he could find.

o

Here we have the 1949 self-published book by Armenian-born, french rug restoration expert.
Alber Achdjian.

o

Jenkins Continued to collect rug literature after the initial donation in 1963, though perhaps
without the same fervor, given that most of the early, rarer material had already been
obtained.

o

He would, on occasion, purchase a duplicate copy of something should the original be in poor
shape.

o

Here is the 1884 publication by Herbert Coxon, a British rug importer, said to be the earliest
book on rugs to appear in English.

Jenkins said that when he was learning about and researching a new rug, he would take all of his
books and spread them about the floor and furniture. In this way he was able to compile a most
impressive index of citations for his rugs organized by area and rug types.

A most impressive task, possibly facilitated only by access to a most comprehensive collection of
literature.

o

Everything we have explored thus far points to a cosmopolitan man crisscrossing the country,
searching all the relevant stores of major cities for books and rugs, rugs and books.

o

To underscore this, he was featured in Fortune magazine in 1968 and was recognized in 1974
by the Hajji Babba society as collector of the year.

o

There were however, many other dimensions to Arthur D. Jenkins for which he was equally
well-known in other communities.
o

And, as we noted at the beginning, Jenkins was known as “the man behind the red
doors” .. he received this moniker for the fact that he had red doors on both his home
and business.

o

Such a name however can only be meaningful if you live in the kind of community
where door color can be a distinguishing feature.

● This community was a small town in Illinois called Mascoutah, population 7483!

o

He moved there in the 1930s and lived there until his death in 1988.

o

He immersed himself deeply within the community:
o

he served as chairman of the Planning Commission helping to develop their citymanager style of government

o

worked on several municipal improvement projects

o

involved heavily in the local schools

o

served on the board of the local library


In fact, upon his death, he requested memorial donations be directly to either
the ADJL or the Mascoutah public library



When Jenkins passed, the mayor of Mascoutah stated that “like everyone, he
had some critics, but he did a lot of good for Mascoutah” … he also added that
Jenkins was “a bit of an individualist.”

Jenkins moved to Mascoutah to purchase and operate the town’s weekly newspaper which he ran from
1934 to 1971. He also owned an operated another local weekly publication, the New Baden news.
This appears to have been a family tradition.
o

His father established 2 or 3 weeklies in Michigan

o

His grandfather founded the Iowa evening Statesman in Des Moines in 1868.

Jenkins most lucrative business turned out to be legal sales and office management forms for the
mobile home industry.
He copyrighted over 100 forms of which he sold millions each year to close to 7000 mobile home
dealers.

Jenkins was also an attorney and put this experience to good use in the publication and an industry
newsletter which highlighted legal issues.

In 1974, Jenkins was selected honorary governor of the National Mobile home dealers association

Among his colleagues in this community, Jenkins’ phone was coined, “the nerve center of the mobile
home industry”.
- In the many biographies and memoria that were written about Jenkins, it was not
uncommon to see him referred to as a Renaissance man .. himself being a writer, publisher, civic
leader and art collector
o

Apparently throughout his life , he kept folders and folders of clipped newspapers and
magazines that contained poems or sayings which he found inspirational
o

Jenkins eventually picked the “best of the best” of these tid-bits and self-published a
small collection called the Silver Creek scrap book …

Silver Creek being the stream that runs close by Mascoutah. This was followed by a similar publication
of cooking recipes since Jenkins felt that most mid-western food was sorely lacking in flavor.

o

When asked about his favorite passage in the scrap book, he cited a poem by Richard Cardinal
Cushing, called “Slow Me Down Lord!”
o

It begins, “Slow me down lord … ease the pounding of my heart by the quieting of my
mind … steady my hurried pace with a vision of the eternal reach of time.”

o

Jenkins followed this by saying, “sometimes its hard to slow down, I have so much to
do”

o

This may seem a bit random, but above is a photo of a printing press once belonging to
Jenkins and sent to me (Lydia) by the Historical Society of Mascoutah

o

In preparing for this morning’s talk, I contacted the Mascoutah Library, as well as their
historical society.
o

To my surprise, I learned that the historical society is now housed in the Jenkins
publishing building we saw earlier with the red doors. In it is this printing press as well
as a small exhibition devoted solely to Arthur D. Jenkins.

o

I believe to say that Jenkins was a beloved figure in the community would not be an
overstatement.

o

Marilyn Welch, president of the historical society, told me that everyone of a certain
age has a memory or story to tell about Jenkins.


There was also a favorite tale in town that was often repeated about the time
Jenkins decided to spray perfume on each newspaper one week. Apparently he
went to the drug store, bought some perfume and stood by the press and
squirted each one as it came off.

I am grateful for the opportunity to have gotten to know better such an interesting and multi-faceted
character! I am envious of those who knew him personally.
I sincerely hope that Arthur D Jenkins would be pleased with the new directions that both the museum
and library have taken. We continue to honor Jenkins legacy of providing a comprehensive collection
of materials for the study of rugs and textiles.

While we continue to unpack and organize in our new location on Foggy Bottom, we look so forward to
the opportunity to welcome patrons to our new space. We hope to do this by appointment early in the
new year.”
This was the end of Lydia’s lecture, but the program went on a bit.
Jenkins was in the publishing business and it’s not clear to me how much he published on oriental rugs
and other textiles (Lydia has referred to some pieces above), but two items are fairly visible.
In 1963, Jenkins and McCoy Jones seem to have curated a Textile Museum exhibition that drew on
rugs and other textiles from both their collections.

There were 109 pieces in this exhibition, about evenly divided between Jenkins’ collection and
Jones’. There are a few black and white images of pieces.
The introduction in this catalog talks about about Jenkins’ donation of his his textile library to The
Textile Museum, and both Jenkins and Jones pledge to donate their collections to the TM.
A much more substantial publication is Jenkins’ “The Arthur D. Jenkins Collection, Volume I, FlatWoven Textile, ”published in 1981. This catalog is a handsome over-size hardback volume, that
presents 67 flat-woven items, many in full color. Carolyn Cootner curated this exhibition and recruited
some folks to share (in a Part II) the results of some early efforts to study textile structures. Two
early John Wertime articles of this sorted are included.

Since Jenkins was a publisher, it seems that he commanded the order of quality that was possible at
an affordable price in 1981. The color in this flat-weave volume seems to me to be superior to that in
the “Turkman” catalog published in 1980 by the TM. This seems to me to be a beautifully produced
book for its time.
Wendel Swan, also knew Jenkins and spoke next.

He said Jenkins is well-known for the flat-woven textiles in his collection, but that he collected pile
pieces too.

It could be argued that his Turkmen pile pieces were the strength of his collection. A number of these
appeared in the 1980 catalog “Turkmen” edited by Louise Mackie and Jon Thompson and Jenkins, then
the president of the TM board, wrote the Forward for this exhibition catalog.

Wendel presented some of these Turkman pieces in Jenkins’ collection.

Thompson calls this piece “Salor weaving at its most magnificent.” This is a very large trapping. It is
94 inches wide. Its three gul-forms are heavily decorated with pink silk. I have had it in my hands
twice and it is easily the most magnificent Turkmen piece I have ever seen.
The piece below is a luscious Salor fragment, seeming from a chuval. Again there is an extravagant
use of silk in the gul centers. Jenkins says somewhere that one reasons that he bought Turkman
weaving is that they were more affordable than other varieties. He must have been thinking of
classical carpets from the 16th to the 18th centuries that were still, when he started to collect,
sometimes within financial reach for someone like Jenkins. So even glorious Turkmen pieces might
then have then, often been relative bargains.

The next piece is another Jenkins Salor, this time a compartmented design. Again, there are silk
details.

Yet another compartmented Salor weaving. Stars are in the compartments. Thompson said in 1980
that this was, then, the only Salor piece known with this design.

A spectacular Salor asmalyk of the rare “bird” design. Jenkins’ birds are “sitting;” in some related
pieces they are “running.”

Jenkins also had some wonderful Tekke material. Below is Tekke chuval face with heavy silk
decoration. Note the second “elem,” above the top border.

The next piece is an ever more impressive Tekke chuval with drawing that places three full-guls within
the borders. Thompson calls the visual effect of this piece “outstanding.”

The image below presents two more Jenkins Turkman bag faces. In 1980 both were called “Ersari,”
but nowadays they would be described as “Middle Amu Darya.”
In 1980, Loges felt that weavings like the upper one of the two below, with their spaciousness and
stacked gul placement were likely “Kizil Ayak,” and recent students of Middle Amu Darya sub-groups
seem to agree. This chuval face is 50 inches wide. This image is one to click in order to seen the
wide range of color in it.

The lower piece, of the two above, is also very large, at over 57 inches. It is a familiar “mina khani”
design that the Turkmen adopted from the Persians. The border on this piece is also the one typically
used with this field. Thompson says that “it’s attraction lies in its superb wool and strong colors
enlivened with touches of magenta silk.” I own a fragment that is an approximate quarter of this
piece, and it is among the best I have.
The next piece is a stunning example of a “Beshir” niche rug (now more commonly also designated as
“Middle Amu Darya“). Thompson calls it a “true prayer rug.” Rugs of this type are seen as likely
urban, commercial production, but are nevertheless one of the most sought after Turkman types. The
range of color and color contrast are noteworthy, as is the skillful use of a brighter blue. There are
many elements, motifs and patterns in this rug, but one does not experience it as too “busy” because
of the effective use of different scales for different design elements especially the ivory background.

The next piece is another Middle Amu Darya rug that Jenkins must have especially prized.

It is the leading piece of only seven that he had actual images of included in the 1963 catalog of the
exhibition he curated with McCoy Jones.
It is also the piece at his feet in the photo of him that we saw earlier of him at home.

Thompson praised its “superb colors and wool quality,” but also calls it, “an incompetent version of the
herati pattern.” Jenkins seemed to have disagreed.
The next Jenkins Turkmen piece was this Yomut group chuval face.

Thompson noted the spacious drawing of this piece and linked features of the drawing of its guls with
those on the “archetypal gul” of the famous TM Yomut main carpet.
The piece below is an Yomut instance of the familiar “bokche” pouch. Thompson estimates it to the
mid-19th century. The reverse side of this one-piece pile weaving is not shown, but the use of white
in it seems effective.

The next piece was a Yomut-group engsi (door rug). Thompson was not taken with this piece, but
calls attention to the small designs, each composed of three triangles, that project into the field “on
either side of the mid-line.” He says this feature is “unexplained” and its decoding “may help reveal
the true meaning and origin of the Engsi design.”

We have mentioned Jenkins’ volume on the flat-woven pieces in his collection, and Wendel shared
images of some of those as well.

This is a colorful Persian saddle cover. Jenkins calls attention to these colors and fact that this piece is
signed, probably reading “Allah is Prophet,” and with a date 1295, which is 1878-79.

The piece below is a incomplete Senneh horse cover (it is missing the front tabs that would go around
the chest of the horse). Jenkins says that “the offset arrangement of the the individual pattern units –
two opposed botehs on a flowering tree – is such that the dark blue ground color which is exposed
around this unit forms a subtle lozenge grid enclosing each unit. This can best be seen from a
distance.”

The next piece is a Senneh kilim with an open field, herati spandrels, and an anchored medallion filled
with the same herati pattern. Jenkins called it “handsome” and its overall design has strong graphic
impact.

This is another Senneh kilim with vertical stripes containing meanders. Jenkins admired its colors and
the precision of its drawing. He says that the weave is exceptionally fine.

The next piece is a Qashqa’i horsecover. Jenkins liked its colors and said this design is done in five
different weaves and that its design devices include “animals within animals.” He notes that while the
cover is woven in one piece, the animals change the way they face along a center vertical line. The
cover includes an attractive green.

The kilim below features bright colors and considerable graphic punch, despite the fact that many of
its devices are of similar small scales. The attribution is Lori or Qashqa’i, whose works were
particularly popular among collectors during the 1970’s.

The next piece is a 20th century Veramin cover. Veramin is an area with lots of ethnic groups (even
some Tekke Turkman sometimes) and a rich intermingling of design influences. Jenkins says that he
saw Kurdish features in this piece and that the animals in it are similar to those of the Shahsavan. He
also says that these squarish covers were used as soufrehs (eating cloths) and “ru-kursi” (charcoal
brazier covers). The zigzag borders at the edges of the field are seen in Kurdish and Afshar sourfrehs
from Khurasan. The greenish shades are distinctive.

This is a complete Moghan Shahsavan horse cover. Jenkins says this piece projects a “regal
splendor.” He says that “Alterations in the scale and proportion of the motifs and directional
arrangement of of the animate figures produce marvelous results.” Here is a closer look at one detail
below(right).

Jenkins cites the wonderful color and says that some of the silk ornamentation is wrapped in metal.

The kilim below was attributed by Jenkins to either the Caucasus or to Northwest Persia, although
today it would be referred to as Shirvan. He notes that the vertically-stepped design is driven by the
limitations of its predominant slit tapestry weave. He does not mention its wonderful color.

The piece below is described by Jenkins as having an Caucasian-Azerbajani style. I think there would
now be less hesitation about suggesting Shirvan. It has very good graphics. Again, Jenkins does not
mention its colors.

Jenkins said that the coloring and and implied niche format suggest that this piece was woven in the
Caucasus. Today we know that the use of this zili technique for prayer format rugs is rather rare.

The use of cochineal, boteh motifs and “prayer” formats were popular. He describes the use of color as
“random,” but does not say much about the borders, which relate to flatweaves from Turkey.

The next kilim is the first of the Anatolian pieces in Jenkins collection.

The weave is cicim and he

places it in eastern Anatolia. He notes the “rhythmic” use of light and dark squares impacts our
experience with this pattern.

Jenkins says that the Anatolian cicim piece below was woven south of Adana. He remarks on its
“numerous and random” and “fanfare” of strong colors. He says that the “hooked verticals in
interlocking diamonds” is seen as an Anatolian Turkman usage. Notice that the smaller scaled border
does not frame the larger devices of the field, but seem to dwindle away a bit, without aesthetic
harm. For me, this smaller piece is the “star” of the flat-woven side of Jenkins collection.

Jenkins say the piece below is an “outstanding” kilim from the Malatya-Sivas area. He praises its use
of pale yellow, orange and deep purple and notes that some features of color use and patterning, in
this piece (in particular the white-bounded squares) work to produce a three-dimensional effect.

The last piece Wendel showed from Jenkins collection was the one immediately below. This piece
appeared in black and white in the “Bosporus to Samarkand” catalog. There, it was was thought,
perhaps, to be Balkan. It is about 4′ x 6′ and woven in two pieces in a double-interlocked weave.
Wendel, who collects and has studied Scandinavian textiles, said that this Jenkins piece would today
be recognized as a Swedish weaving. He produced an image of a nearly identical piece in color (the
second piece below).
Here are large versions of these two pieces arrayed vertically so that you can examine them more
closely. Bosporus to Samarkand Example below.

With this comparison this RTAM program on Arthur Jenkins, the TM Library, and beyond, came to an
end. I hope you have enjoyed this brief look at a significant aspect of TM history, and at Arthur
Jenkins, a figure in it important to remember.
Regards,
R. John Howe 6
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Carpet Production in the 20th Century: Neslihan
Jevremovic on the Woven Legends Experience
Posted in Uncategorized on April 27, 2015 by rjohn
On February 4, 2012, Neslihan Jevremovic, presented a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning program
on the topic “Carpet Production in the 20th Century.” As its primary, current, director, Neslihan spoke
of the experience of Woven Legends, the well-known, natural-dye, carpet producing company.
N1

Tom Goehner, the Textile Museum’s Curator of Education introduced her, saying:
“Neslihan Christobel Jevremovic, one of the foremost carpet designers and producers, will discuss how
she and her company, Woven Legends, weave rugs that are highly traditional, as well as those that
have modern designs. Neslihan is an authority on carpets and sole owner of Woven Legends, the
noted source for handmade carpets. She is an Istanbul native, who helped found Woven Legends

Inc., a Philadelphia based company, operating in Turkey, India and China, that produces and imports
handmade carpets which are often referred as “antiques of tomorrow.”
Neslihan said that she began her work with rugs in 1981, as a young engineer of 25.
N2

She said that the work of the Dobag project inspired them, but that its approach was “too strict for
us.” They wanted to give the weaver and themselves more freedom, just as it has always been in rug
making. She said, the Woven Legends experience is distinctive from the Dobag effort.
She said when they make custom rugs and face some colors, which are simply not possible to produce
with natural dyes, they employ sound chemical dyes for them when a customer insists. This is a rare
occasion.
Neslihan started with a projected lecture in which she described the Woven Legends experience and
the processes through which it produces the rugs it sells. She invited questions from the beginning
and got them, so this post will be even more virtual than usual, since I will be drawing on her
Powerpoint images, a set of notes taken for me, and my own memories. I will, often, not honor the
actual sequence of discussion in the room.
Neslihan started with this image of a young weaver they had used in their early days.

N3

She said she would never forget this young woman who looked straight at the camera, not shy
because the photographer was a woman, too. Neslihan said she often wonders about this young
woman and what she looks like now. (She referenced the internationally famous photo of the young
Afghan girl, with the startling, blue eyes, who was found again, and photographed, as a markedly
aged woman in her 40s. )
Neslihan said that she has production in a number of locations around the world, but that many of the
Woven Legends rugs are woven in eastern Turkey.
She said that the Turkish weavers are usually young unmarried girls, and that it is unusual for a
weaver to continue to weave after marriage.
N4

Because these young girl weavers stop weaving when they get married, there is a constant turnover
of weavers and the need to train new ones.
She said that today Turkish weavers from Eastern Anatolia weave in their own villages, but not at
home. A weaving facility is established in the village and that is where the weaving occurs.
N6

Looms are partly financed by the Turkish government and partly by Woven Legends.
She said they have only rarely had male weavers, but one boy, who loved to weave, was
accommodated by giving him a place at home to weave i.e., when he became a young man and the
parents of the girls did not like it. In response to a question, she said there is no pressure for men to
take over the weaving in the village centers (the questioner had heard that there was usually such
pressure in traditional settings, once the weaving was moved outside the home).
In Mongolia, she said, the government is more involved, and her weavers there have disabilities.

She said that Woven Legends supplies all of the dyed wool, in the colors desired, for a given rug, as
well as a cartoon with both the design and the colors specified.

N7

N8

Each village weaving operation has a “teacher.” This is a desirable job and can be the focus of
patronage pressures (she said that Woven Legends has sometimes stopped its work with particular
villages, if there is too much interference). Ideally, the teacher is a woman with superior weaving
skills.
Woven Legends weaves rugs that are not only accurate to a particular design and in particular colors,
they also weave to very specific structures. This last requirement affects how soon a weaver can be
assigned to weave a particular structure. Neslihan said that it does not take very long to teach a
young weaver to do pile weaving using a simple structure, but that some more complex weaves
require a longer learning curve. She said that it takes a weaver about a year to learn to weave, as
desired, a Mamluk rug that is not only accurate with regard to design and color, but that also has a
structure like a 15th-century Mamluk pile piece.
N9

N10

She said Woven Legends often works from books like those of well-known rug scholars, like Jim Burns,
collector aand Kurdish rug authority, to weave a classic Kurdish design and size upon a request from a
customer. She said Kurdish rugs can also be very difficult to weave, in part, because they can have
nearly any structure.

She said that a great deal of their wool comes from “fat-tailed” varieties of sheep in eastern Turkey.
N11

The sheep are sheared and the wool is washed.
N12

(She said that at first they used mostly “mountain” sheep, but encountered complaints that there was
“too much stuff” in the wool even after washing.)
Next, the wool is hand-spun, and the spun wool is put into bags to await dyeing.

N13

N14

Woven Legends does all of its dyeing, centrally. Below, workers are collecting and transporting plants
that are natural dye sources.
N15

N16

Neslihan said that they’ve located their dyeing plant in Malatya in eastern Turkey, primarily, because
of the availability of a good source of water.
Next, comes the actual dyeing.

N17

N18

While the dyeing is going on other preparations are being made from a different perspective.
A good proportion of Woven Legends work is custom, that is, they are making a rug with a particular
design, often in particular colors, for a given customer.
Let’s say a customer wants a particular antique carpet reproduced.
First an image of the antique rug is obtained.

N19

Next, someone has to create a cartoon of the antique rug. That is, a knot-for-knot digital drawing
showing what color each knot in the entire rug should be.
Neslihan said that most Turkish weavers only need a cartoon of perhaps a quarter of the rug to be
woven, if it is, mostly, symmetrical.
This next rug and cartoon are not Woven Legends examples, but they illustrate Neslihan’s point here.
Here is an image of a a classic 18th century Bergama rug.
N20

Here is the cartoon, supplied by another Turkish source, from which a Turkish weaver could produce
the entire rug above.
N21

Neslihan said that Turkish weavers are used to rotating and reflecting such a cartoon to weave the
complete rug desired…more, it gives them some license to “go their own way” a bit in some
places. She said that Chinese weavers are very different in this regard: they want a knot-by-knot
cartoon of the entire rug and will follow it closely.
Originally, design cartoons were done by hand, but now that process is done using a computer
program.
N22

Regardless of how it is produced, the cartoon for the antique rug in our example above, looks like this.
N23

The colors used in the cartoon are garish, day-glow shades so that the weavers can identify them and
distinguish them readily. The number of the color of wool to be used for a particular cartoon color is
listed on the side and changes as the colors change in different areas of the design. The color coding
on the cartoon above is too small to read in the large rug image above (although you may spot it on
the right edge). Let me give you, again, the image, below, of the cartoon of a smaller rug (that you
saw above), that lets you see what the weaver is looking at and how it changes from area to area.
N24

Lets pause here for a moment to pick up a step on the dyeing side of the production process. When
the cartoon has been drawn, it is decided what shades are needed from Woven Legend stocks to

weave a rug like the antique original. The cartoon permits the identification of each color needed and
the quantity needed of it for that rug.
Signals are sent, to the Woven Legends dye component, about what quantities of what colors are
needed, and they assemble bundles of dyed wool of particular colors by destination (that is where
they are needed for weaving). The white tags you see in the photo below (you also saw this photo
earlier) indicate the number of the color that you see on the graph.
N25

The needed colors in the appropriate quantities dictated by the graph along with warp, weft material
and the graph go into bags, marked for the actual loom and village.
So the needed wool arrives and the weaving proceeds, and eventually there is a Woven Legends rug
of the sort the customer wants. This one looks like this.
N26

A couple of side points about cartoons here before moving on (the process is not at its end, yet).

Below is a set of Woven Legend shelves that contain hand-done cartoons.
N27

But N28, below, is what I think Neslihan said the current cartoon archive looks like. These are prints of
a graph lined up, laminated and grouped ready to go to a loom; see the photos N6 and N63.
N28

Now to return to our woven rug. A number of “finishing” processes are performed on it.
First, it is washed. Large rugs may need to be washed in a space like this.

N29

Smaller rugs can be washed by machine. This washer can wash a number of rugs at one time.
N30

Next, the rug needs to be dried. Neslihan said that they prefer to dry rugs outside in the sun, but that
they can dry rugs inside as well.
N31

N32

A rug taken off the loom and washed and dried may not always be the exact size or shape
intended. New rugs shrinks some during washing and sides may not be impeccably straight.
Processing also includes placing the rug down on a flat surface, moisturizing it slightly, and the
stretching and fastening it so that it is the size and shape desired.
N33

A newly woven rug has considerable flexibility in this regard. Neslihan said that a room-sized rug
might be stretchable as much as one foot in length.
The stretched rug is permitted to dry and will retrain its new size and shape after doing so.

The next step in processing is to clip the pile. The height of the pile has a great deal to do with the
finished character of the rug. The design on a short-pile rug will be clearer and sharper and the
handle will be more flexible. Neslihan said customers have clear preferences about pile height and
many want it clipped very closely. Spanish and Italian customers often want rugs made for them to
look like antiques, so they end up with no pile.
Traditionally, pile clipping was done using hand shears, and was a high-skilled, high-status job,
performed by specialists.
N34

N35

Woven Legends rugs are clipped by hand at the loom after each row of weaving. Hand held shearing,
as one of the final steps of finishing, has its advantages, mainly increased uniformity.
New rugs contain a great deal of “dust” that is composed of particles of their contents retained within
them after the weaving is complete.
New rugs are tumbled, sometimes mechanically, to remove as much of this dust as possible.
N36

And as odd as it may seem, newly woven rugs sometimes need repair.
N37

So repair is a potential part of the final finishing of a newly woven rug.

Neslihan brought a number of design-color cartoons with her and I’m going to put up a few of them
next. Sometimes, there may be related rugs and I’ll signal when that occurs.
N38

The design above was enlarged to create the cartoon for a larger rug below. One feature of cartoons
created with computer programs is that they can quickly be modified for rugs of quite different sizes.
N39

The Woven Legends rug below was woven on the basis of the design-color cartoon above.
N40

The flexible use of the aspects available in this this computer-based cartoon,
N41

(notice that you’re only seeing a large detail of it above here) make it possible to produce a large
Mamluk rug, like the one below.
N42

This flexibility permits cartoons and rugs like this, and this, and even this.
N43

N44

N45

Here is an overall shot of a Woven Legends rug with a subtle design adapted from the computer-based
cartoon for a larger Mamluk rug with an overall modern design.

N46

N47

The cartoon, N48, below is for a South Persian design that we will also do “in the wool”

The cartoon below is for a classic Ushak medallion rug. The Woven Legends rug woven from it is in
the room, and will be seen “in the wool.”

Neslinhan also had some slides of Woven Legends rugs without associated cartoons. Here is a Heriz
design seen to be at the “Serapi” level of quality. We’ll see this rug too.
N50

The image below is of the same rug, where the weaver made a mistake and made the field green. It
turned out to be a good mistake.

Below is a decorative Oushak carpet, Woven Legends collection name: Uskudar
N52

Below is a fine Malayer, some call it Kurdish, some call it Qashghai. Woven Legends made it in a fine
Qashghai weave.
N53

As Neslihan indicated at the beginning, Woven Legends weaves more modern designs as well as the
classic traditionals. The design below is of a modern piece.
N54

Here is a closer look at the lower “cartouche” in it.
N55

This is a playful mat without borders.
N56

Some other cartoons were take-offs on Ottoman textile designs.
N57

N58

A rug produced on the basis of the cartoon above.
N59

A different Woven Legends rug based on an Ottaman textile design. Again, no borders.
N60

Neslihan talked about some of the large and prestigious rug projects Woven Legends has undertaken
over the years.
One such was to produce 800+ carpets, totaling 6200 square meters, for a facility in Sea Island,
Georgia, USA. The lobby carpets had Mamluk designs.

N61

The rug below was produced for G8 room for the same project.
N62

This is this rug as it was being woven.
N63

A little closer detail of the finished product on the floor.
N64

Here is another large custom carpet. A Mamluk design has been chosen.
N65

A closer detail of this carpet on the floor.
N66

Neslihan had noted earlier that Spanish rugs were among the more difficult to weave because of their
distinctive structure.

This is the cartoon for one such Woven Legends effort on a stately classical Spanish design in mild
colors.
N67

Neslihan said that she wanted to show this rug at a major European rug show, but the timing of
completion was so close that she left to travel to the show without knowing whether the rug would be
finished in time. Fortunately, all went well and the rug arrived on time and was shown.

Here is a south Persian “lion” design with a slightly fuzzy image of the associated cartoon.
N68

N69

Here is another prestigious rug project, this time for the entrance area of the main house on the
Henry Ford Fairlane estate, in Dearborn, Michigan.
Woven Legends was asked to weave replacements for the two rugs in this entrance area. There is a
larger rug that takes up most of the space in the photo below, but also a smaller one that you can see
in front of the stair case in the lower center of the photograph.
N70

N71, below, is the larger rug that Woven Legends produced. This rug is 11′ 7″ by 30′.

Neslihan said the customer was very happy. Here are two closer details of the rug above.

Woven Legends considered the patterns in some antique rugs in determining the pattern to be used in
the smaller rug. N72 is one of the antique rugs considered.

N73 is another antique piece and pattern considered for this second rug.
N73

Ultimately, the second rug woven for the Ford mansion was N74 below. The rug is 5′ 10″ by 11′ 3″.

Again, the customer was very happy.
With these two custom rugs,Neslihan ended the projected part of her program and moved to treat the
pieces she had brought to this session.
(In some cases, as we indicated earlier, she also had the associated cartoon for a given piece.)
The first piece on the front of the room board was this Woven Legends remake of a classic Tekke
Turkman engsi design.
N75

The red is deeply saturated and the drawing is crisp. Here are some closer details of this engsi.

Wendel Swan, who helped facilitate this part of Neslihan’s program, volunteered that the back of this
new engsi looks like a traditional Tekke weaving.
N78

Here is a closer look at this back.
N79

You saw this cartoon a couple of time above. Here it is, again, to permit convenient comparison with
the rug produced from it.
N80

N80a

A closer vertical half of the rug above.
N81

The next piece was this small mat, largely without pattern or color.
N82

A closer vertical half. No visible design, but some pinkish areas.

The next piece Neslihan had brought was a Turkish yastik design and format.
N84

Here is a closer vertical half.

Not sure of the intent here. The light, bright blue all around seems a less than traditional coloring.
Here is a detail of the back of the piece above to let you see the weave a little. Tallish knots and two
red wefts between rows.

The next piece was a seeming part of a larger design.
N87

Not quite a vagireh, since it does not provide a clear, complete design repertoire for weaving a
complete carpet.
Drawing is disciplined, but colors seem “off” somehow, perhaps a customer specification.
Here are two closer vertical halves.

Neslihan said that some customers want the dyes in their rugs “antiqued,” and while this is a separate
operation and charge, Woven Legends will do this on request.
N90

The next piece was especially interesting: it was a part of a larger Woven Legends rug, a Spanish
design, woven with the distinctive structure that the use of the Spanish knot (which circles only one
warp) requires.
Here is a scan of the illustration and description of the Spanish pile knot in Eiland and Eiland, 1998, p.
37.
N91

Notice that in this depiction knots are offset from row to row,there are two shoots of weft between
each row of knots, but these two wefts move over and under the same warps going and coming.
N92

Here is a vertical section of the image above to let you see its pile side more closely.
N93

Wendel noted that the knot nodes on the back of this piece are squarish in shape.
N94

Notice that it is because each Spanish knot encircles only one warp, that the Spanish structure is
unavoidably “off-set.” That is, (to repeat the point made with the line drawing, above) the knots in
each row shift from the warps used in the previous row to adjacent ones [rugs woven with knots that
circle two warps are arranged (mostly) in columns]. If you compare the positions of the knots row to
row, in the image above, you’ll see this off-set characteristic.
Although it’s hard to see, there is a bare warp between each knot. That’s because of the offset
knotting. Notice also that, in contrast to the two-weft usage in the illustration above, this rug has only
one unplied weft between each row of knots.
This offsetting has the effect of dispersing the pile evenly over the surface of the warp-weft structure,
ensuring that the pile covers it on the pile side.

The next rug was this south Persian design.
N96

We saw the cartoon that guided the weaving of this rug earlier.

There are lots of filler devices in the field of this rug. Geometric, animals and human figures.

Wendel flipped through the cartoons available, saying he was looking for one that required an
anatomically correct depiction of a human figure.

He didn’t find one. There was another cartoon-related happening in this session. It didn’t necessarily
happen here, but going through the Woven Legends cartoons, Wendel encountered one that interested
him a lot.
Wendel is the owner of a glorious Shahsavan pile rug with monumental palmette designs in its
field. It looks like this.

While leafing through the cartoons Neslihan had brought he found this one,
N100

You can see that it has three columns of palmettes, lots more filler devices in its field and a different
and less spacious border, but the monumental palmettes that are a dominant feature of Wendel’s rug
are very much in evidence. Wendel was excited to find this cartoon
Neslihan and Wendel also called attention to the wide color palette and, especially, to the handle of
the next piece.

N101

Wendel said that, although the feel of the back was slightly more sandpapery than an old South
Persian rug of this sort would be, that the character of the handle was very flexible and more like that
of a lighter-weight material than a pile rug.
He said that the remarkable thing about some of this contemporary production of traditional rugs is
that not only are the designs and colors right, but, often, the look of the weave and the handle of
these new pieces can be very like that of their older relatives. This rug has silk red wefts, a traditional
feature in some old Qashqa’i weavings.

N102

He predicted that, in not very many years, it is going to be very difficult to distinguish some of these
new pieces from those that were woven much earlier. He has seen contemporary Saruks, already,
that could fool quite experienced people.
The next piece was a Caucasian type with a classic Shirvan design.
N103

We also saw the cartoon from which this rug was woven earlier.

N104

It was mentioned from the audience that while the cartoons for these piece often seem a bit stiff and
mechanical, the rugs woven from them are less so.
Here are some closer details of aspects of this Shirvan design.
N105

N106

N107

Although the colors used in this piece might have been specified by a customer, I would have
preferred to see a palette closer to the wider one usually used on Shirvan pile rugs.
Wendel noted that, again, the handle of this rug, and especially the look of the weave on the back,
with its wavy wefts, are very like what we, by convention, call a “Shirvan.”

The next rug was a Heriz, woven at a level of quality meriting the “Serapi” designation.
N108

Here are some closer details of aspects of this carpet.
N109

N110

Wendel turned its corner to look at its back, and was again impressed with the accuracy of the
reproduction of a weave with a Heriz “look.”

We saw some large Mamluk style carpets earlier and some of the cartoons that guided particular
Woven Legends Mamluk variations, in the projected part of the program, but Neslihan had brought
one for hands-on examinatio

It is very long and hangs over the top of the board. Here is the best overall, unencumbered shot I
managed of it.
N116

Here are some details of aspects of this large piece.

I remember, a few years ago, when Woven Legends first began producing Mamluk-style carpets, that
The Textile Museum had some hanging in a exhibition. I was in a local shop that carried the Woven
Legends line, talking to a very skilled repair person I knew there. I said to her that I was impressed
with how closely Woven Legends had reproduced the designs and colors of the Mamluks hanging at
the TM. She smiled and said “Look at the back.” In her view, the Woven Legends folks had also
reproduced something close to the look of the 15th century Mamluk weave.
Not many of us get to see the backs of 15th century museum rugs, but Wendel is indicating, in the
photo below, that he, too, is impressed with the distinctiveness of the weave of this Woven Legends
Mamluk-style carpet.

N121

The following detail is an attempt to let you see the appearance of the weave on the back of this
Mamluk-style Woven Legends carpet for yourself.
N122

The next piece was a contemporary design and featured longer pile, lots of mild purple, and angora
wool.

N123

Its design suggests a large double bag opened up, but I think it is in fact a rug.
Here is a closer vertical half, followed by three, smaller, detail images.

Up close, you can see that there is a wider range of color than one might initially suspect.
Neslihan had talked about some Woven Legends rugs based on Ottoman textile designs.
Here is one, with Wendel thrusting an unrelated cartoon into the picture.
N128

Here is an unobstructed detail of most of the rug above.
N129

This rug has good graphics, a narrow palette and no borders. It likely simplifies and abstracts, a bit,
the Ottoman textile on which it is based.
Neslihan ended her program with this classic Ushak medallion design (again the rug is longer than the
board and so what you can see is a large detail).
N130

Here are some images of aspects of it.
N131

N133

N134

N135

With it in his hands, Wendel said that it was very supple and had “wavy, salmon, wool wefts.”
Neslihan answered questions, and brought her program to a close.

As we fashioned and edited this post Neslihan shared a few additional thoughts with me.
First, although she is a serious business woman, she bonds with her weavers. Below, is a photo taken
in 1984 in the Ayvacik market (the Dobag area).

She says that she finds this bonding between herself and Anatolian women is stronger than ever.
She added that she has recently begun talking more openly freely about her work with Syrian
weavers. The photo below is of a Syrian refugee camp, weaving workshop.

She said “This is one of the eight Syrian refugee camp workshops I have. I now have over 200 skilled
Syrian refugee ladies earning a considerable income from weaving Woven Legends rugs. This project
now has a life of its own. I am very proud of it.”
I want to thank Neslihan for coming to The Textile Museum to speak about her company’s experience
with weaving rugs in today’s world and market.
Too often we want to talk to those who weave the rugs that interest us, and find that we’re 200 years
too late. But it appears that a great deal of the historic skill and craft related to weaving rugs is still
alive and Neslihan and Woven Legends have daily experiences with them. It was refreshing to hear
from, and to be able to talk to, someone who is “doing it.”
Thanks, also, to Neslihan for permitting the fashioning of this virtual version of her program and for
her considerable editorial assistance as we did so.
Wendel Swan is owed, again, for some knowledgeable commentary and skillful facilitating.
Margaret Smith provided me with another useful set of notes.
I hope you have enjoyed this brief look “through the door” into the world of weaving quality rugs
today.
Regards.
R. John Howe 7
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“Show and Tell” As the New Textile Museum
Building on the GWU Campus Opens
Posted in Uncategorized on May 26, 2015 by rjohn
Late in March, 2015, the new Textile Museum building on the George Washington campus, here in
Washington, D.C. opened with a flurry of events.
Many of you participated in them. But, if not, you may still be able to see, in what follows, and enjoy
from afar, some of what went on.

http://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/museums/finding-the-common-thread-betweenclothes-and-identity/2015/03/20/3d30c8ee-ccbe-11e4-a2a7-9517a3a70506_story.html
The culminating day of this opening weekend was devoted to a kind of “mini-TM symposium.” In the
morning, were two lectures, one by Tom Farnham who helped us look anew at Myers.

Jon Thompson followed with what he described, modestly, as a series of motif “crumbs.”

After, lunch, there was a show and tell session of the sort that traditionally ends TM
Symposiums. This latter is the primary focus of this post.
Michael Seidman supervises preparations and facilitates this session.

Here is a look a look at the considerable preparation required.

Each rug has to be tagged by its owner (rug owners get testy of their rare piece cannot be discovered
afterwards).
The pieces brought in are organized into the sequence in which they will be shown.

Michael gives some of the “textile holders” (an under-rated task) last-minute instructions.

Margaret Jones, who often takes notes for me, is poised.

Authorities are arrayed in the front row.

There were more authorities. You’ll see them as we go along.
We are ready to start.
The detail in the attributions given for the pieces in this show and tell session varies widely. It is
difficult to take notes on over 70 pieces being walked by (some times rather briefly) on a stage with,
comments, either distorted by the audio system, or not amplified at all. In some cases I have been

able to work with owners after to obtain a more full-faced description. But some descriptions are
necessarily telegraphic. That is one sense in which this is a decidedly virtual version of this session.
The first two pieces were gifts to the TM presented by the Azerbaijan Ministry of Culture. They were
presented by Azada Huseynova, Head of the Museum Affairs Department at the Ministry of Culture
and Tourism of Azerbaijan.

The first of these was a contemporary, Azerbaijani pile rug from the Karabagh area, with an “eagle
Kazak” pattern.
S0

As second piece was flat woven.
S00

This piece was a woven scarf from a remote Azerbaijani village. Here is an unobstructed look at it.

Jeff Spurr addressed the first pieces arrayed for the show-and-tell.

Subsequently, he has given me descriptions and comments reflecting, as close as he can remember,
what he said about each textile on the occasion.
He said that the first of these were shawls, twill-tapestry pashmina (goat hair) weavings from
Kashmir.
S1

Here is a detail of the first, a large fragment, which Spurr described as jamawar, or “clothes pieces,”
essentially yardage, but woven in lengths only slightly longer than classic Kashmiri long shawls. Spurr
said evidence suggests that this sort of weaving, always floral, in spot motifs or stripes, was
introduced in the middle of the 18th c., this example, with three different motifs oriented on the
diagonal, dating to about 1790.

The next piece was a fragment (but perhaps a full loom width) of khat-rast (striped) jamawar, dating
to around 1815, broader stripes contrasting with the narrower ones coming in around that time, older
striped shawl cloth having featured uniformly narrow stripes.
S2

Details of S2.

(color differences due to camera and lighting variations)

The next piece, was also jamawar, but, with its hashiyas (longitudinal borders) and zanjirs
(transverse borders in same design), is of a type that Spurr has labeled “jamawar shawls.” This
example was highly unusual with its undulating, serpentine pattern as opposed to the usual stripes.
Spurr knows of only one published similar example. Its very narrow borders are puzzling since atypical
for the period. Still, he concludes that it should be dated to about 1815 or so. It featured a full loom
width, but must have been cut down since it was too short to be complete.
S3

A closer look at its undulating, serpentine pattern.

See the unusually narrow border (bottom of the image below).

Spurr was amazed to find a second shawl with undulating pattern, if slightly different, in this same
small selection of shawl pieces. Here two different ascending vines, one more elaborate than the
other, alternate up the field. It was also a “jamawar shawl,” but was complete, featured more typical
borders. He dated it to about 1820.
S4

Some closer looks at the two ascending vines.

(again, color differences are from camera and lighting)

Spurr described the next shawl as a dorukha shawl, also essentially jamawar, though, with end
finishes, but a fragment of the original textile. Dorukha was one of the features of the end of the
shawl tradition in Kashmir, an innovation to excite interest (starting around 1865) of singleinterlocking rather than double-interlocking twill-tapestry weave, thus double faced, the designs
enhanced by fine embroidered running stitches around the principal features. This example could have
dated to around 1880 or so.

S5

Here are some closer detail images.

The distinctive end finishes recall small, embroidered sections of twill weave attached to the ends of
European market long shawls, though dorukha shawls like this were largely woven for a local, Indian
market.

Embroidery stitches on the border.

Spurr identified the next item as a bokcha, or square, wrapping cloth, made up in Persia in the mid19th c. from a large piece of Kashmiri jamawar of a boteh-vine design on a diagonal more
characteristic of about 1840, plus Kashmiri hashiya borders, though the actual edge finishes appeared
to be Kermani termeh (Perian shawl cloth emulating Kashmiri models), of the striped type, cut on the
bias. It was owned by the late Harald Keshishian.
S6

Details of S6.

Back of S6. The Kermani edge finish is more obvious on the back, which principally comprises red
cotton, a common backing for such items made up by specialists for sale in the bazaar.

The next piece was a Syrian silk robe, or aba, woven principally in tapestry weave in two loom widths,
attached one above the other to form the complete robe. Late 19th century. Probably woven in the
city of Hama.
S7

Details of S7. Metallic thread.

Notice that the inside bottom corners are decorated with an applique/cut-out technique, perhaps more
properly described as reverse applique. Spurr notes that most of these robes do not feature this extra,
though still characteristic, touch.

Spurr said that the next textile was a silk ikat panel in prayer format (though more likely for the wall),
most likely from Yazd, though similar pieces were made in Bukhara. It features the central cypress
tree resting on a mountain, with flanking birds, all ancient and ubiquitous imagery. It is probably 20th
century though earlier ones exist.
S8

Details of S8.

Yazd was an historically important center for weaving silk textiles, though it went into decline in the
20th c. The images below show these silk ikat panels still in production at Yazd.

Spurr described the next piece as a fine example of antique silk velvet ikat, also woven in Yazd. It was
a complete panel that served as a large cushion cover, and probably dates to the mid-19th c.
S9

Details of S9.

Spurr identified the next piece as an example of machine printed cotton, probably mid-late 19th c. The
industrial weavers of Manchester were the masters of this craft, and exported it everywhere.
Eventually, they sold their technology and expertise to the Russians, which, accordingly, called printed
cottons “Manchester.” They, in turn, exported huge amounts of it to their newly-conquered territories
in Central Asia, and both they and the British sold cotton cloth such as this boteh-decorated piece to
Persia.
S10

Details of S10.

Next came an extremely rare and obscure example of raffia weaving. Spurr identified it as having
been made in prayer format (and looking rather like Indian cotton dhurrie prayer panels), by Sakalava
weavers in Madagascar, famous for their traditional raffia weaving with or without ikat. They would
have been made for Muslims from India who had been brought to Madagascar in the later 19th c. to
work on French plantations. A group of these pieces were found some years ago by a British textile
dealer looking for something completely different in Gujarat.
S11

Details of S11.

Spurr identified the next piece as a silk, tie-dyed (plangi) shoulder cloth (slendang) from the province
of Palembang in Sumatra. Its decorative scheme reveals its Indian origins, with end panels featuring
butas much as one would find on a Kashmir shawl. The present example was one of those made
principally with commercial dyes in the early 20th c. Earlier examples employing natural dyes are
rare. As is usual, it features embroidered decoration in metallic thread around its edges, which also
served to protect it and provide it more form in use.
S12

Details of S12.

The next piece is an example of contemporary marbling technique on silk. Istanbul. Spurr: “Evidence
for marbling in the Islamic world goes back to the Timurid period and the 15th century. Then and later
it was applied to paper; only in recent decades did anyone consider applying it decoratively to textiles
for dress.”
S13

Spurr on S14 below: “A common Uzbek costume feature, both for urban and rural folk, was a belt
employing a design rendered in silk cross-stitch, called iroqi by the locals. This particular design was
also commonly used for edging robes, though one rarely sees them attached, suggesting that the
robes themselves were rather plain. That this was a belt is indicated by its balanced borders on its
long sides. As is typical, the metal attachments at both ends have been lost.”
S14

Next was an Uzbek tie-dye. Spurr: “Central Asian tie-dyed and sewn resist textiles of sheer,
handspun silk, called galghai, survive from the late 19th and early 20th century in various sizes. They
were typically worn as headscarves though some would have been quite enveloping. This fine example
is somewhat unusual given its purple ground, its smallish, rectangular shape, the careful drawing of
the circular bulls-eye medallions, and the charming accent of the one white circle. The most common
color palette is red, yellow and white. Related textiles of large size and heavier gauge silk were also
used as hangings on special occasions.”
S15

Details of S15.

Spurr: “The following square textile is a Kungrat aina khalta (mirror cover), a decorative textile
employing silk embroidery in this case. The ground, however, is green-dyed homespun wool, local
woolen grounds being typical. Often the embroidery is done in wool yarn as well, both a contrast to
the commercial materials always used in comparable Lakai textiles.” Both the Kungrat and the Lakai
are Uzbek tribal peoples.”
S16

The lovely piece, below, is a contemporary, Armenian embroidery, based on earlier Caucasian
embroideries. It is from the Mehmet Cetinkaya production. Naturally dyed, silk embroidery on a cotton
ground. Its wonderful colors suggest that the touted 18th century dyeing skills are not entirely lost.
S17

Details of S17

S18, below, is a modern reproduction of kemha, the complex silk fabric used in the sultan’s kaftans.
This is a product of Armaggan, the foundation established to recreate the decorative arts of the
Ottoman Empire at it’s peak.
This piece is a loom’s width of one of their styles. Excellent workmanship, with metal wrapped silk
threads. This material is woven by a professional weaver on a complex loom that combines hand
weaving with some Jacquard features that permit weaving of precise repeats.
Some of the patterns can be found in the TM collection of the old kaftan fragments. You can find some
examples among the “Featured Pieces” sequence at this link:
http://museum.gwu.edu/textile-museum
S18

Details of S18.

(color differences due to camera and lighting)

Louise Mackie described the next piece. I don’t have her comments as I write, but this is a 19th
century Italian velvet panel, still with an ogival pattern, so typical of the influence of Ottoman design
introduced a few hundred years ago.
S19

Here is is, almost full-length and unobstructed.

My notes indicate that Louise said such pieces were used to decorate churches on high holy days.

Details of S19.

The next piece was Uzbek pile.
s20

Notice in the next two detail images below that the ends are slightly separated from the field by a few
rows of flat weave. This permits the ends to fold over easily and suggests that this piece was used as
a cradle.
Details of S20.

The next piece was a Central Asian palas. Typically woven in one piece. Chevron design. Woven by
Goklan Turkman or weavers in Iranian border areas.
S21

Details of S21.

The next piece was Yomud, pile asmalyk. Most will know, these were woven in pairs and used to
decorate the sides of a wedding camel.
S22

Frequently seen diamond field design. Interesting main border. Estimated to the mid-19th century.

Good range of color for a Turkman weaving. Copper shade is unusual.

The next piece was rare, Tekke, Turkman engsi. Usually seen to have been used as door rugs for a
Turkman trellis tent. Very few photos of one in use.
S23

Wonderful, glowing red. Crisp, spacious, traditional drawing. Pristine condition. Likely woven before
1850.
This example is “rare” because it has “animal tree” devices in one lower cross-panel.

Some closer views of them.

Some additional detail images of S23.

The next piece was a six-gul, Tekke torba.
S24

Good color and nice, roundish major guls that suggest age.

Additional details on S24.

The next piece was probably a Yomut main carpet, but definitely one with a “tauk naska” gul.
S25

“Tauk naska” literaly means “chicken,” but some Turkman collector wag has suggested that if they are
this well drawn (notice even the combs are retained) the devices must be “eagles.”

Whatever, it’s a very nice, likely, Yomut, main carpet.
Here are some additional details of S25. Notice a very good blue-green.

A spare, delicately drawn, minor gul.

The next piece was a flat-woven salt bag. It was described as Baluch, likely from the Pakistani
side. Early 20th century.
S26

Details of S26.

The next piece was describe as a rare Baluch niche pattern rug.
S27

It has a frequently seen “tree of life” motif but a Turkmen-like gul in the “mirhab” area, and three
more of two different types toward the bottom.

More details of S27.

The next piece was an old Persian fragment that belonged to Harold Keshishian. I am going to treat it
by inserting here a description of it in a virtual version of a 2008 TM Rug and Textile Appreciation
Morning conducted by Dan Walker. I am doing so because both the images of it there are better and
the description of it is fulsome.

Next Walker moved to two old fragments that belong to Harold Keshishian (ed. we are only going to
treat one of them here).
They are part of a Persian group sometimes described as having “vinescroll and palmette” patterns,
usually on a red ground with dark blue or green borders. This group has had many names over the
years – Shah ‘Abbas, Isfahan, Herat, and, more recently, Indo-Persian – and this suggests the
uncertainty that has long surrounded the origin of these carpets.
Both May Beattie and Charles Grant Ellis believed, based mainly on issues of color, that certain
examples of this type were woven in India. Although there are indeed North Indian carpets based on
this pattern, they can be distinguished by structure and color usage from the Persian rugs.
Most scholars today believe that the vinescroll and palmette type is Persian in origin and dates from
the 17th century.
Here are four images of the larger of Harold’s vinescroll and palmette fragments. It gives a good
sense of what the border and field looked like, and the scale of the pattern elements suggests that this
was once a fairly large carpet.
Note: The indication in this 2015 session was that this piece was likely woven in Isfahan.

S28

Detail of field below.

Detail of border below

Walker pointed out that vinescroll and palmette carpets were commercial products made in very large
quantities. Well over two hundred examples survive today in collections in America, Europe, the
Middle East, India, and Japan. They are represented in many Dutch paintings, particularly during the
periods 1620 to 1630 and 1660 to 1680, when their popularity must have peaked.
The next piece was another old fragment of Harold’s. It is part of a multiple niche rug. My notes say
only that it was probably woven in Herat. The wool and the color drew comment.
S29

Here are some details of S29.

The next piece a very good NW Persian rug with a “shrub” field design that could also be read in “tree
of life” terms. A village rendition. The dark ground of its field creates a feeling of depth. Effective
use of white and other contrasting colors. Could be Kurdish Bijar. Possibly Luri.
S30

Details of S31.

Broadly abstracted reciprocal Bijar main border frames effectively with its larger scale.

The next piece was described as Kurdish, western Iran. Its drawing recalls earlier Safavid carpets.
S32

Details of S32.

The next piece was a very good Kurdish rug with the so called “shish kabobi” pattern, based on
classical vase carpet patterns. A version can be seen in Burn’s Kurdish book. Striking use of a white
ground in its field.
S33

Details of S33.

Border is a compound version of what is called a “split leaf” border.

The next piece was Persian horsecover.
S34

Details of S34. Dennis Dodds examined it.

He said “This saddle cover was made in the Sanandaj region of western Iran in the Kurdistan province.
‘Sehna’ is the name given to many carpets woven there. Most use only a single weft between each
row of symmetric knots. This finely woven example, with a supple handle and vegetal dyes, displays a
dense, ‘herati’ pattern juxtaposed in stark contrast to a deep, saturated, blue-black indigo that offers
stark contrast. It dates to the last quarter of the 19 century.”

The next piece was a sofreh, bread-carrying size. Good colors in an abstracted seeming more modern
design. Central Persia.
S35

Details of S35.

The next piece was described as Afshar. Southwest Iran.
S36

Details of S36.

In a subsequent email their owner said that “S37, S38 and S38a are flat woven exemplars of
(ed.Southwest Persian) “grain bags”, though surely used more promiscuously than just for grain.
“S37 ad S38a are single bags and S38 double — double means wider and stitched down the middle.
S37 is the back of the bag; the other two are fronts.”
S37

Details of S37.

S38 is a Southwest Persian grain bag. It is “double,” that is, sewn down the center.
S38

Details of S38.

(color difference due to camera and lighting)

S38a is another Southwest Persian grain bag.
S38a

Details of S38a.

The next piece was a flat woven horse cover on indigo ground, Qashqai, with 3 rows of zoomorphic
creatures.
S39

Details of S39.

(color differences due to camera and lighting)

The next piece was a complete Kamseh saddle bag set. Its owner said “This design is often attributed
to the Baharlu, but I know of no independent information about this attribution.”
S40

Details of S40. Notice the frequent use of “chickens.”

The next piece was another complete khorjin. It owner says that “to judge by the weave and
especially the reinforcement provided by the pile on the back, it is likely Luri.”
S41

Details of S41.

The owner said that S42 “is a mystery rug that I brought to get the opinion of the experts. None was
offered at the session, but afterwards Alberto Boralevi said he thought it is Caucasian. My guess based
on the wool and design is that it is Luri, but who knows?”
S42

Details of S42.

Their owner wrote afterward: “For S43 and S44, I do not know the exact attribution and brought them
along to get advice from the experts. None was offered.
“Note the design similarity between the two in the field. It is a design often seen in 19th century
Afshar borders, but these rugs are not obviously Afshar in construction. Both are loosely knotted, fine
glistening wool (where available), and each is wider than long with no obvious signs of cutting. Note
the field design similarity with S44.
“It has attributes that some would today call Shahsevan, but I have not seen any independent or
unique structural attribution for that origin.”
S43

Details of S43.

(ed. Again notice the similarities between S43 and S44.) The owner said further: “S44 is a timely
memorial to Michael Craycraft. I bought it about 35 years ago, believing it to be likely Luri.
“I bought S43 quite a few years later, struck by the similarity in structure and size as well as field
design. I do not know what they are or even if they have the same origin.
S44

Details of S44.

Owner: “S45 is a Khamseh rug that some people would call of Mughal design origins. It seems quite
old in the Khamseh version of this tradition and is unusual for the pale blue field that appears much
more saturated in your pictures.”
S45

Details of S45.

Owner: “S46 is an even older Khamseh piece, possibly 18th century, with minor field elements that
are found regularly and more prominently in the later 19th century Khamseh repertoire.

“In this regard, notice the birds, the flower heads and the buds intruding into the field.
Also noteworthy is the “classical” nature of the border, that gets more geometrical later, and the field
botehs, that are later less elegant and more tightly spaced.”
S46

Details of S46.

The next piece was described as “Kashgar” with silk wefts. Kashgar is in Eastern Turkestan and it is
said that rugs woven there show Persian influence.
S47

Details of S48.

(color differences due to camera and lighting)

The next piece was unusual. It is a kilim with lot of knotted and brocaded devices. Caucasian
attribution.
S49

Details of S49.

Michael Franses examined the next piece, a stunning Azerbaijan embroidery.

Here is a comprehensive view of it. I haven’t captured Michael’s comments on it, precisely, but the
notes taken for me indicated that it was dated first half of the 18th century. Embroidery stitches
include both cross-stitch and flat stitch.
This design is described as “Kasim-Ushag” and such pieces are often attributed to
Karabagh. Estimated as possibly the first half of the 18th century.
S50

Beautifully drawn with a wide palette of wonderful colors. Use of white is very effective. Highly
abstracted animal figures surrounding the center medallion. Armatures recall “dragon rug” usages.
Almost as large as a carpet. May have been a cradle cover.
Details of S50.

The next piece was attributed to Kuba or Shirvan, although it is more coarsely woven than is usual for
those areas. Oversize reciprocal border with a flower at the center of each device.

S51

Details of S51.

The dark green ground main border is attractive.

The next piece was estimated to be from Kuba or Shirvan. A tallish niche device and a lattice with
flowers on a white ground field. Crisp drawing. Very good color. Blue selvedges are characteristic.
S52

Details of S52.

The two-blues main border and the striped minor ones on both sides of it are very striking.

The next piece featured a lower, center Lenkoran medallion surrounded by four smaller ones. There is
a hooked, pentagonal medallion above, surmounted by a “floating” niche device. A reciprocal main
border. Said to have been woven in Karabagh.
S53

Details of S53.

The next piece had an unusual field composition. Three sets of six each “tic, tac, toe,” like field
medallions. The “main” reciprocal border and the two floret borders are seen in Caucasian rugs from
Daghestan. Borders, taken together, are almost the same size as the field.
S54

Details of S54.

The next piece was described as a small NW Persian sumac bag. Unusual field, composed of three
cross-panels.

Detail of S55.

The next piece was described as a Caucasian-NW Persian bag face with a striking, white-ground center
“medallion.”
S56

Detail of S56.

It’s owner described the next rug as “Khila from the Baku area, shows influence of the shawl trade
with India, textile patterned stripes on the bias. Internal drawing of botehs introduced around 1820.
Carpet is probably 3rd quarter 19th cent. Note careful planning of border resolutions of the diagonal
stripes at bottom and top.”
S57

Details of S587

The next piece was a fragment of an Anatolian rug with a “Star Ushak” design. The expert opinion in
the room was that it was likely woven about 1600.
S58

(color differences due to camera and lighting)
Detail of S58.

The next piece was a fragment of an 18th century, Central Anatolian, village rug.
S59

It was turned 90 degrees.
Stefano Ionesco said, in an exchange after this session that he has happy to discuss this fragment,
which belongs to a small group showing the palmette and other Ottoman flora in the field.
A similar example is held in the Vakiflar Museum in Ankara, directed by Dr. Susan Bayraktaroglu:

The spandrels and the field motifs suggest those rugs are derivative from plain-niche ‘Transylvanian’
prayer rugs, displaying borders with rosette and palmette enclosed by sickle leaves.
In the village rugs like this, elements of the borders were used to decorate the field.

A very similar rug is depicted in the Carpet Merchant by Osman Hamdi bey, 19th. Cent.

Stefano indicated that we should also mention the CHRISTOPHER ALEXANDER rug sold at Christies (lot
210) and attributed to Konya:

Stefano asks the audience about the distinctive “gul-like” device, enclosed by sickle-leaves, which has
been described as pineapples, ram horns or even flying beasts.
Stefano thinks these devices, with the distinctive spine, originally were pomegranates.

Stefano invited and led a discussion of it. He engaged Michael Franses and made a comparison with
the border of a Transylvanian rug, published in his latest book Anatolian Carpets from the Brukenthal
Museum, Sibiu.

The most common border in plain niche ‘Transylvanian’ prayer rugs displays a combination of
palmette and rosette, enclosed by sickle leaves, mixed with other Ottoman flora.
Here are two examples of such devices used in Ottoman borders. The first one, from the Black Church
in Brasov, is the “palmette” type (which has a direct predecessor in Cairene prayer rugs and also in
Safavid carpets)

The second one is the “pomegranate” type, which lacks a known forerunner ; it does not appear in
textiles, ceramics or other media.
Probably this peculiar motif (scarcely discussed in the literature) was used only by the weavers in
Anatolia.

Attempts to track the motif to an existing plant or fruit did not reach a consensus,
I found what seems a similar example Schurmann’s “Oriental Rugs,” 1979.
In later examples the position of the sickle leaves is twisted.

S59, possible comparator

Schurmann acknowledges the similarity of this rug’s designs with those in “Transylvanian” pieces, but
note (above) that he places his piece in Melas.
Dennis Dodds joined the discussion.

In a subsequent email exchange with me, Dennis said that “(ed. Stefano’s fragment) is central
Anatolian, possibly between Ladik and Mujur/Sivas. It is probably last half 18c.
“I think the most likely description (ed. of the device being examined in this piece) is simply a generic
palmette-like blossom between two flanking angular leaves.
“(ed. Here, below) is a version of the same motif from a c 1700 western Anatolian rug which displays
an ambiguous floral idea between two leaves.”

Ultimately, Jon Thompson was drawn into this discussion.

Jon opted for the palmette term and pointed to other Ottoman flora, which are peculiar to this design:
carnations, hyacinths, side areas “saz” leaves.

As indicated above, attempts to track the motif to an existing plant or fruit did not reach a consensus.
The next piece was described a Turkish, likely Central Anatolia. Could be late 19th into the early 20th
century
S60

Details of S60.

A lot of lighter purple used.

The next piece was a fragment of an Anatolian rug from the familiar Konya, yellow ground
group. Memling guls. Devices may have come from tile designs. Mid-19th century.
S61

The next piece was an Anatolian, niche design, attributed to Ladik. A skeletal “tree of life” in the field
and a striped main border seen on Bergama rugs. Probably around 1850.
S62

Details of S62.

Its owner noted the early, unusual niche design, in S63. Was sold to him as woven in Anatolia, in
Mihalic, near Dazkir. Early 19th century.
S63

Details of S63.

(color differences due to camera and lighting)

The next piece was a long rug from Central Anatolia. Someone has suggested that it is probably from
the village of Derbent, north of Konya. Note the lappets at both ends, more frequently seen in yastiks.
S64

Details of S64.

The next piece was a small, single-piece kilim. Slit tapestry. Aksaray, Central Anatolia, 18th century.
White cotton used for small highlights.
S65

The next piece was a niche kilim attributed to Eastern Anatolia. It has pronounced, alternate warp
depression and a stiff handle. Some metallic thread. Possible Kurdish influence.
S66

Details of S66.

The large kilim fragment, below, was woven in Chiprovtsy in NW Bulgaria. Attention was called to the
fabulous way in which this fragment has been mounted. It lets us see a bit what the original piece
looked like.
S67

Its owner said that this saf was made for a mosque. Late 18th century, before the Ottomans left this
area. He added that other fragments from the original kilim are known and being pursued. Details of
S67

It’s owner gave the following description for S68: “Central Anatolian Konya region. Hotamis prayer
kilim with red field and complex re-entrant side borders.
“Size: 48” x 76.5”. 18th century.”
S68

Details of S68.

The next piece was described as a Konya/Cappadocia village carpet, ca 1800, similar to a piece that
appeared as a Hali cover.
S69

Details of S69.

Now we moved to two Scandinavian pieces that Wendel Swan brought in and that had structures of
the primitive type.
(ed.) The photos and descriptions of these two pieces are taken from another session because they
are better there.)

W6

The first of these was an early 19th century Swedish rug, woven in two sections and then pieced.
W6

Wendel said that this rug was made for use on a bed.
He said that the blue is probably linen, as are the warps. The image below is a detail of both the front
and back of this piece. It has 8 to 10 rows of weft between each row of knots.

Each knot if half looped and half open. The knots are pressed forward so that the pattern shows only
faintly on the back. Wertime said that this structure is a form of weft-wrapping.

Here are some additional detail images of W6.

Wendel’s second Swedish rug, with a primitive pile structure, was this one, which he attributes to
Bohuslan in Southwest Sweden.
W7

This rug has looped pile (with the loops intact) and is woven so that the pile pattern is not visible on
the back.

This back structure is weft-faced and so is distinctive from that of some Central Asian rugs that are
woven with symmetric knots on alternate raised warps, producing a similar opaque, but warp-faced,
back.
As you can see this rug is inscribed and dated.

Here are some additional detail images of W7.

I want to thank Margaret Jones, Jeff Spurr, Dennis Dodds, Stefano Ionesco, Tom Cook, Bruce Baganz,
Richard Isaacson and Michael Seidman for their considerable help in the fashioning of this
post. Thanks also to The George Washington University for inviting The Textile Museum to join their
community and for providing us with two state-of-the art buildings that solve our facilities problem for
as far into the future as can been seen.
Any errors discerned in this post are mine.
I hope you have enjoyed, even found useful in places, this virtual version of this TM opening weekend
show and tell session.
Regards.
R. John Howe 8
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David Zahirpour “Cleans Up” with the Last RTAM
at the S Street Buildings
Posted in Uncategorized on July 7, 2015 by rjohn
On May 16, 2015, David Zahirpour gave the last Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning program held
at The Textile Museum’s original building on S St. Here in Washington, D.C.

Courtesy, The Textile Museum
We’ve made repeated estimates of which RTAM program would draw this distinction and, with the sale
of the S St. buildings, it was David’s session.
David is a long-time dealer here in Washington, who has a close relationship to The Textile Museum
and often serves as their resource for demonstrations of textile conservation and repair. And his talk
entitled “Love Your Oriental Rugs, was on the care and maintenance of them.

David said that his thoughts on this subject, arrayed themselves in his mind as a set of ten edicts, like
those of the Ten Commandments: ten rules you should follow to preserve and maintain your oriental
rugs. David emphasized that his advice was focused only on rugs and that other textiles might
require distinctive treatment.

Most readers will know that David, and the staff of his shop, provide comprehensive services in this
area. So his talk drew on his actual, continuing experience in washing, repairing, and conserving
oriental carpets.
Here are David’s ten edicts for caring for your oriental rugs.
1. Washing
David says that washing your oriental rug is recommended every three to five years.
Here is the process he follows in his own washing facility.
1a, Vacuuming
The rug is first thoroughly vacuumed and vibrated on its backside.

Doing this from the back of the rug ensures that dust particles fall from the knots of the rug onto the
floor. A metal grid placed beneath the rug creates a space between the rug and the floor, making sure
that these particles are clear of the rug.
You can see, in the image below, the amount of dirt that had been attached to the inner knots of the
rug, and is now removed.

Next, the rug is flipped over and vacuumed thoroughly to capture any remaining dust on its front side.

1b. Washing
Once the dust from the rug has been removed, the rug will be initially washed and scrubbed, facedown.

David indicates that this is a full-immersion wash. The rug is hosed down and suspended in
water(notice the curbing in the upper right). A benign cleaning detergent is applied and rubbed into
the back.
Then, the rug is turned over and cleaned face front.

To the right of the rug, in the image above, you can see the dirt being washed away from it.
Again, a through washing and scrubbing being done on the front side of the rug.

Next, the suds are entirely flushed out, and the rug is rinsed, both front and back, until clear water
pours out.
1c. Drying

The arrangement for drying a rug is important.

Here’s how David describes his own drying practice: “The rug is hung to dry in a closely monitored
temperature controlled room. This room is ventilated to ensure that the rug receives proper moisture
and eliminates mold from forming.”
Note: Some folks are brave enough to wash a smaller rug themselves in the bath tub. If you attempt
this, first vacuum the rug front and back as described above. Then use a ph-neutral detergent, like
Orvis, in cold water. Scrub the rug with a small vegetable brush front and back. Drain the dirty water
and rinse the rug thoroughly. If the rug is very dirty, you may need to repeat the washing with
detergent more than once. But when the rug seems clean, rinse it thoroughly, until the rinse water
runs clean. The best way to take a wet rug out of the tub after rinsing is to lay it flat in the tub, roll it
up end to end, then stand the roll up on one end and let it drain for several hours before lifting it out
of the tub. Then hang or spread the rug so that air reaches it on both sides. Heavy pile rugs may
take more than a day to dry.
2. Vacuuming Your Own Rugs.
We talked a bit above about vacuuming a rug as part of the washing process, but there is also the
problem of how best to vacuum a rug, during your regular house cleaning.
David said that, first, it is best to use a vacuum machine that does not have a rotating brush. If your
machine has one, he advises you to set the brush high so that it does not “eat” at the pile of your rug
unduly.

Regardless of the type vacuum cleaner you have, it is best not to set the vacuum suction at

the highest level, again to avoid damage to the rug’s pile.

Next David says, it is best to vacuum moving side-to-side, on the rug, rather than from one end to the
other. It is acceptable to vacuum moving end to end “in the direction of the pile,” but that increases
the chance that you will catch the fringes at either end and damage them. So side to side is best.
Rugs should be vacuumed regularly. A dirty rug invites pests.
A footnote is that it is important to vacuum both the back and front of rugs fastened directly to a wall
(that is, with no space between the back of the rug and the wall). This is less problematic if you hang
rugs using the Velcro method described below. The latter holds the rug slightly away from the wall
and the air space makes the spawning of pests on the back of the rug less likely.
3. Rotating
“Rotating” is turning a rug, used on the floor, 180 degrees on its center, so that the wear patterns
from people walking on it, and other uses, are changed annually.

Let’s do it. Pick a point in the center of the rug above. We’re going to rotate it in two steps. First, 90
degrees to the right. Here we go.

OK. Now, once more to achieve a 180 degree rotation.

Now the original top and bottom of this rug have been reversed and it will now be exposed to a
different wear pattern, since folks who walk on it will follow their usual paths. But that will be in
different places, because we’ve rotated it.
4. Replacing Padding.
David suggests that rug padding should be replaced every five to seven years.
Rug padding can perform several functions. First, it will increase the wear by cushioning the effect of
walking on it. It can reduce or eliminate the tendency of a rug to slip when it is stepped on. By
providing space for air to circulate on the bottom-side of the rug, pads can prevent pest damage,
something David talked about more fully below.
In a subsequent visit to his shop, David showed me and talked about several types of rug padding.
2a. The first type of padding David uses is called “Rug Mate.” It is a combination of rubber and felt.
Here is what the top side looks like.

And here is its bottom side. This type pad is about one quarter of an inch thick.

A second type rug pad is called “Optima.” It is also rubber and felt. Here is its top side. And here is
its bottom side.

David said that a third type of rug padding is a “non-skid” variety. This type is thinner and more
flexible than the first two types. It has a rubbery handle, but is not rubber. It is a single layer, but
with holes in it. The top side is the same as the back. Here it is.

You can see that holes in this “non-skid” variety provide generous space within which air can
circulate, freely, on the bottom side of a rug.
A fourth type rug pad is called “Tee Baud” padding. The first three types are used for rugs that are
laid directly on wood floors. The “Tee Baud” type is used under oriental rugs that are placed on “wallto-wall” carpeting.
Here is the front side of this fourth type pad.

And here is its bottom side.

Padding should be cut so that it is one inch inside the perimeter of the rug.
5. Minimize Exposure to Direct Sunlight
The next of David’s edicts about rug care is about minimizing damage from sunlight.
Before indicating David’s specific advice about exposure of your rugs to sunlight, it might be good to
review a bit some of the aspects of light that can affect rugs.
Light effects rugs (and other textiles) over time. In some cases it may contribute to fading or
discoloration, but of more concern is the damage that the fibers may suffer under prolonged exposure
to non-visible light. The two types of non-visible light of concern are 1) “ultraviolet” light and 2)
“infrared” light.
Ultra violet light is present on large quantities both in sunlight and in “florescent” lighting. Infrared
light is present in “incandescent” lighting. Florescent lighting is cooler, but incandescent light gives off
considerable heat.
You can see why most museum curators want rugs and textiles displayed in dim light and want them
stored, ideally, in total darkness.
David’s advice is that you should take measures to minimize the exposure of you rugs to full
sunshine. This may be as simple as drawing the shades or drapes between, say, 11 am and 3 pm
(advice will vary on this time span). Most homes have incandescent lights and David feels that in
normal use incandescent lights will not affect your rugs unduly. The distances at which incandescent
lights are used in most homes are large enough to make the danger of harm from the heat they
generate. inconsequential.

6. Displaying a Rug in Your Home
This aspect of David’s advice has several parts.
The first is to consider whether the fabric of the rug needs “support” in order to be used in the way
intended. The support a given rug needs for the use to which it will be put is a matter of degree. If
the fabric of the rug is sturdy and the rug is not too heavy no extra support may be needed regardless
of whether it is to be placed on the floor or hung on a wall. But if a rug to be hung on a wall is of a
lighter weight or is even delicate in some areas, then support needs to be provided.
Sometimes sufficient support can be provided by sewing cotton tape on its back parallel with the
sides, and also, sometimes, across the top. The kind of tape used comes in one inch and two inch
widths. The tape is hand-sewn on both of its edges.
Here are some examples of various degrees of support.
The first is an example in which the rug need, primarily support for its vertical weight. Tape is sewn
just inside its vertical edges (i.e. parallel with its warps).

Note that, as we said above, the tape is hand-sewn on both of its sides.
Sometimes it may be that some horizontal support is needed and so tape is applied parallel with the
wefts.

If a rug or textile is very fragile or is a fragment, it may be necessary to support the entire piece by
sewing it onto a backing.
Here is a Shirvan rug with a niche design.

Shirvans are often quite thin and this one is delicate. So, it was decided to provide maximum support
by sewing on a backing as large as the rug itself. Here’s how part of the back looks once this backing
has been sewn on.

David was treating complete rugs, but this kind of backing is also used to conserve a piece that is
fragmented. If there are holes to minimize or colors to bring out, the color of the backing can be
chosen for this purpose.
Here is are two examples in which the color of the backing was chosen to minimize holes.

7. Proper Hanging and Displaying of Your Rug (on a wall).
David has strong views on this subject. He believes that the best way to hang a rug without damage
over time is to use the Velcro method. He thinks that the “sleeve and rod” display method is bad and
that the “ring and rod” display arrangement is worse. In both of these latter cases, he argues, weight
and stress are not distributed as widely in the rug as they are using the Velcro method.
Here are the steps he advises.
First buy a strip of Velcro as wide as the rug.
A strip of Velcro has two parts. One has a fuzzy side (the “loops” side) and the other has a more
prickly feel (the “hooks” side). Separate the two pieces.
Sew the strip with the fuzzy side onto the top end of the rug, fuzzy side out. Sew both sides of the
strip by hand.

Staple the “hooks” side of the Velcro (hooks facing out) to a piece of wooden lath sturdy enough to
support the weight of the rug. The “hooks” side is the strip with the staples in it in the image below.

Attach the wooden lath (now with the “hooks” side of the Velcro facing out) to the place on the wall
where you want the top of the rug to be.
Now mount the rug on the wall by pressing the fuzzy strip of Velcro (the loops side) onto the hooks
mounted on the wooden lath.
Let the rug hang as needed. (Note: it is possible to change, slightly, the position of the rug on the two
Velcro strips. Using Velcro makes minor repositioning easier and without new holes in the wall.)
As we said above, using a Velcro hanging system with the hooks side side of the Velcro, lets the rug
hang without touching the wall (it is separated from the wall by the width of the wooden lathe). This
makes the development of pests on the back of the rug less likely.
One last advantage of Velcro: it does not shrink during washing as cotton tape can. So it does not
have to be removed and replaced for washing as cotton tape usually does.

8. Pet Accident Protection.
Remember that David is thinking, primarily, of decorative rugs. His advice is brief.

This product provides a shield that does not permit pet accidents (even human ones like spilling food)
to penetrate the fibers of the rug. David says that ScotchGard does not affect the dyes or the texture
of a rug to which it has been applied.

He adds that applying ScotchGard to your rug does not require

professional assistance. You can do it yourself without concern.
One caution: I do not know any textile collectors who would apply ScotchGard to the rugs and textiles
in their collection.
On the other hand, Marla Mallett recommends a similar product that she uses on her antique,
collectible kilims. Here’s what she says about it in response to a “frequently asked question” on her
site. She’s hard to impress.

Question: You’ve mentioned spraying kilims with Vectra to protect them. Where
can I get it?
Marla: In my opinion, Vectra is wonderful! It’s a petroleum product that can be sprayed on kilims and
works much like Scotchguard to prevent soiling. I first discovered this product when it seemed
impractical to use Moroccan flatwoven hambels on the floor because they included some white cotton.
A light misting with Vectra, however, works wonders. Vectra is also useful for pieces in heavy traffic
areas or in areas where there is a possibility of food spills. The first Vectra representative I
encountered sold me on the product: He pulled out a Kleenex that looked as though it was straight
from the box–a tissue that he claimed had been sprayed with Vectra. He poured Coca Cola on it. Well,

that Coke rolled around and rolled off! One light spraying of a kilim supposedly lasts through two or
three washings or cleanings. It does not affect the feel or appearance of the fabric. Museum folks are
reluctant to add any chemical to a textile, but with a piece that we expect to give hard use, I think it is
worth considering. Where can you get Vectra? If it is not available in your local rug or fabric shop, you
can order a small can with a spray pump directly from http://www.vectraspray.com.
For anyone living in a tropical climate with high humidity, Vectra offers another kind of protection: a
light spraying can act as a desiccant, preventing the formation of mildew. Useful indeed!
9. Preventing Moths and Other Insect Damage.
David’s primary advice here was to repeat his advice about cleaning your rugs regularly.
He also advises not to place a rug under a bed or even a sofa that is not moved for cleaning regularly.
And, as we have indicated above, the use of pads can allow air to circulate and reduce the chance of
pests.
We have also indicated that, if you hang rugs on a wall using the Velcro method, the rug will be held
slightly away from the wall reducing the chance of the development of pests, BUT, if you hang rugs on
the wall so that the back is flat against the wall, you need to inspect their backs and vacuum them
periodically, despite how difficult or inconvenient, the latter might be.
David said that mothballs should be used only in sealed containers or separate rooms.
Mothballs are considered carcinogens. (Some say that mothballs don’t actually kill moths, but keep
them away from rugs with mothballs in them. Camphor is another substance that some use to keep
moths away from their rugs. Again, camphor doesn’t kill moths, but its advantage is that it’s not a
carcinogen.)
Some use cedar chests to store their not-in-use rugs. Others put cedar balls in drawers or chest
where rugs are kept. David said that, if you have an extra closet you can devote to storing your rugs,
it is not that difficult to line it with cedar. Line the floor, ceiling and all the walls excepting the back of
the door, which he said is not necessary.
One way to prevent the rugs and textiles coming into your home from bringing in moths and other
pests they may contain is to freeze them before using them. The main drawback of this approach is
that you have to have access to a chest freezer that is big enough to contain your rug and that is not
much used, or to a commercial meat locker that will rent you space. Chest freezers take the
temperature down in a -4 degrees F. The process is to enclose each rug you want to freeze in a heavy

plastic, trying to get all the air out of it. Put the rug in the freezer and leave it there (not opening the
lid) for one week. Then take the rug out of the freezer and let it warm up for a day or two, then put it
back for a second uninterrupted week. Then bring the rug out of the freezer, let it warm to room
temperature, then vacuum it front and back. This process kills any moths in the rug at whatever
stage of development they’re in. It does nothing to prevent the rug from being infected again, but if it
is, it will not be from the moths that were in it when you began.
David talked about one of the the chemicals used by some to protect their rugs from pests. It is
“pyrethrum.”
This is what the ABC rug firm says about it on its web site:

Pyrethrum–Most Effective Insecticide
The most effective and safe insecticide that can be used is pyrethrum. It is the oleoresin extract of
dried chrysanthemum flowers. The extract contains about 50% active insecticidal ingredients known
as pyrethrins. These strongly lipophilic esters rapidly penetrate many insects and paralyze their
nervous systems.
Both crude pyrethrum extract and purified pyrethrins are contained in various commercial products,
commonly dissolved in petroleum distillates. Some are packaged in pressurized containers (bugbombs), usually in combination with synergists.
The synergists retard enzymatic degradation of pyrethrins. Some commercial products also contain
organophosphate or carbamate insecticides. These are included because the rapid paralytic effect of
pyrethrins on insects (quick knockdown) is not always lethal.

Are Pyrethrins Safe?
Pyrethrins are commonly found in pet shampoos, so that should tell us that it is relatively safe.
Will pyrethrins cause dyes to become unstable? The research does not support this. Pyrethrins break
down quickly after application and are considered safe for use in the home.
Please remember, as with any product used in the home, it is important to read the label and test it in
an inconspicuous area.

Some use a spray called SLA. It claims to kill moths, but needs to be used only outside, since it’s
fumes are harmful if breathed (a rug sprayed with SLA needs to be kept in a sealed container or in a
place where its fumes will not be breathed for a day or so). SLA comes in a vacuum can and is easy
to use for that reason. Some dealers use it to prevent moths from developing in rugs they buy, as
they travel, on a buying trip.
10. Having Certified Appraisals.
An important reason for having a good appraisal of your rug is that the appraisal will make it possible
to file an insurance claim on it if it is damaged, destroyed or (if your insurance covers theft)
stolen. An appraisal of your rugs will also be useful in resolving your estate should you die.
David said that there are different bases on which a certified appraisal can be made and the one
chosen affects the cost of the appraisal. If you are willing to have an insured rug replaced by one that
is of its approximate type, the appraisal cost will be lower. If you are insistent that a particular rug be
replaced by one exactly like it, the cost of that appraisal will be higher because the appraiser will
charge for the more extensive research required to determine where such a rug exists and what it
would cost.
You can expect that an appraisal made for you by a certified appraisal will, mostly likely, be couched
in terms of the local rug market. A given rug will likely be appraised for more, maybe a lot more, in
NYC than it would be in Kansas City. This local effect is likely despite the fact that information about
availability and prices now flow internationally, in a moment, on the internet.
These are David’s Ten Commandments of oriental rug care.
David answered questions and brought this last RTAM in the S St. buildings to a close.

Going out the door, we could take what may be our last look at the home that Mr. Myers turned into
The Textile Museum.

We needed a venue appropriate to a state-of-the-art museum, and The George Washington University
offered us that. We needed to go, but lots of us are going to miss these lovely old buildings.
I want to thank David for allowing me to fashion this virtual version of his, the last Rug and Textile
Appreciation Morning program held on S Street. Thanks to him, too, for the time and work he
invested, after this session, as he and I put it together.
Regards,
R. John Howe 9
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Karthika Audinet on “Two Great Textile Traditions
of Southern India,” Part 1, The Lecture
Posted in Uncategorized on August 28, 2015 by rjohn
On Saturday, April 18, 2015, textile designer, educator, and entrepreneur, Karthika Audinet

gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning program highlighting the fine craftsmanship of handloomed fabrics and hand-painted textiles from southern India.
Karthika began with an illustrated lecture. She has given me both the illustrations and the text and
what follows is a virtual version of her lecture.

(In many cases, you can click on an image to see a larger version. I will mark some that I think it
would especially be to your advantage click on.)

Two Great Textile Traditions of South India

This is Karthika speaking:

Namaste everybody!(ed. Namaste means “I bow to the divine in you.”)
I decided to focus on just 2 major aspects that made Indian textiles stand out amongst world textiles
and continues to do so:
Fineness and Color
It just so happens that South India, and especially the state of Andhra Pradesh still has artisans with
the skills that combine these 2 elements: they practice unbroken traditions that are thousands of
years old, weaving and painting fabrics.
Hand Loomed Fabrics
Slide 2

Hand Painted Fabrics

Pattern is inextricably linked to textiles, so I will touch upon it briefly, but it would require a separate
presentation with much more time.
As we all know, ancient India was the earliest center of cotton cultivation, manufacture and trade. It
was from here that delicately woven cotton and brilliantly colored fabrics were introduced to the
Middle east, Africa, Asia and thereafter to Europe.
Slide 5

(Focus on the South Indian State of Andhra Pradesh.)
Slide 4a

Slide 4b

(click image for larger version)
Although we find hand woven fabrics all over the world, no other country can boast of such fine hand
loomed cotton woven as early as 3000 BC. One of the earliest fragments of cotton cloth found

wrapped around two silver jars in Mohenjodaro was made of 34s warp and weft having 60 ends and
20 picks per inch.
Slide 6b

Slide 6a

Slide 6c

I would like to first demonstrate what fine means.
The term cotton count, is an international norm for defining a yarn’s thickness. The higher the
number, the finer the yarn. A 100s yarn is finer than a 20s yarn.
Normally, a yarn is spun and twisted to give it strength. It is then plied with one or more yarns to
achieve even more strength. This is when we call a yarn a 2/20s or a 20/2s depending on which side
of the Atlantic you are!
I would like to invite you to take a look at some of the samples of single ply and double ply yarns to
get an idea of fineness.
(Taken in the session)

So this gives us an idea of how fine cotton was in the Indus Valley Civilization back in 3000 BC.
Now, for most of us weavers, weaving unplied yarn is unimaginable, leave alone single ply 100s!
If you put an unplied yarn in the warp, the chaffing caused by the repeated lifting of the yarns and
motion of the beater on the loom would eventually break the thread.
But guess what?
By the 1st century AD Indian weavers were weaving diaphanous textiles described in the greco-roman
report Periplus of the Erithreyan Sea. We know that more than 30 types of cotton cloth were imported
by Romans from Pliny’s accounts. And most of the fine cloth was woven along the humid banks of
rivers or coastal areas. In fact the word muslin gets its name from the port of Masulipatnam on the
Coromandel coast of Andhra Pradesh.
Slide 8

But nowhere did it reach the perfection of muslins of Dhaka. By the time the Mughals were ruling
India, we wove muslins with 200s to 400s counts. Miniature paintings dating from the Mughal times
show us women dressed in a range of fabrics including translucent muslin.

Slide 7a
Detail from a miniature painting, c. 1680
Christies

Slide 7b
Details from a Mughal Miniature, c. 1720

There are stories of how the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb scolded his daughter for walking around
nude, to which she replied that she had 7 layers of Dacca Muslin! These muslins had poetic names
like Malmal (the finest sort), Abirawan (running water), Shabnam (morning dew). They were
expensive and made mainly for the elite and royalty.
Slide 9

So how did they manage to spin and weave such fine yarn?
• There existed a superior quality of cotton fiber
• The coastal areas of India had ideal levels of moisture and temperature
• Dexterity in hand spinning and weaving developed from one generation to another, improving all the
time
• And my new theory is that we Indians have an endless concept of time! And that allows us to
undertake tedious work
Karthika aside: “Even if we are unfortunate and die with underachieved work; we can always be
reincarnated.”

Text for Slide 10
All of us have been told that the quality of a fiber depends on it’s length. This is not entirely true!
Slide 11a

The indigenous species of Gossypium Arboreum (left below) and Gossypium Herbaceum had much
shorter fiber lengths than the cotton species from the Americas Gossypium Hirsutum (middle below)
and Gossypium Barbadense (right below).

Slide 11b

As cotton fiber clings to it’s seeds, the process of prying them away, called ginning, is tedious and
long. Although Indians used small wooden tools to speed up the process, it still remained a small scale
production.

Cotton ginning 1866.
Gins using this simple process served as the basis for new mechanized inventions.

By the 17th century the textile trade was largely in the hands of The British East India Company,
basically a group of greedy traders. As their appetites grew, they introduced cotton cultivation in

North America with the hirsutum and barbadense species and cheap slave labor was used for the
ginning.
Slide 13a

In 1793, an American, Eli Whitney invented the Whitney Gin which drastically reduced the hours
needed to gin cotton.
From 600 slave hours, it came down to just a dozen or so per bale.
The Whitney gin had been developed using the long fibers of the Hirsutum and Barbadense species.
These fibers were so long that even when the ginning machine broke them, they would still be long
enough to be spun. So Indian cotton with it’s short staple was wrongly labelled ‘inferior’.

However, studies have shown that:
• Indegenous Indian fibers are shorter yet finer than the Hirsutum- barbadense fibers.
• The fibers cling much more to the seeds, making deseeding even more difficult, but this also gives
them a natural crimp and springyness.
• The greater elasticity of Indian cotton comes because of a cavity inside the fiber that allows for easy
passage of air.
• This allows for better dye absorbtion and luster, softness and breathability
• All these attributes are enhanced by gentle manual processing, spinning and weaving.

By 1880, the British had succeeded in forcing Indian farmers to cultivate foreign varieties of cotton to
supply raw cotton to mills in Britain. They levied multiple tariffs and taxes and brutally restricted
Indian cloth production so that Indian markets were increasingly forced to purchase cloth
manufactured in Manchester mills. Indian indigenous cotton stopped being cultivated for it’s fiber and
the exact technique of creating Dacca Muslin disappeared.
The textile manufactures
and the costumes
of the people of India
by John Forbes Watson, 1866
(click on image to get a larger version)
Slide 15

Luckily, handloom weaving, especially of Saris remains a living tradition in many villages in India.
Weaving with fine hand spun yarn using locally grown cotton survives precariously in a little village
called Ponduru in Andhra Pradesh. I’m hoping that I will still be able to find a few weavers when I go
there this year.

Cotton from the indigenous varieties are handpicked.
Slide 17

The fibers are then combed using the tiny teeth of the Valuga fish jaw bone that gently pry the fibers
away from the seed and impart a certain luster to them while keeping the seed intact for planting
again.
Slide 18a

Closer image of a Valuga fish jaw bone showing the tiny teeth.

Slide 18b

They then use a bamboo bow to twang and separate the fibers further, and arrange them in roves.
70 roves, 7 “ long yield 120s count
yarn for 1 Sari of 5.5 yards

Women spin yarn as fine as 120s count from dawn to about 10 am until the sun dries up the morning
dew, and the light did not have too much glare, much the same way women spun yarn for Dacca
Muslin.
Slide 20

Most of the looms used by the handloom weavers are still pit looms. A large pit is dug in the ground
and the soil is tamped down all around. A little built in seat is hollowed out on one side, and a very
rudimentary structure made of wood or bamboo makes up the rest of the loom. During the hot
summer months, it’s actually very comfortable and cool to sit there and weave. But during the
Monsoon rains, water seeps into the pits. Although they bail the water out, weaving becomes near
impossible. Worse still, the pre-loom process of sizing with rice starch outside is hampered. Nothing
dries.

(click on each of the image below to get a larger version)

So why do they continue to weave in pit looms? Cotton gets stronger when wet. The humidity levels
are higher closer to ground! So when Dacca Muslim got as fine as 400s count, we must remember
that it evolved in humid, flood-prone Bangladesh.
Here is a sample of mill spun 100s yarn warp with 80s weft cotton from Kerala. And some Mangalagiri
from Andhra.

Let us look at color and pattern now. We know that archeologist, Mortimer Wheeler found dye vats
and a small piece of cotton mordant dyed red with the madder root. Ancient Indians excelled in
extracting and using natural dyes with mordants. Who knows if the King priest from Mohenjodaro
wore embroidery or block print!
Dye vats and a small piece of cotton,
mordant-dyed in red were
found by Mortimer Wheeler.
These date back to as early as 2000 BC
The “King – Priest” excavated from
Mohenjodaro

Ajanta mural paintings dating from 400 AD show us splendid colored garments as well as abstract and
figurative patterns in the courts of the Gupta kings. Texts from this period as well as the earlier Vedas
refer to the tinctorial properties of various dyestuffs.
Slide 23a
Hamsa, or sacred goose
pattern, Ajanta caves 6th C

Slide 23b
Block printed duck pattern fragment
from Fustat 14th C.

Slide 24

In the 13th century, the painted textiles of the Coromandel coast were being used to depict religious
mythology. These painted panels were either a form of mobile art, often displayed to an audience by
wandering minstrels and artists or commissioned by temples.
Slide 25

The Islamic Deccan Sultanate which occupied parts of South India in 1490 was closely connected to
Persia. They began to commission large richly patterned painted cotton panels called Palampores with
which they decorated tents and palaces in India and Persia.
Palampores, Calico Museum,
Ahmedabad, India.

Indian artisans who had been trading textiles all over the world were used to adapting their skills and
techniques to the market. Be it temples in the country or royalty in Indonesia and Thailand. They were
open to new ideas for new clients, quickly grasping Islamic florals, the tree of life and the Persian style
central medallion with four corners.
Karun collection
Kalamkaris 17th century Coromandel coast

Slide 28

They had no problems adding Chinese rock motifs and fantastic Jacobean florals to their repertoire of
ducks and squirrels and monkeys. And this was what made Kalamkari patterns eclectic and inimitable!
Hanging
made in western India
for the British market,
late 17th or early 18th C.
Slide 29a

Slide 29b

Palampore
made in Madras
Mid 19th C

Slide 30
Coverlet
Masulipatnam,
Andhra Pradesh,
Early 19th c

Slide 31
Karun collection
(click on image)

Slide 32a
Fragment
Coromandel Coast,
Andhra Pradesh,
17th to early 18th C

Slide 32b
Fragment
Burhanpur,
Madhya Pradesh
Late 18th C

Slide 33a

Both 33 a and 33b are Yardage
Made by women in Srikalahasthi
2009

Kalam in Persian means Pen, and Kari means work.
Slide 34a

The Kalam is a simple pointed stick of bamboo with a wad of cotton or wool wrapped around it. The
technique consists of painting color fast natural dyes onto cotton cloth in a complex process of a
minimum of 17 steps.
Slide 34b

Unbleached fabric is soaked in a mixture of Myrobalan nut powder and milk. The milk prevents the
dyes from spreading and smudging and gives a certain stiffness so the kalam can glide smoothly on
the fabric.
Unbleached fabric is soaked in Myrobalan powder and milk.

Slide 35b shows unbleached fabric.

35 c shows unbleached fabric soaked in Myrobalan powder and milk

The pattern is sketched on the fabric with charcoal made of tamarind twigs.

It is then made permanent with an outline of black dye made of Iron filings fermented with palm
jaggery and water for about 20 days. The iron acetate liquor gives a dull brown stain, but when it is
applied to myrobalan-treated cloth, it reacts to form an indelible black. The black is so strong that it
does not fade even when the paintings are subjected to prolonged soaking and bleaching
subsequently.
Slide 36b

The areas meant to be red are painted with an alum mordant. As Alum is colorless, a fugitive red or
yellow is added to it. The cloth is allowed to dry for 24 hours, washed in flowing water, so that any
excess mordant is removed and will not cause smudging.
Slide 37a
The areas meant to be red are painted with an alum solution that is used as a mordant.

Repeated washing and bleaching in the sun brings back the original beige of the cloth, while the red
and the black get brighter.

The cloth is then plunged into a boiling dye bath made with the madder root. Only the areas painted
with the alum mordant retain the red, while the rest of the cloth gets a slight pink fugitive tone.
Various tones of red are achieved from pink to dark purple brown by repeating the process. and
adding other herbs to the dye bath.
In all there are 11 different natural substances that are used to produce various shades from purple to
red, orange and pink including Lac, Kermes and Cochineal and Red Ochre.
Only the mordanted areas absorb the dye

34. For blue indigo, the mordants and myrobalan are bleached off for several days using a method
that I know of, but I prefer not to divulge! Some artisans use wax as a resist and dye the fabric in
indigo vats. Others paint on the indigo. Both methods are tricky as indigo oxidizes very quickly.
Slide 39a

Yellow, green and dark brown are considered to be easy enough for apprentices to apply! Various
vegetable dyes yield yellow- turmeric, mango bark, pomegranate peel… and green is a mix of yellow
on the blue, brown comes from a bark…

The craftsmen guarded their knowledge of mordants and dyestuffs closely. From the mid 17th century
till most of the 18th century, India was the greatest exporter of textiles the world had ever known,
with the Kalamkaris being the most important of all the exports.
Over the years, traders had named these hand painted fabrics Pintados (Portuguese), Chintz
(English), Indiennes (French), Their trade, popularity and use spread from Europe as far as Japan.
Kalamkaris, Pintados, Chintz, Indiennes

What began as bed spreads and wall hangings went on to to become clothing
Tree of Life,
Calico Museum,
Ahmedabad, India.

We must remember that in the 17th century, most of the fabrics available to Europeans were made of
heavy wool and linen and although there were rich silks from France and Italy, they were expensive.
English Blouse, Linen Embroidered with Black Silk, V&A Museum, 1620s

Not only were these comfortable cotton, they were also patterned fabrics adapted to current taste,
with brilliant color that resisted several washes!
European ladies cut up their Kalamkari furnishings and wore them.

Soon lighter all over motifs evolved, sometimes dresses were lined with silk for that extra rustle!

(Slides 43a and 43b are from theV&A museum,1780s)

Finally when everybody had had their fill of Kalamkari or Chintz, and when one could no longer
distinguish a lady of importance from a commoner, as everybody wore Chintz, the craze died down,
only to be replaced with the neoclassical style.
Gown made of fine muslin
embroidered with floral pattern.
V&A Museum

Fine cotton muslins worn with Cachemire shawls became all the rage next!
Empress Josephine
in muslin and paisley
1790s

This sensitivity towards fiber and ability to achieve fineness, the sophisticated application of color and
the uninhibited use of pattern lies behind the success of
a plethora of exquisite Indian textiles embellished in distinctive ways.
This was the end of Karthika’s lecture. She moved, now, to treat the material she had brought in. To
enjoy this Part 2 of her program, click on the link below.
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2015/08/28/karthika-audinet-on-two-great-textile-traditions-ofsouthern-india-part-2-the-material-she-brought-in/
R. John Howe 10
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Archive for August, 2015

Karthika Audinet on “Two Great Textile Traditions
of Southern India,” Part 2, The Material She
Brought In
Posted in Uncategorized on August 28, 2015 by rjohn
This is Part 2 of a Textile Museum Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning program given by Karthika
Audinet on Saturday, April 18, 2015. Karthika treated two traditions of fine craftsmanship of handloomed fabrics and hand-painted textiles from southern India.

She began with an illustrated lecture. You can enjoy it at this
link: https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2015/08/28/karthika-audinet-on-two-great-textile-traditionsof-southern-india-part-1-the-lecture/

I would advise you to do that if you have not.
Karthika had brought in a number of examples of Indian textiles. As you will see, not all of them are
examples of the “fine cottons” and “kalamkaris” treated in her lecture.

They were arrayed on a table in the front of the room. We are going to see all these pieces,
individually, and often close-up, but come and walk around the tables with me to get a hint of what’s
to come.

OK. That’s for appetizers, now on with the meal.
Karthika began to treat these pieces individually. This is she speaking.
The first one was a Kalamkari piece done by Niranjan Jonnalagadda, a contemporary Kalamkari
master craftsman. Niranjan’s grandfather’s work is exhibited in the V&A museum.
I20

Details of i20.

Karthika: “I am wearing a dress made from a textile in this group.”

Niranjan loves to write poetry. He was painting this on silk chiffon fabric. Although it was incomplete, I
found the red and black strikingly graphic. I bought it and converted it into this simple top.
Details of this top.

i21 is a silk temple sari with real gold zari. Offered to the goddess of a temple, these saris adorn the
deity and are replaced frequently. Temples auction them off to devotees. This piece was bought by an
old aunt of mine, who in turn gifted it to my mother.
i21

i22 is a Kanchipuram silk sari from my Mother’s dowry. Woven in the 60s. It’s a lovely unusual
combination of parrot green and salmon shot pink with very simple gold embellishment in the “pallav.”
(The pallav is the lose end of a sari. It is the culmination of the weaver’s artistry, some thing like the
‘peace de resistance’, that proclaims the character of a sari.)

i22

Details of i22.

Another Kanchipuram Silk with gorgeous emerald green and navy, with the temple spire pattern on
the borders in serrated lines, and stripes in the pallav.
i23

Details of i23.

i24 is a Kalakshetra sari. This was part of the revival movement after India’s independence. I bought
this from a master weaver in Kanchipuram. Note the absence of gold, the rustic feel of the silk, and
the beautiful jacquard pattern in ochre yellow contrasting with the pink-orange shot of the body.
i24

Details of i24.

i25, below, is another Kanchipuram sari from my Mother’s dowry. I love the magenta and turquoise
color combination and the checks.
Silk saris with checks in different sizes and designs are very typical of South India, and each little
region within a state will have their own well defined identity through designs, stripes, checks and
motifs.
Note how the magenta warp for the pallav has been added onto the turquoise warp of the body.
i25

Details of i25.

Here is a typical single ikat Pochampally sari from Andhra Pradesh. Note the rich color combination of
fuchsia and leaf green, and the typical serrated temple spire and peacock motifs.
i26

Details of i26.

i27, below, is a beautiful Bomkai Sari from Orissa. I wanted to show you the difference between
Andhra and Oriya Ikat.
Typical Oriya motifs are fish, circles with geometric designs in them depicting the Rudraksh seeds
used for prayer necklaces , conch shells and human figures.
Note the pattern below based on the rice powder Rangolis made by women outside their houses, and
the small supplementary weft circles in the body

Details of i27.

This is a Baluchari Sari from Bengal. Balucharis are known for their depiction of mythology in their
Pallavs. This one depicts the abduction of Sita in the Ramayana.
i28

Details of i28.

i29 is a block printed silk sari by master craftsman, Mukesh. His specialty is combining different blocks
to create patterns, and the use of exquisite base fabrics that are often traditional hand woven saris.
i29

Details of i29.

Here is another Mukesh. The base is a cotton with zari hand loomed fabric from Mangalagiri,Andhra
Pradesh. The large central motif is a combination of just a few blocks that have been cleverly
manipulated
130

Details of i30.

i31 is a brocade silk sari that I bought from weavers living in the outskirts of Benaras.
These traditional weavers used to weave with draw looms before the use of jacquards.
Today, they work with Rahul Jain to revive Safavid velvets and lampas.
i31

Details of i31.

I want to share three more unique textiles. I know I am wandering off to the rest of India, but these
are irresistible!
This is Mashru from Gujarat, a glazed satin made on simple four harness looms, using ingenious
drafting of threads, mixing silk or rayon warp with cotton weft, with vibrant stripes.
These fabrics are used by women from certain tribes to make their blouses.
i32

Details of i32.

This is Chikan embroidery from Uttar Pradesh. Typically done on fine cotton, white on white.
i33

i34 is one fourth of a large Paisley shawl that I found in a shop in New Delhi. I couldn’t resist the scale
and the dynamic yet graceful lines.
i34

Details of i34.

The last piece of the day was a bit of a surprise. Louise Shelley took off the jacket she was wearing
that came from my firm.
This was part of a limited edition that I had made using a fine herringbone hand woven fabric lined
with hand woven Mangalagiri cotton, block printed with polka dots!
i35

Details of i35.

Karthika answered questions and ended her session.

The audience moved to the front tables to examine this material.

My thanks to Karthika for this fine program, for permitting me to fashion this virtual version of it and
for her considerable assistance, both as it was being built and as she edited it, after.
And a long-belated thanks to Frank Petty, who has for years done a great deal of the set-up required
for these Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning programs.

(He also likely does the tear down after we’re gone.)
One thing more. As I write this sentence, the S Street buildings that have been the Textiles Museum’s
home until the move to the GWU campus, has sold for a very good price. Karthika’s program is one of
the last Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning held here in these old TM buildings.
I walked around a few of its rooms today, seeing that it has been restored to a mode more like a
residence. You could sense a trace of Mr. Myers and his family living here.
I hope you have enjoyed and learned from Karthika’s solidly-based program. She is another speaker
who is not just a “talker,” but has performed some of the craft skills about which she spoke.
R. John Howe 11
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Archive for December, 2015

Melissa and Mark Keshishian: Potpourri
Posted in Uncategorized on December 23, 2015 by rjohn
On December 12, 2015, Melissa and Mark Keshishian gave a “potpourri” session of the Textile
Museum’s Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning series.

Melissa is the widow of Harold Keshishian, in whose honor these Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning
programs are named. Mark is the son of Harold’s older brother James. Together, Melissa and Mark
operate the family rug firm. The Keshishian firm, here in the U.S., was established by Mark’s
grandfather, also Mark Keshisian.
Mark began by sketching some of the Keshishian family and firm history. I won’t attempt to report on
that, but you can read a great deal about the interesting and successful Keshishian family and
business on their web site.
http://www.hadjin.com/Mark_Keshishian.htm

Melissa had clearly been thinking about material that might relate to the current TM exhibition
featuring the photography of John Thomson, who took photos, in the last half of the 19th century, of
people and costumes at all levels of Chinese society.
She moved, first, to treat a series of Chinese collars.

The first of these was a long embroidered piece that Melissa said may have been part of a costume
worn in theater or opera performance.
MM1

Details of MM1.

Note the flap that raises.

The next Chinese collar had five embroidered lobes. The decoration on this piece is all embroidery.
MM2

Details of MM2.

Melissa said that the next collar had a “moth” theme in its patterning. It is done in applique and
embroidery.
MM3

Details of MM3.

Melissa was asked whether these figures could be butterflies, rather than moths. She said that she
thought butterfly images would be more skeletal and delicate. These devices were more chunky, as
moths would be.

The next collar was framed under glass and had a dragon theme. Embroidered in gold couched
thread.
MM4

Details of MM4.

The number of toes dragons have are said to be symbolic. Five-toed dragons on clothing were
reserved to the emperor. Four-toed and three-toed dragons were allowed by folks of lower station.

Next was a saddle blanket. The pieced fabric is brocade.
MM6

Melissa said it seems unlikely that an elaborately brocaded piece like this was actually used, but there
are wear marks in places where that would occur.
Details of MM6.

Next was an incomplete silk skirt. Intricate pleating and embroidery. Field of flowers design.
MM7

Details of MM7. (The 3-D character of the pleating does not come through, fully, in these images.)

Melissa said that the next piece may, possibly, be a lady’s vest. Black taffeta and black-on-black
secondary drawing.
MM8

Details of MM8. Ground color varies because of lighting and camera operation.

Next was a Chinese, silk purse. More embroidery. Exotic birds.
MM9

Details of MM9.

e

Melissa said that the next item was sombre evidence of the cruel, oriental practice of footbinding. You can see how small these tiny shoes are in relation to the size of her hand.
MM10

The next piece, Melissa said was a tapestry. The silk background is crumbling and the embroidery is
holding it together. Backed with a linen-like material.
MM11

It is a Chinese court scene. Four panels, stitched together. Lots of details of MM11.

Now, Mark moved to treat three, square-ish, pile pieces with the same basic design.

Each of these mats features an eagle holding an American flag. The flags each have 48 stars
indicating that they were made after 1912 when Arizona was the last of the contiguous states
admitted to the Union. A number of such rugs were woven (one still sees them in dealers’ shops) and
the Keshishians presented one to Franklin D. Roosevelt, who was president in 1936. See thank you
letter, below.

MM12 was woven in Kashan, Iran, using “Manchester wool.” As many readers will know, this is a very
soft wool from Australian Merino sheep, processed in Manchester England. Carpets with pile of
Manchester wool are prized by some collectors.
MM12

MM14 is a larger Kshan piece of Manchester wool, blended with silk. The eagle faces left.
MM13

Mark said that the third example this format and design (MM15) was made in China.
MM14

Manchester wool was used in a number of Persian carpets and Mark had three more examples.

MM15 was woven in Kashan.
MM15

Details of MM15.

MM16 was another Manchester wool example. Mark said that it’s wool feels like silk.
MM16

Details of MM16.

MM17 a Jozan Saruk with an embossed effect achieved by clipping the pile wool of the dark
background.
MM17

Details of MM17.

Next Melissa treated two Chinese saddle rugs in pile. She used the term “Mongolian.”
Both of these two saddle rugs were woven in two pieces with the pile pointing to the sides (down
when sitting on it on top of the saddle). This for a more comfortable ride.
MM18

Addi tonal detail images of MM18.

MM19 was another such saddle rug with a different design and coloration.
MM19

Details of MM19.

The next piece was a small Chinese rug with a bird and dragon design on a field of shades of
yellow. Both the bird and the dragon, especially when appearing together, are auspicious symbols in
Chinese folklore.
MM20

Details of MM20.

Mark now took us through some fragments thought come from 17th century “dragon”
carpets,traditionally, but now controversially, attributed to the Caucasus. Mark gave the traditional
attribution of Shusha, which is in the province of Karabagh. He said that these are “dragon” carpets
without actual dragons.
MM21 is a sizable fragment that gives us a sense of the 18 foot long “gallery” rug from which it is
likely taken. The field designs feature a variety of palmette devices and armatures.
MM21

Details of MM21.

Mark said that he thought that the other threee smaller fragments may have been taken from the
same rug. He thought that they were likely older than MM21 above.
You can see only traces of the patterns in MM22.
MM22

MM23 is also not in good condition.
MM23

MM24 is a border fragment that reads more clearly.
MM24

The next two pieces were large wall hangings.

MM25 is starkly graphic.

It is Egyptian.
MM25

Details of MM25.

MM26, the second hanging was for tent use. Melissa describe it as likely made around 1900 by
Ottomans in “Banja Luka,” the second largest city in Herzegovia-Bosnia. A Croation dominant
area. 100% applique, velvet and silk.

About 5 feet by 12. Backing was likely done in Europe.

MM26

Details of MM26.

Next were some pictorial rugs.
MM27, below, was one with Edward VII’s image. Edward was oldest son of Queen Victoria and Prince
Albert (1841-1910). Because of his mother’s long reign, he was crown prince for longer than any
ultimate King of the Great Britain, so far (the current Prince Charles may supplant him in this
regard). He reigned from 1901 to his death. Edward was an international figure, popular, and seen to
be an arbiter of good taste. It is not surprising that he would be seen to be a good subject for a
pictorial rug.
This rug was woven in Sivas, in central Turkey and is dated 1909, nearly at the end of Edward’s
reign. It has a lot of additional inscription on it, including what may be the name of the “weaver” of it.
MM27

Details of MM27.

The next pictorial rug was of President Abraham Lincoln. Mark said that this rug is super-fine and
called attention to the near-photographic detail of the drawing. It was woven in Greece in 1920.

MM28

Details of MM28.

A third pictorial rug is based on a photo of Mark’s namesake and grandfather on the occasion of his
graduation from the American Syrian College in 1916. Here is the photo. Keshishian is in his Turkish
military uniform. Now, here is the rug (MM29). This rug was woven in Romania in the 1990s. Very
fine: mid-400s knots per square inch.
MM29

Detail of MM29.

The town of Resht, near the Caspian Sea in northern Iran, was known during the 19th century for its
sumptuous, embroidered, applique textiles.
Some of the instances of Resht material are nearly beyond belief.

MM30 is a horse cover done in a luxurious Resht fabric. It is a relatively simple instance, but still very
nice. Woven wool red background.
MM30

Details of MM30.

MM31 is a second instance of Resht. Again, embroidered on a red background.
MM31

Details of MM31.

The next piece was a small, pile decorative band, with wrapped tassels.
MM32

Details of MM32.

MM33 was a pile saddle cover, probably Persian, Bakhtiari.
MM33

Details of MM33.

MM34 is a classic Senneh saddle cover in pile.
MM34

Details of MM34. Interesting herati field pattern.

Notice the thin, vertical, red, connecting line from the cantle opening to the upper border.

MM35 is an octagon-shaped, smaller, saddle rug. Probably Qashqa’i.
MM35

Details of MM35.

Notice the wide range of color in the small boteh designs in this piece which looks dark from even a
little distance.

here were some samplers (varigehs).
Samplers are interesting. They seem to have two functions. The first is to guide the weaver in
weaving particular patterns and the second is as a kind of marketing device to let potential customers
see what’s available. There seem to be no 18th century samplers and the use of them apparently
arose when western firms became influential in the Persian rug industry.
Eiland says that there are four kinds of samplers:
1. One that includes all the design motifs for a particular rug (field, major and minor borders).
2. One that includes a variety of designs available without attempting to include those needed for a
complete rug.
3. One that indicates only the colors available.

4. One that is a smaller version of a rug to be woven in a larger size. All the designs to be used in the
specific colors to be used as well. Sometimes called a “strike-off.”

The first sampler Melissa and Mark had brought was the one below. It was described as a Bakhtiari
border sampler, 1930s, and it does offer a number of borders. If the large circular device is only used
in borders, then this sampler is not one from which an entire rug could be woven. If the round device
could be used as a field device, then this sampler could function to guide the weaving of a complete
rug.
MM36

Details of MM36.

The second sampler was MM37. It was described as a Bijar sampler also from the 1930s.
MM37

It is of the type from which a complete rug could be woven.
Details of MM37.

Most samplers are Persian, but Melissa and Mark had two attributed to Anatolia. MM38 is central
Anatolia, Tashpinar area. It provides field devices (both a medallion and a spandrel), two major
borders and one minor one. It could guide the making of a complete rug.
MM38

Details of MM38.

MM39 was described as a “Ziegler” sampler. As many readers will know, Zeigler, was an Englandbased firm that had production in Iran during the 19th and 20th centuries. Rugs from this period are
still described as “Zeiglers.” A permutation of this firm still operates.
The Ziegler sampler provides near quarters of designs that could be used as spandrels or rotated and
reflected (something weavers do readily) to produce medallions. It offers no borders and so isn’t of
the type from which a complete rug could be woven, unless it was one without borders.
MM39

Details of MM39.

MM40 is the second Anatolian sampler Melissa and Mark had brought. Its tag attributes it to Kirsehir
in central Turkey. it provides a central field medallion and a variety of borders and so could guide
weaving of a complete rug.
MM40

Details of MM40.

MM41 was woven in Tabriz. It could, certainly, be used to guide the weaving of a variety of rugs (it
offers several field designs and at least three narrow borders).
MM41

Details of MM41.

The next piece was an Anatolian kilim. Slit tapestry. There was a suggestion that the device in its
field were reminiscent of animal pelts.
MM42

Details of MM42.

A good purple.

MM43 was described as Uzbek. Applique work, pleating, quilting. Loops on upper corners. Backed
with “trade-cloth” (no image of that).
MM43

Details of MM43.

The next piece was an exquisite little Kyrgyz bag. Embroidered in silk. Its devices are like designs
used in Kyrgyz felts. Tassels edge the bag and one hangs long.
MM44

Lined with silk ikat.

MM45 was another Kyrgyz piece. Applique. Some simple decorative stitching. Perhaps the front of a
bag or might be part of a larger piece. Tassels edge the piece on all sides. Longer rapped tassels
hang below.
MM45

Details of MM45.

The next piece was another small bag, silk embroidery on an ivory ground. Possibly Kyrgyz. Loops at
top corners.
MM46

Detail of MM46.

MM47 was a small Kyrgyz pile piece. About 2 feet square. A text book example. Notice the effort to
achieve resolution of the corners of the borders. Completely successful in the lower right corner with
the device rotated 45 degrees.
MM47

Details of MM47.

MM48 was a Krygyz pile “chavadan” a storage bag.
MM48

Details of MM48.

Inside cotton strip on the inside of the top. Likely Russian cotton printed trade cloth.

MM49 was another square-ish Kyrgyz bag face. Effective use of yellow in its narrow color
palette. Narrow outside, white-ground borders, on the sides, are unusual. Nicely drawn field devices,
although the top three need centering.
MM49

Details of MM49.

MM50 was a “heybe,” a saddlebag from western Anatolia. The long slit allows it, also, to be worn by a
person, hanging front and back over one’s head. This piece is done mostly in slit tapestry with row of
small tassels hanging off the front side. White and red binding at the sides and ends.
This piece is in near pristine condition and raises the question of whether it could be a recent
reproduction. There are stains suggesting some use, but the delicate tassels would not stand the kind
of abrasion, nearly unavoidable in regular use, and are undamaged. This heybe is attributed to a
remote area, Kilaz, north of Bergama. It is reported that such pieces were still being woven there in
1990’s, so maybe it is a young piece still woven within a, long-standing, Kilaz tradition.
MM50

Here are some detail images of the front of MM50. (Click on them two or three times to get a larger
version.)

Anatolia heybes have striped backs, said to be a better indicator of where a piece was woven than are
the more decorated fronts. Here is the back on this one.

Beiber, Pinkwart and Steiner, the authors of the only book in English (also German) on heybes, have
taken on the claim that the backs are good indicators of where a piece was woven. They show the

fronts of 90 heybes and then present all of the backs, indicating where each of them were
woven. Here is one page from this latter part of their book.

And, below, is the opposite page, indicating where a given back, on the page above, was
woven. Notice that all, but one, on this page, are from Kilaz. The fact that the authors do this with
90 backs is an impressive presentation of how this claim would be applied.

MM51 was a Caucasian pile fragment. It is a niche design with hands in the top corners and a
date.

It has good color and the field is filled with botehs arranged in diagonal rows of differing

color. The owner (who was looking for an attribution) said that he has found the minor border only on
rugs attributed to Dagestan. The reciprocal main border also appears on Dagestan rugs, but also on
those from other areas. The knot count: about 100 kpsi is in the Dagestan range of fineness. The
color palette is also similar to some Dagestan pieces. But the attribution is not at all firm.
MM51

Details of MM51.

The owner said that he cannot reliably decipher the date, but that, if the first two numbers are 12, the
third number must be 9. This seems a turn of the century (19th to 20th) rug. The literature notes
that a large number of Dagestan rugs are dated.

The last piece of the day was even more mysterious than MM51.
MM52 seems to be a cotton fabric with strong graphics. The owner had bought it “blind” and had no
real notion of what it was or where it had been made. Its colors are white, black, yellow, green, a
pinkish red, a stronger red in some isolated places. Its warps are black.
There has been a suggestion that this piece might have been woven in Nagaland (east India). Since
this session, the owner has consulted someone who travels, widely, in that part of the world and who
is experienced with textiles from it. She reports that the presence of white could indicate the North
Eastern parts of India – Naga / Mizo / Arunachal. She says that some of the designs, like the X’s and
the diamonds (see details below) are common in that area and that the “white squid and fish motifs”
seem to say something, too. But, she says, she sees nothing that is conclusive.
MM52

Details of MM52.

Some of the patterning devices in the image above seem to be brocade. I am not sure what structure
(it seems simple) was used to produce the white designs in the image below.

Below is a turned over corner of MM52, showing its back and end finish. The yellow strip in the end
finish looks distinctive, but something similar occurs in other areas.
Despite its being humble, this piece is one about which the owner would like to know more.

I want to thank Melissa and Mark for this interesting program presenting aspects of their collections
we have rarely seen, or not seen before.
Thanks to them also for their help in editing this post.
Thanks, also, to Kate Seno for a good set of notes.
I hope you have enjoyed this varied post, as we end the current year and begin 2016.
Best,
R. John Howe 12
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